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Postponement # 1 (Page 8): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JFX Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1,2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/200 1 

Postponement # 2 (Page 9): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JFK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1.2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/2001 

Postponement # 3 (Page 9): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1,2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/200 1 

Postponement # 4 (Page 9): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JFK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1.2001, or three months after the decease of the 



individual, whichever occurs first. 

Release Date: 05/2001 

Postponement # 5 (Page 11): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(1)(A) of the JFK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1,2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: OY2001 

Postponement # 6 (Page 11): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1, 2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/200 1 

Postponement # 7 (Page 11): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1,200 1, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/200 1 

Postponement # 8 (Page 11): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1, 2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/200 1 

Postponement # 9 (Page 12): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1,2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/2001 

Postponement # 10 (Page 12): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(1)(A) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1,2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/2001 

Postponement # 11 (Page 15): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 



Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1,2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/2001 

Postponement # 12 (Page 16): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1,2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/200 1 

Postponement # 13 (Page 29): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 05/1997 

Postponement # 14 (Page 30): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 05/1997 

Postponement # 15 (Page 3 1): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 05/1997 

Postponement # 16 (Page 3 1): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 05/l 997 

Postponement # 17 (Page 73): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1,2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/200 1 

Postponement # 18 (Page 77): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1.2001, or three months after the decease of the 



individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/200 1 

Postponement # 19 (Page 85): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1.2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/200 1 

Postponement # 20 (Page 86): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JFK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1, 2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/200 1 

Postponement # 21 (Page 98): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1, 2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/2001 

Postponement # 22 (Page 106): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May I, 2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/2001 

Postponement # 23 (Page 116): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JFK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1, 2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/2001 

Postponement # 24 (Page 126): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JFK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1, 2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/200 1 

Postponement # 25 (Page 126): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 



Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1, 2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/2001 

Postponement # 26 (Page 126): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JFK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1, 2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 051200 1 

Postponement # 27 (Page 129): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(1)(A) of the JPK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 0511997 . 

Postponement # 28 (Page 146): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JFK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 05/1997 

Postponement # 29 (Page 146): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JFK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: OS/1997 

Postponement # 30 (Page 152): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 05/1997 

Postponement # 3 1 (Page 152): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JFK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 0511997 

Postponement # 32 (Page 152): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JFK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 05/1997 



Postponement # 33 (Page 153): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JFK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 05/1997 

Postponement # 34 (Page 153): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 05/1997 

Postponement # 35 (Page 153): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 05/1997 

Postponement # 36 (Page 154): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JFK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 05/1997 

Postponement # 37 (Page 155): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JFK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA. 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 05/1997 

Postponement # 38 (Page 160): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 05/1997 

Postponement # 39 (Page 172-A): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1, 2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/200 1 

Postponement # 40 (Page 185): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JFK Act. 



Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1,2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: OY200 1 

Postponement # 4 1 (Page 222): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: OY1997 

Postponement # 42 (Page 222): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: OY1997 

Postponement # 43 (Page 261): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, 
at which time it will reconsider the postponement 
Substitute Language: CIA Employee 
Review Date: 05/1997 

Postponement # 44 (Page 27 1): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1,2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/200 1 

Postponement # 45 (Page 276): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that properly 
may be withheld under Section 6(l)(A) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: The information is the true name of the individual whose pseudonym is John Scelso. 
The postponed information will be opened in full on either May 1, 2001, or three months after the decease of the 
individual, whichever occurs first. 
Release Date: 05/200 1 

Postponement # 46 (Page 277): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be 
withheld under Section 6(l)(B) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: Describes technical operation 
Review Date: lo/2017 

Postponement # 47 (Page 278): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be 
withheld under Section 6(l)(B) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: Describes technical operation 
Review Date: 1 O/20 17 



Postponement # 48 (Page 278): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be 
withheld under Section 6(l)(B) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: Describes technical operation 
Review Date: 1 O/201 7 

Postponement # 49 (Page 278): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be 
withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: Describes technical operation 
Review Date: 1 O/20 17 

Postponement # 50 (Page 278): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be 
withheld under Section 6(l)(B) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: Describes technical operation 
Review Date: 1 O/20 17 

Postponement # 5 1 (Page 278): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be 
withheld under Section 6(l)(B) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: Source 
Review Date: 1012017 

Postponement # 52 (Page 278): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be 
withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act. 
Substitute Language: Describes source 
Review Date: 1 O/20 17 

Postponement # 53 (Page 278): 
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be 
withheld under Section 6(l)(B) of the JPK Act. 
Substitute Language: Describes source 
Review Date: 1 O/20 17 

Board Review Completed: 09/27/96 
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~Ionora’cle Louis Stokes, Ck2irma.n 
select committee on ~Assassinations 
Kouse of Representztivss 
V,‘ashinG:on, D-C- 0 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

1 know that you are ,‘a.miZiar with our practice of executing secrecy i 
agreements with individuals (I) to whom we provide access to classified i 
information and information of an intelligence sources and methods nature6 
which I am charged by lax to protect from unauthorized disclosure, or 1 
(2) otherwise p erform services for or are engaged by the Agency- Such 
agreements are in force even after the relationship with this Agency has 
beei; terminated- As you are aware, the inhibitions created by these 1 
agency secrecy agreements exist solely for the purpose of assuring 
that classified information is imparted only to authorized recipients .’ - 

/ 

As Ad.miral Turner has assured you previously, it is his desire to ; - 2 
r.oo~err?ta fi~ily with yorrr 
ill ass 

Committee- It is in this spirit that I ::m interest$d 
i7; 

uriag that such secrecy agreements do not impair access .by your 
$J 

. $ 
Cornmitte’e to information within the scope of your charter. Therefore, I i F 

have deter.mined that discloser, n of otherwise protected in,for-ma tion to the $elec 
Committee OT its designated s.:aff members will constitute authorized prav@sion$ 
of infor-mation within the *meaning of such secrecy agreelments - This letter 
may be used to indicac, ‘a authorization to any individual who has esecuted a 

J! 
$r * 

secrecy agreement with this Agency, or who array otherwise consider :-. 

??:e-~~s~lves bound by 211 obligattion of secrecy to.this Agency, to furnish to. 1 
tile Select Co.mmittee infor-mation within the stop e and jurisdiction definec!!jb>r ’ 
Ii. Res- 222. 4: 

\ 
1 appreciate the extra precautions taken by the Committee to assure ,: - _ -# 

;-:p;=li;‘;st thz inadvertent ris!; of disclosure of those few exceptionally sensit@e 
matters involving the safe’;i- and well-being oi individuals, and the protecti!@ 

~~ 
-g 

oT co-v-er; sources and operztion$ methoes no! fallin,g within the scope of ! s-: 

/ 
( 



11. 1:~s. 222. I understand that Committee staff members \a!jll be instructed 
to bc circumspect in the conduct of their interL4e:vs and during hearings to 
a;roid the risk of inadvertent disclosures and to provide the affected perscm 
\vith the 0,pportunity to receive guiclznce from me or my designees on the 
applicability of this authorization to particular questions lvhich are asked- 

. 

I believe these a rrangements meet our mutual interests in assuring fhat 

_ .- all persons respond fully and truthfully in providing testimony to your .: 
Committee- Please indicate by your counter-signature on ihis letter if 
it is acceptable t0 YOU- 

//pp&~~L&- -. --....., .:- , -- 
Tior_oS~&ie Lo*xis Stokes, Chairman 
Select Coizmittee on Assassinations 

/ l* 

- 
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:f : !  
41 
I: 
;: 

m -  I  

i’-’ ,  

; I  raise your rigtt hand. 
f: :I - 



to a suk~oeza cn the Fart of the corr3ittee? 

7°F . ..- . Fccca - That is correct. 

I.7 r ..-- . Gcldsxith. Off the reccr5.. 

(!?iSCUSSiC2 of5 tl;e record) 

‘:.r . Zocca. Yes, indeed. 

xr . Rocca. I waFve tkzt rickt. 

I  

!-'.r . Gcl~sI?lith. At Least for new. 
\ 

llr. Rocca. Ye?. 1 exaect.that I will f=e able tc +ud& ! .I - ; 

in terns of t3e caveats icEica-Iced 15ere where to ask vour 

iX?dUlCpIYX and just set aside and Trcceec?.. 

:r-+- --A. GoldszG.tS. Fine. NC Droblem. __ i 

Rzve you received a CroTy of the corxittee rlules ap-d 

ilcrise Resolutioris 222, 433, anll 7EC? 



\ . :  y 
A- .  Gcldsrit:?. Yes. 

>.q r . . . Goldsmith. tJnd2r the coz2izFttee rl~les, 1%. kcca, 'a i 
‘1 .  

wikess has a ri?hf fc .:eceive a cocv of a de?ositior, transcjrj.34 -- , 

In other words, whenever a ktzess qives a deposition 

he has a right to receive a copy OF the tracscri?t. 3 
. 

Eowever 7 the Central ktelligence Agency i32S asked t2.9$ 

: I 
‘- .; ccY?IFtfae to recyJest_ 

1 of Tresent ar,d forxer .ker,cv e~7loyees Lo: 
.< ! .d .' .I xaive their riqhg actually.+ 

! - -0 receive a co?y cf the tra>scri$t; 
_-- iA i 

- 11 Tfre AS;ercy is coccerr,ed that the transcript kas classified : 
*- i I I 

. . 
;j 

(1 
FzforratioE iz it and would not want the transcript to leave' ._ 

.c ., 
the 

:4 :I 
coIzlrr.ittee' s secure areas - . 

i/ So, for that .reason, I would like tc ask .you whether : ; 
;g : 

I 
-? 

i, you are willing to waive ycur right to receive a tory of thei i 

. . -_/- 
. ..$QT ,j 

. transcrzzt. ??y doing so, however, you would still have the * ,).-L ..' -e , 
.j' - I-%!-' 2.i i 

\ I full ri,-ht to review the transcript for accuracy and to nake I . . '? i .- 
,i I ,, anv necessary corrections. SC, all you are maivir_g is your : 

zo , 

i right to receive a cozy. 

*Fr. -I i?occa. I do. 

C9NFIDENTIm>Z 
_ -_ . ^ - - . . . -  - - . . - . .  . r  .  .  c 



.i 
4. 

;L .; 

I  
I  

-’ I  
A- ;  

CONFIDZYTIAL 
4 

Let Pe sav that membership in the Aqer.cy has 10~~ since T 

comForted the waiving of constitutional ric;hts ir. varlo-us I 

rights., i :IoFe. 

I w~u2.d like you to know that the Court Zeporter will1 
I 
i 

be asked to certFEy the transcript as a coznlete, ! 
accuratei 

i 
and true record cf all ti?e testiri.ony giver_. ; : 

R" -,:r. Xocca. b?i;l there be an o?aortu?ity to correct FS? I 
,I i 

'There are !??is-speakinqs and that kind of thin?,. srhatever th& 

WCC? iz.eai-23. It has just been coined ih the last year or so," .i. 
I 

/ . 

&*r. _. (Ioldsmith. You :sill be civen an cportunity tc re+iew 
1 : 

tke trar,scri;t for accuracy. If, in your opinior, it is not ; 

accurate, there is a ;nrocedure for rectifying those types of, ; 

qroblens. 

NGW , are ye-u retired from the Central irztellicence A.qe+k? 
i 

X7- ..- . Yocca. I azz. 

Xr. Coldsmith. Eave you received a coy of Acting 

Directcr Carlucci's 23 Ear&, 1978 letter which .- , for the 

record, ccrresoonds with JFX exhibit number 94? 

.?4r . !acca. 23 Yarch, 1978 -- I have. 

Xr. Goldsrr.itl~. That is the letter that specifically 

discusses the question of secrecy aqreeneilts a& authorizes 

--- .̂ . --__--.. A -- . . . . . ., ..,- 
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Zlr . Rocca. Yes. 

It also contains caveats which protect the continued 

interest in sources and in methods, which I regard as adequate 

uTder I* the circumstances, and therefore I accept this, and I. 

understand. 

Xr . Goldsmith. You understand that letter? 

5X. Rocca. Yes. Ee wants me tc tell you all you negd. 

to know in order to get your job done. 

MY __- . Goldsmith. -- Yes. 

I believe the letter indicates that SO lone as gueSti@ns 
I 

relevant to the committee 's mandate are addressed to the 
1 

witness, the Agency is authorizing you to answer those questiio 

I would like to have this marked and offered as an 

exhibit. 

(The document referred to was marked Rocca Exhibit 

Number 1.) 

I4r . Rocca. I judge that this is the standard type 

0; thing. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Yes. 

Off the record. 

(Discussion off the record.) 

!W. Goldsmith. I will indicate for the record that 

this exhibit is one that :qe have used for every witness 

that the committee either knew worked for the Central 

.:IONFIDENTIAL 
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Intelligence Agency or thought right have worked for the 

Central Intelligence Agency. Fe have, at tizes, given the 

letter to witnesses who had no connection with the Agency. 

FIow nany years were VOU ezzloyet! with the CIA.? _. 

Yr. Rocca. Frcm its inception in 1937 to the 31st of:, 

December, 1974. 

!4r. Goldsnith. Yhat position did you hold when you i 
i 

retired in 1974? 

*qr _.. . Rocca. I was Deputy Chief of the Counter Intellig&c& 
! --A$-- 

staff. A- 

L\1r . GoldsIuith. P7hat position did you hold in 1963, at 

the tize of Fresident Kennedy's assassination? 
i 
I 
I , 

Mr. Rocca. I was Chief of the Research and Analysis .i I 
i 

Division of the CI staff, the Counter Intelligence staff. : I 

m . Goldsmith. Is that knc>Jn as CI/RbA? i 
! 

LYr . Rocca. That is. Correct. ! 
; 

Yr. Goldsrr.ith, What responsibility, if any, did you :i 

$1 
have with regard to the CIA's investigation of the assassinat&pn 

in 1963? I 
i 

Yr . Rocca. 24~ responsibilities, in my own words, were 1 
I 

to serve as the working level point of contact andfacilitatio;! 

to the Warren.Corr?rz.ission staff, the working level point of ;j 
I 

contact and facilitation. 

That was initiated so;ne t&e in January. There is a I ! 
me'rzorandux of record which represented the results of 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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1 ‘I jl conversaticns at about that tize, which informed i 
II 

* !I decision. 
II 

19 other words, it was not a thing that I sou 

3 /i !, %r. Goldsmith. 3efore we go into your res>onsi 

4 '1 
II in more detail, would you describe for the record what the 
jl 

5 ji 
'! Counter Intelligence -9esearch and Analysis staff did in 135,3? 

6 ij In other words, uhat was the Fur?cse of that unit? 

7 ;j pd!r . Rocca. 
Ij The unit was designed to bring to bear 

8 :: a analytical intelligence, :i analytical brainnower, wjich me 
il 

._ 
g !' all source, all overt source comprehension- a study cf c 

'I 
10 !. I/ that had ceased to occup operational significance, that is% 

r; 
11 !I 

! 
12 j I 

closed cases; to maintain the ongoing record of overall 

w- 
ii II 

quality and quantity of counter intelligence being oerforme 

ID 13 ‘1 
0 

by the entire DDP operational component: to -- operati 
ml 

2 
14 com>onent -- L the Deputy Director for Plans. 

z 
Yt 

15 1 Yr . Goldsmith. That ' 

5 16 
D P 1/ 

s just in capi -- DDP. ! : 

(li*x . Rocca. 

I 

DDP -- i have listed now three functions, 

3 
:: 

17 brcadly speaking. Tc keep the community informed on the 
5 
2 18 

I/ 
ID 
II) organization:S structure and operational potential, that is,' 

2 19 
2 

the threat of all intelligence services throughout the F 

2 
20 that is, by supervising the writing of an erxyclo?eZic 

N ha 21 
w  pblicatioc, which tias called the SIS Section 55 at that 

22 This was a specific responsibility of the component. 

23 In other words, it rqas a research suDport for ori, - .- 

24 components. The final majcr function, and this is important,' 

25 is training. VTe were resaonsible for tie supervision and 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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4 
1 

2 1 I 

performance of CI training. I 
i 

ii So, we kept the CI indicators, the overall record of I 

3 I 

I 

1 
CI organization throughout the world -- that is, the adversary! 

4 I I i 
/' services -- 
l // 

we worked on cases when they had ceased to be ti 
: 

, direct concern to the operational components, and tried to &ak 

! 
! 1 

I 
relationships between cases. 

I 
We were concerned, obviously, on the training side in 

I 

c 

1 

1: 

II 

14 

1: 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

i 
working with other parts of the intelligence community, : as! i 

well as training inside, and so forth. 

! 
I think that those five broad topics -- I could narrod i 

: 
them down -- 

'9 -.- . Gol&mith. NO, that's fine. 

Xr . Rocca. I think this is sufficient to get us star&d: 
1 i 

Zr . Goidsmith. Xho was in charge of the CIA's invest*a&i 

into the assassination of President Kennedy? 

Xr . Rocca. 
I 

As far as I know, there was no formal I 
t 

provision for investigation. i The investigation was the FBI'4 *- 
? 

not1CIAJs responsibility. : I 

Kr. Goldsmith. Within CIA, isn't it fair to say that 

icitially[?h, SCELSO] was given responsibility for conductidg 

the investigation? i 0 

-!4r. Rocca. I don't want to nit-pick your language, ,' I but( 

that was not an investigative responsibility, as I understood 
I ,' 

it. 

The GP Floor phase, which he headed ug -- 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Mr. Goldsmith. The GP Floor? 

Kr . Xocca. Floor phase. i 

j 

&'r . -- Goldsmith. Yould you define for the record what ; 
I 

GP Floor is? 
! 

9 . . . Rocca. GP Floor was the code name assigned by the 

DDP, by Mr. Eelas and Xr. Karaxissines and the desks, to 
1 lc, 

x 

characterize cable traf': L&C during the initial phase of thei 
i” 
1 
I j 

Ager.cy's relationship with the various authorities and withy I 
:. 

i 

its own organizations or coq3onents overseas. This is a 1 

code facilitation, a telegrarr! or telegraphic ccnsideratioc.l ; 

AC, durixg that shase, it :das indeed 2.37. [SC E LSO] ros~n$, -.: : 

sibility. I think he did an extremely good job. -& 
i r ! 

Mr . Gcldsmith. So, GP Floor was a code name which wasi ! 
1 a 

i 
assigned to cable traffic pertaining to the Kennedy assassibatk 

” 

is that correct? 

.?:r . Rocca. As far as I kcow, durizq the period of Q 
! 

Ncvetier through January, and then it was phased out. ;i 1. 

Xr. Goldsnith. And ?!r.[sCELS0]initially had I I 

responsibility for -- l 
! 

2.3 . Rocca. 'Coordinating traffic, for working with thai 

* I DDP with respect to what was being done over the whole world, : 

as far as I know. This was before I got into it. i 

,?Y - . Goldsmith. After !<r.[~C~LS~]nc longer had 

respozsib ility in that area, who took over the rosponsibili 

for coordinating the Agency‘s investigation? 

CONFIDENTIAL :/ 
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L u AI &Y A u li 1’1 A AtaLl 

1 !/ 

/I 
Xr. Rocca. I43 far as I know, there was no further 

:! g cryptonym assigned to it. i 
j/ t 

3 II 
i! 

2.3 . Goldsmith. Severtheless, without a cryotonym being 1 I 
I 

4 1 
II 

assigned to it-- I 

5 ;I 
1 

Xr . nocca. And therefore cables would go to the DDP, 

I 6 :/ would go tc Xr 

,,e.: 
; .;- 

. Helms or Xr. Karamissines, 
!I 

the various des)iis. 

7 11 1 n other words, it became a decentralized responsibility. ': 
!I 

8 'I 
j j In other words, there wasn't, as far as I can aaJ<e ! 

g !I 'C 
II out, a formal Flacement of an investigative responsibility.: 
8, : 
I' 

I :.*: 
10 ,’ 

: .i 

II 
Vr. -- Goldsmith *. Informally, vrho -- j .; 

11 '1 
- ,& 

I 
WF. * -...? 

II 
Xnr . Rocca. I became -- or the CI staff and I for tha ' i ;. 

12 :I 

I/ 

staff became then 
i 2: 

-- because by that time a commission had ; -e 
: _i 

I3 I; &ea for&d --' 
: &.' 

had'become the point of contact for the : i i‘ 
; - . $ : 

14 
I 

. . COrr~TlS s 1on. . $A 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

‘I 

i 

” : g, 
Yr. Goldsmith. So, informally, the CI staff was ; I 

responsible for coordinating the CIA's investigation? * !" 

?lr. Rocca. *This is where I wonder about the use cf 

term -- that is, whatever we had done, whatever we were to 

cr did to assist the Yarren Commission focused in the staff. 
I 

Mr. Goldsmith. In the CI staff. 

Yr . Rccca. In the CI staff. 

Yr. ._ Goldsmith. At the time, i I c who was in charge of the? , .: 

CI staff? . i :, 

I : 
;lr . Rocca. Xr. Angleton, an2 !!r. Hunt was his depty.. 1 :: 

W. Goldsmith. "las that 3. E. So.ward Runt? i .:" 
; ;; 
I 
! 
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Xr . liocca. Yo. 

2 j /  i 

31 

lllr. Goidsmith. ?or the record, vdho is Yr. Punt? 
i 
i 

I !  
Xr . l?occa. p,!r . Hunt was ?Ir. James HU,?t, a totally I 

4 I!.. 
ljnifferent person. 

I 

5 jJ 
Ii 
t'r 

iYr . Goldsxzith. Do you know why the re.sFonsibility fbr '-: II 
6 11 

!/providing information to the Varren Commission was given to 

' I Ithe CI staff as oyzosed to ?!r.ELEfiO]? 
I . 

vlr r-* . Rocca. I do not. 

9 -. 

ii 
I would judge -- and I aii guessing now, this is pure&v 

10 ;s 
,a guess I -- I never discussed it smith him -- that as Chief 05 

11 1 
the vexican Desk *- I which !qas his fcmer job, the whole C+rm&t& 

12 I 3: 
of the case had shifted frcz its initial phase of October e$.d y '3 

13 
..,! 

Novezber, where traces cam.e up involving his files and his 1 
; ;- 
;: 

14 t ; 
handling of the initial leads that developed out of the I ‘li : * . ' .~, 

15 
Xexican resources, and that he RO longer regarded it as . ' 

i . . 
16 

reallv his primary responsibility. 
17 

II lllr . Goldsrr,ith. :Xas there any conflict between 
18 

I ; 

Mr. Angleton and $!r. kC&C)olregarding the Kamer in which t&e i. 
19 I 

investigation was to be conducted? 1 : 
‘, 

20 ‘_ 
!'ir. Rocca. As far as I know, there was no_n.e, and I I 1 I .‘+ 

21 I 
did not hear of any at the time -- or since.. 1 :Yf 

‘3 
22 

Mr. Goldsmith. Is it true that initially Xr.csCELSof I i 

23 
was given responsibility for the investigation and that 1 

u Xl ~2. Angleton i3 some manner izterce-, sod in the investigation " 
I 

25 
being conducted by !lr -csc EL50 ] 
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1 

1 Mr. Rccca. If so, I do not know this and cannot [ 

2 I 
sustain that allegation, by any information direct or indirect.! 

31 
i 

11 have never heard it even as hearsay. 
i 
I 

4 I 
By the whole line of questioning, I judge that you I 

II 
5 II I .' 

ifhave ycur own interests. 
. 

II 
6i 

I 
Really, ?ir. [SLELSPlsat here (indicating) in a small:-' 

7 I 
I 

desk in WH for the Mexican area. He was in a position : 

8 iI' 

I 
to develop through the assets of the !?exico station extrenety 

:: 
9 interesting material, which at the time was not recognized,.: 

, -3. 

'3 10 
I 
I 
iobviously, as pertaining to anything like what came out of it 

11 
Iin October or late September, and that was entirely appropr&t$ ,: 

12 
to the WH division and area, and functional division. 

13 
! * 

?Ir . Goldsmith. WH stands for Western Hemisphere? ; p 2.' _ i “ 
14 

; .- 
Yr. F!occa. Western Hemisphere -- not White House --.f * " I g .8-t' .,1 ,' c-r 

15 
underline that, please, because this is another of the cana&.! 

16 
: g 

As I say, it was entirely appropriate in the GP Flood 1 ? 

17 

I 

I 
! 

phase that he would have that. 
2.; 

But the minute you had a 
2, 

18 
i : 

commission set up outside the line obviously had to be the i ;, 

19 
1 $ 

Director, and from the Director to his Chief of Operations i s: 
20 i I 

overseas, because the spread involved then all of the divisibnsl .: 

I i 
21 Here you had >!r.~C~L~Olb eing asked to sign off on cables , i f 

22 that had to do with Netherlands, with'U.X., with Australia, , ,; 
j js: 

23 I ;' 
and it would have seemed to me utterl~-adniniStratiVel~ SiIIlp+Y/ ? 

i 3 

24 hybrid monster. 
, i !. 

25 so, 
i 

in effect, the concentration of supervisory i : 
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19 
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23 
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24 

25 

1 /I irauthority on the assistance beinc Given the :7?r- 
II - -er, Cc~x.issFo~ 

2 i 
j once they got underway was something, as I understand it, 

3 ij I 
/Inegotiated between the Colrzission itself and ?!r. "elms. I 
I 

4 /i Mr. 

i 

Anqleton was ;=resent. I may have been present at the i 

5 ! 'A meetin: khich decided that 5 & A vould 'De the noizt of refer& 
‘i i 

6 4 
j/I cannot recall. 4 i 

II 
' ,a I 

7 il But there is a memorandum -- off the record -- there ' i Ij 

and you should have it. I : 

t4r. Goldsmith. There is a memorandum for the record i 

which indicates -- 

., ;: r. Rocca. In January, which indicates :?o~t' that thing _ . 

cgt off. And it diszells, i think, any idea that there vas' 

some kind of internal machination. 

Er . Goldsmith. PJhere would that me.morandux-. for the 

record be found -- because >:le have reviewed many files and 

have not come across that particular memorandum? 

!Ir. Rocca. Yell , it shculd be'found in the file. 

Mr . Goldsmith. Yould it be in the Oswald file? 

Mr. Rocca, It would be in the Oswald file. and it 

should be arcund January. 

xr . Goldsmith. Who is the author of that memorandum? 

_Nir . Rocca. The author of that memorandum Tust have 

I: 

3ee2 I%. Helms himself, or Xr. Karamissines. It reflected 

conversations that tookplace with Xr. Rankin, It day be a 

Earren Commission memorandum. 
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But that memorandum exists. And, as I say, the 

memorandum, tc me, represented a locical evolution of what 

had gone on in the developrent of the case. 

Xr . Goldsmith. xou12 you be able to locate that 

memcrandum for the committee? 

In other words, dc you still have a relationshi? with. 

the Agency which would permit you to obtain that memorandum?" 

Xr . Bocca. ?:ell. _ if vou could arrange it for me to 30 

out there, I would. 

Can we have a little bit of a diversion ncpr and per&$s i 
i 

qo off the record? I want to ask about a n-umber of other 

people who helped, who wsuld know this. 
] ! 

! 
:.!r . Goldsmith. Tine. Let's go off the record for a ; 

iloment. But I don' t want to 90 off the record a whole lot ' 

in this deposition. 
--'$ 

-----j% 

(Discussion off the reccrd.) 

2% . Goldsmith. Let's go back on the record. 

Xr . Rocca. I have no formal knowledge of it by 

Srection or indirection, or hearsay. 

Mr. Goldsmith. By "it': you are referring to -- 

MY _.- . Rocca. Of such a thing having haopened. _. -. 

Mr. Goldsmith. You have to understand, 3%. Rccca, that 

re went off the record. SO, for the record, by l-it,:' what i 

re ou referring to? 

?lr . Rocca. The shift of the responsibilitv for overal!l. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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1 ]i 
!;coordination of what the Agency was doing, from XI-!, ~‘;rljCELSd 

* :i 
'ito t!le staff. 
ii 

This was an utterly logical and completely 

3 Li 
ilwhat I would call inevitable in terms of cost effectiveness a: 

. i! 
4 ! 

,teverything else. .I 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

.i 
t: 
i 

i; 
Ii 
iI 
II . 
Ii #! 
!* 
‘: /: 
rl 
II 
1 
1 

Yr . Goldsmith. Did the shift take place right 

time that the Warren Commission was established? 

Xr . Rocca. I have in memory the date 12 Janua 

this is something that just comes now right out of my 

Mr . Goldsmith. Fine. ,. ;":' 
;; 

N;r . Rocca. So, it was pursuant to that. 

A,1 r _-a . Goldsmith. :Xny wzs the responsibility for t.& i' 1z 

investigation -- 1 am using that nozd in an informal send, > 
a 

because I think you feel more comfortable with that -- ti)lr t$ 4 ' -: :'1 

the responsibility given to CI staff as opposed to someiothq c A> 1 
staff within the DDP? 

?Ir . Rocca. Because that's our business. CI has: ; 
c 

the business of dealing with activity involving espionaqe, :$ 

. 
sabotage, subversion, terrorism, and the whole works. 

it it 

spelled out in l-l, Chapter 5. YOU will find that 
. . 

abso$ute'i 
-rl .3 9 

stated formally. 
i 

'3 

m . Goldsmith. So, of all the units within the CIA 4 ? 
pl 

$? 
:a: 

in 1963, the CI staff, you are saying, WBS best suited bo k,::, -. 

responsible for this? 

Ia!r . Rocca. That's right, yes, because, in aCCi*On 
// 

i: 

staff had the-responsibility for the DDP, for maintaini& -$ ; 
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relations, the liaison relations, with the office of security 

-within the Agency itself, the office of security, and with the 

FBI and other agencies. This T:las by directive l-1, Chapter 5. 

I underline the importance cf l-1, Chapter 5. 

.?lr . Goldsmith. That is the CI staff charter? 

?-lr . A..- Rocca. Charter -- and this shift was precisely !- 

directly in line with the implications of that charter. This 
4 /. 

is my readin now in retrospect. 

Mr. Goldsmith. rf?hat was the line of reportinq withi 
i 

the CIA with regard to information tha t was relevant to the; 

assassination? By line of reportin: I mean once information) 

was received, who did it co to? 

T am'talking now about the time the Ci staff was 

responsible for the investigation. 

L!r . _- Rocce. There were -- this is where you are qoinq 

cff, because the CI staff never displaced :Jr. Helms in his 
_ ..-. 

direct relations with the Ccmmission. The CT staff never 

Sisplaced the direct relations between the Soviet Division, : 

Mr . biurr>hy, Xr. Eagley, with the Commission. The CT staff :I 

never displaced the' direct relations between.?Q.pC&LSO]-- 1 

even after it had taken over. In other words, it was a 

decentralized ag+?proach. 
i I 

New the material that did ccme through of a substanti@e ; 

nature developed by these components, and particularly the 
I 

Soviet division, were brought doqrrn in the ncrmal flow of day ! 
1 
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to day work. They were reviewed by me or by the assistants 

I had, and they were ?!r. Tom FJall, Xr. Thomas Uall, Ph.D., : 

Tt'niversity of Chicago, in Slavic Studies, and our 3l‘ssian ..A 
1 i "T 

expert: Yr. Paul Ilartman, who was a general research and sea&+ j 

ma= for the ':'hoie of the comtiunitv and its recolxc.es- and :: 
! .‘ 
i ;! 

Pr. Arthur Dooley -- D-O-O-L-E-Y -- a former member of the 
1 

i . 
FBI who had transferred to the Agency many years befcre. I 1; : 

. 

NOW these pzople actually were dealing y:lith the actua3 \ 
;  .’ 

working level in the various divisions, or the various 
* : 

4 '> I 
divisional elements, particularly in SF!,, erould be working 

with me. 
, 

I 

Yr . Gcldsmith. Let's see if we can clarify this for .I I I 

a moment. 
I 

Overall resFonsihility was in the hands of 3. FTelms. ‘ 

?.!r . Rocca. That's correct. Yo-x you're talking -- ani? f 

that never changed. i I 

'9 . Goldsmith. That never changed from the vep begin& ! 

Mr . Rocca. As far as I am concerned, Xr. Helms was in 1' i 
j ; 

charge, and Nr. Xaramissines, his deputy, when he was not therq. i 
I 

For sensitive aspects, Xr. Angleton and these two were in 

charge, or the division people. 

Pir . Goldsmith. Was Yr. Anqleton heavily involved in 

the investiation, other than occasional sensitive matters 

that arose? 

iM_r . Pocca. I think not. I think this is a correct 
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Let me give you ar, exarr.Dln, of what I have ir, mid. 

Thouqh I WES the r.qor>.j,pc level Taint of contact 

5 :_ .&.^ 
/j VJlLl. t!-l2 CSiT-Z&l ‘ttee, k,lat is, I ].:;2w T,!r. Slawson in particula?, 1 
:i 

6 ijar.? worked, I believe, ci0seJ.v 2zl -,rofitz..bly vdit:? hin?, an5 . ; 2 
i/ 

7 flwithout reservation, there r;:as zr.other histDrier?_. 
I/ 

In any 
i 

I 
8 ;I 

b 
event, I '.Va.S 20-L cleared for the Nosenko case. SO, I Ci.2 .nO$ 

ii attend a r :,T -.. 0 f +- 12 e "iseussicns t:?at took place oc that mattez, 
ii 

an6 that, tC@, is a Tatter of forzal recc?rd. ?‘ * 

Ycc skcul2 find. ths.t reccr2 to back that ur, -- if you 

In other vortis, i? you are loo!iicq for a fixed point @2 

_. 
ha6 access to sources and. zetho2.s a32 ccmpartzentation was 1. -_ _* 

oSserved, notwithstanking t?-e fs.ct that I wzs the worki,?‘g . i 

level ?oi3t of contact. 

fir . Goldmith. So, the Nosenko case would be a? i 
I 

exarr?ple of a situation where _'!r. .Ar_Tleton ~oul5 3av-e been i 

involved. 
1 
I 
I 

Hr. Rocca. It was 2. Wr?hy. 

Ilr . Rocca. I Zon't think he was at the neeting Cat 'i 1 
I 
!  

comerned it over at the +T.ztrren ComC.csion, because I 'c;kd C,:? 1 

C!elicious exserience of bein? asked to leave s.t a certain 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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.: 

.- II 
*I !everytkiEg that went into it is still in it. 

!! 
.a :' 
.c ;/ !I. 

-- 

3.q Ccl?sr.it:-l. >Titk regar? to t?_e E3iYSTiT~L file, you 

.,. 
$7 ./icCiea+d befo-e,,T Selieve 

II -- -- 
I t?iat the file 7ras a tkick o?e. 

7_c 4 
3 1s t!lat true? 

II 5’ : .I .r. __'- ?.occa. 310 , 30t tiick. It xxst ?-a-Cc contaked 

seven or eiqkt letters ar so. gut tke can x55 woul6 Imaw 

L~Ni?Z~ESTIAL 
__ __, e-e* ----'.- ---...=.,y:‘, ' '.. ,:. 



' !/He lust knew 1. this exactly. 
:I 

2 ; 
:I !( you I if you have that information. 

!! 
5 i 

;! Yr. Rocca. Of course not. 
:! 

Mr; Goldsnitk. To the best of your recollection, ?OiP 

-1 L- ,i ‘I ‘I ever. if there zere t:?ir;_qs co?icq FE; a-r iz' it was confine2. 
I 

. soiel;r tc t,L,,ir_gs _ Toinq oxt - 3-s I say, this Fs sorr.ethinc ] 



I/ 7 out. 

f ..- *:A. . SolclsiCth. Yes. 
I 

? ,i Yr. ;iocca, 1'~ sorry to have to ask you this again, k&t 
Ii 

T.2 ; 
vou are going fc have to lister, to zy questior,s. and Tlease 9ryy; 

.; 
. . 8. 
I 

;, !-io” to ir,terrurt ze. . . 
.- ,: 
:- aiTial 117 - - , gettinc back to the zestion of oraapiza.tiopj, i 

.^ ’ 
:j :I = 

’ LOI .I ;qur:oses of clarification, now, I think vcu!ve kdicated, 
‘I . . 

I. ; 
, * 

.- qt verv A clearlv that in terizs of .: overall responsibility, it was,; I 

. . ‘I 
1; -;-. 

‘, _-.z- tke hands cf Xr. Heli3. 
I 

'! . , ! ; i Is that ccrrect? 

1- 1 : 
[j 

;I Yr. Zocca. That is correct. 
*- 

---.i< 
.3 Goldsri?it~ . Other than that, I think you‘ have ‘-< -... 

. -  ‘, 

*' ;/indicated that the investigation was decentralized to sore i : 

Z'J 
:' ! 
! extent iE that 
I 

differect area divisions, prkarily 'I:estarn 1 
;I 
:I 

,jEe~.isphere and Soviet Eilro?e were sending ir,fsrzation u~stre4.m 1 
j 

X -- ,jtc headquarters -- and there may have been other divisions 
'I 

..^ 
,; 

;as >?ell sezdinc irFomation, but TrixarFly it was >Jestern *a_ *A :; 
7r ,i 
-- I 

.I , EemisFhere alzd Soviet Iiussia -- is that correct? 
" I -- ; 

12. r?,occa . Yes. 



I 

_- 



. T  
;i Cct2.l ycu ixcic2te Zor tke recor5 kow the overall 
I 

available to tke Coxzission to assist it ir catkerirc all - - -- 



csndcctixq ac iZvestic2tion cverses.s? 

ar?y i3foZxtio5 Searin 0~ t_Le ass?xsination eat CO'SlS be 
\ 

cf assistlr_ce to the Yarrec Csr-hssioi?. 

to the Y;3ar ren CoxxCssi.on or Erectly to tke 3lurea*2? 

z:k . Rocca. It w2.s given tc 50th in r?.azy cases. 

Ilr. Colc?srt+th. Yaw , eve-r: t!iOZgf= t2-P TPI iS?.'t 

technicall- 2uthcrizeC to ccr,S.uct i~uestic2tio~s overseas, 



, 

zrizarily .- _. responsible for ~v~?rseas Fnvestiqat-sns Tartair-ir,q 

to t?e assassizati3n? 

Xr. 3occa. On Tatters tkat b7ere of substantive 

iriterest, I think that is accurate. That is certainly the 

case in Xexico, wl-iere your staterent that they are not 

Yr . mcca -- authorized, I t*-; .,,nk is in a crey ar3aT : 

and rqr,?ere it was never ccntested =';a" I w they had Triyarv 

res2onsibility -- ar,d t2erefore ti--ey re?eateci Fzvestiqation$. 

I :>ave ncthinq 20 sa: t%at ~~1116 2ear 3n 55s. 

_ .x7 sure 5e aut:?,orFzed coz!nlta s*Xzport. T 
__ -.-. 

?.rlr . . Goldsmith. I3ut ic G&s of actual involveneRt 

i.5 the.CIA's xork in tlhis area, d0 >rOU kncy: :;ikEt h?iS 

responsi5ilities were? 

'Jr . -- ?.occa. X0. I can't s?eelr to that. 

Xr . Goldsmith. I would like now for you to refer 

to a docu-ner?t which I will call CIA number lS7E. Fox 

tke recorfi 1 will inCicate t!iat the ?qency 5as Trovi?ed 

. 

.! : 

I 

! 

-t : 

~ ; 

docuxents to the com5ttee. TYie Aq-eccs - 7 Fcr securitT7 reasong,. , 

>:as riurherec', those dot-Gents so tkat the"Ecenqy can irxure 

. 
_. -._- .^\, .-.-?- yc..c .--..= ,\,,., y.,:<- 



(Pause) 

T- -2 tkat correct? 

?‘-r- .& . Eocca. That is correct. A- "OS. 



fly 
y iI 

..CQY j t kis r?.aterial of Gclitzin uas incorporated o,r, the basis of' 
;.y 
,.T&< 23 :I 

J ;"y debriefing. 
*e ii 
r4 :, 

I! 
‘Cr .-e . Goldsmith?. 

--ai 1 For tke record.. koo: 2.2 YOU 3: .__- 
.I LI, '! i- I I 
0 Golitzin? ‘i *: i 

i- 'i 1 W '. r. !?occa. G-O-L-ma T-"-'"-I-;J. 
.; 



.- Ir 1 
Z.?ll that, zt!it? , . 

;I 
work1_r,c I.*izcl- hOLiZS -- ad I say this xit,': SOCe n 

i3 :: '! :keat hcaus2 I still thi;lk this is me of tke siq~ifica~t : 
t 6 .- ;! 

:! 
:i ccntrik*utiox that has keen unrapcsnized -- I2y lcokinc +t -cd 

I5 i 
ii rCctogra$ls su!xitterl by the Los Ar,celzs office of CIA, I. - 

'j !I 
,_ ;i f.c.ne by two lzdies -- 

. 3,occa. --- ke say t,\at s5irt, that's all he sac. i 

incredible sI:irt of ~oux%toot;2 checks. : ThatLwag 

we hacl 2ositFve yroof that ke was ic Xinsk ad. we .a. - . 

\.cr 
-_ . Soilszith. Is that tke T>hotocraFl thdt skc?xs 



31 

;.: r -a . !?occa. Ad! a car. 

xr . Gclds~itt. In a car or and a car? 

:.c r e-e. Rocca. And a car -A because an:mhere ar! Aizericah 

car vent --- :-Tell, this I tkigk zay have been a Yolkswacec, 

it !!?sy 'have beer. a Cerxan car --there were groups, ar.d ti9.s 

was right in the plaza at Xinsl;, the znain piaza. 

T I T  .-- . Goldszit5. This is the >hotograpt Cat was : 

5rcviCed by two %Terican tourists? 

2%. Rocca. That's riq'rt, But if you notice, the 

Eureau redid She whole investigation and there is no 

+~dicztioz in the razcrt that it ca.!!e frcz CIA. --- 

But that's how it did it, and !!r.[ 7 deserves .i 

higkest praise. 

Xr . Goldsmith. Por the record, WO.Uld you sTel1 his 

3 nane new . 

Xr . Xocca. c 3 

Xr . GolEsxzith. 20 you know why that ?;?otcqra# would 

2=ave beefi takei; by tke donestic contacts c',i.ViZi 'on FeoFle, or 

whcxever ccr,tacted those two worr.en who too!< the phCtOqra# J 

iE t5.e first nlace? - 

:Ir . zocca. Sure. 

yr . Goidsrr.ith. 1~ otker ~:7or.?s, the photograph Was 
2. 

cbtained crier to the assassination. 

*jr .a . 3occa. Xany years. 

yr . Izoldsnith. >&p-v years prior to the assassination d 

CI'3)N F I DEN TI ;‘rL: 



2.t csrtain areas xere to receive ?riir.ary emphasis? 

I. 'r -- . zocca. I caz"-:t .s~ez? for all of tkece ether 

a- 

,i 
l 

1: aut5oritFes that were in tcuck. I c=p -- s?eal: I only for :~~!-l~t 

12 
-- 

-: ! 
i- 

(32zr.e acrcss. 

_____-... - .--..- . . .I I,.C 



; :i 
:! as I k_r,oFj, t4es2 were excellent qcestior-s. They, too, have:: ' i 

A 
;3 

li or have net been releasecZ? 

: , i 
.- .i 

ii 
-+* --r . _ Xocca. They kave been releaseC:., so far Es I k.rm&. i 

.: 
; f .i 

: I 2-T not suva of tka+ &b -. . 
! .* ': I' I iI There xere three 22:(7es. 

1- 8 , .I 8 
I . . 
:i ,.:r . GCldS;r.ifL?. Okay, let's not tall; &cut tkose yesiidz 

??y questic? is 2 ge.Peral or,e. 

I 
XC- --L . Rccca. The are25 tkat ale coccentrate?. or tended i 

7’ -- 

to ccT-centrate cn .,qer- tl:e .scviet areas because the people De ; 
, ; 

job in tkse earlier contacts. 



.- 
*I 

.- 

.;. 

:- 
.’ 

1,2 

11 
- 

un?erstanS. 

???a t otker arzas, if a7.y 9 receFveC eyhasis? 

(Pause) . . 

c'r . 4occa. Gtker defectcrz that kaC Gone to t.l:e 

tiocuzentaticn, his ability to travel ace svoi6 internal 

coptrols y:ihie> T:Jere exce;tiocal under the circumstances.. 
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?* nr. .- Soldsxith. SUt again: 5'l.e overall focus was on 

the Soviet connecti99? 

'7 T __-. Zccca. I would sav, 0~ ‘3alc?cce, tJic2.t was , 3 c it _. 

caze 012.t on our side of it. 

:1r. co;dsT-.' 'Tq L. &CA . Fine. 

I kave another guesticn, before I forget to as!< vou it, 

izatters of concern tc the. investigation, Pick Eelxs a.xd l-fur+s- 

also dealt directly :b~ikh the Co~~d.ssion. '! 

t.1 r L_ . Rocca. 'Chici !;a~, of course, in the certral. 

:lr . Goldsmith. Fir,e. 

Yere there any other sensitive Tatters that you cap 

tkink of? 

yr i'.- . -?ccca. That's the only one that I bow of. ‘Xc. 

Let 7e say that this was a very hastily pt tegetker TeForar*d.:z 
:; ;I if 

II and I did it keelly:in order to have so3ethi.n: on the reccrh. 
.- , .J 

il ,, I a2 delighted I did, too. 
.- .j 

I have nc regrets. 3ut it ccil~ 
: :j 

7 have been 2ore m?le. 

?z ii :I I!r. Goldmith. 9iZ tlze Warren Cmzission give tke 
-t ', :a : 

: ' things that xere done. 
CON? I DE :u T I AL 
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* ! 

sass on to 

-- 
.i ir,viteG. i2 pieces Of ?aTer. 



.:,: r . Tccca. The Yiarren Coxdssio_r, report, ever here i 

to, 5ut the record. 2eeZ.s to knc?c. 

the CIA all relevant izfoxation cozcernir?g the assassinztiop : _ 



ly, too ,. a-_r?d z ,: 

":r -z . Xocca. _. Vpver . 

ha6 beez srovi2ed -.qith all relevant izfox?!ation Sy ycur 

superiors ad. I believe you iqsicate?. t?,at you thc~xht that 

-. ccac~dcte~ - acti-Castrc assassinafiox Tlcts relevant tc the 

Aqexy:s -- relevant to the ??arren Cc~~z~issFc,~'s investi5atioh 

Of t!le assassination of Dresicent Kenzely? 

. 

I 

I 

!  

I 

. 

3.t Y- _ AL . F!occa. This certaicly was r?ct stz;ff resFons'S+Jitv. --s--e, __ 

Pis was a res?otisiSility of s.not22r cart cf tke staff -- of 
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: ; zncther ?zrt of the 2SF. I was not eve3 avare of the Parker 

;.j I  

I was a rci-t of c.z_n_L,zct for the coiqittee cn Tatters that 
.i 

:. !  9 
I ,, WC-, ‘~~2. facilitate tl-,eir izvestiqatioz. You car arcqe, therefore; 

:." - - 
tj 

,P - t5a.t I s"oulr' have known everything. 3ut tkat's -- *; 

.- .i : q 
I-: .: %* -'- 

;: ..--. Gcidsxith, "!r. Wcca, 9lease tion't misuntiersta& .;: 

?; :' .- 
:; !jf=at I ha2 . 

\ 
,- .1 

;( 

j/ Vr __ . ZOlSSIIitk. 1.9. Xocca, _ T didn't evec xean to 

t,rJ ; 
; I suqcest tht ycu hat contraZictec! yourself. 

71 ' f 

. -  
Ad 

-1 
A- 

-: : 
-- 

Xr . Rocca. I withd. raw that, tbez. 

n:.- ;:A. Golcsrith. I am only tryiny to clarify the reco* 
f 

here. 

:: -* r. Rocca. Yes. 



i 

a’rcut these Sk-incs. 
. - 

.-- - 

rez L -L loes~‘t justify tkis kik cf activity cf -- 

-, 
Lb 

-z 
-- 

_“lr. Ccli?sI?it,. Lssassir2tincg ?resiSent Yenne<y. 

.Yr . P,oec2. -- ass2Sssizztina ?resFcent KeSne$v. I thiT.ls 



! FzcYication -- there is nc y~estior, ?.;.Sorrt It -- 
I 

,, : 
iJ Ii 

:f Itr . c-old.srri"- L-I. knovc aSout fke anti-Castro :I Ha< yc;l 
17 I/ 

.i 
asaassi~ation -lots.. :muid you 5ave give2 TOre fx~s, 5012 

:3 i' 
:I 
:I ery:jasis, to the possibility O'f a '&ban .res~onSFbility for 

If I ;I the assassination of PresiZ.ent %ermecl.y? ‘. 

.; ‘. _‘lr . ~occa. it ?jOUl5 kave SiF.Plrr intensified th;St-, 
:; _ ; 
.i 
i 
'i interest. -- The anszer _ to vour qxestior, is yes. 

I 



j 
ij 

the defectors had only beqm tc cc~e cut a9 th2y care ,out 
y : . . .;zT-+ 

;-y? .j later, the Cuban. defectors. a- ~~~ '- !i 
;! 
ji .SO, I can't -- I really can't Say +-list (a) the Cuban -7 -4 
; j 

1,' 
; connection vas igilorec, 5pcause if TIrasn't. The Tress ;las 

,i 
.i 





. , -.. 

CC??? ICENTIAL 

ior voull be relevant for Eeirrrs wculC, Gecic?e what infornat 

the Ylarreil Coz2.ssior, to see. 

Is that correct? 

x . . .lK. 32cca. L..'eli -- 

P,Yr .L . _Pocca, :Yeli : everything ~o-d!.c qc, ves. 

that concerned t,Lz Cubans. 

* .i A* r. C-ciZsmit_'. Let?s cc off tke record. 

.(Disc..zsioz off the reccr2. ) 

I-ir . Gcld.s;;?it?_. Let ; s ccntinue. 

?Ir. Rocca. Xy recollection is that at the tirre t3e :i 

j the great ccncerr.. i. 



an assassination r;lot _ .b7 C2stro eaainst the TresiC7.er.t ~7~‘s 

adecgztely FnvesticateC? 

(Pause) 

Xr . Rccca. ;L'itk the Cvantages of 23-29 >indsi+t, d 
.i 

ccul?. sa-~ arobably not. 3ut - - at the the it seers to iT\,e Cati 

t:?ey qave 6.~12 attention to it -- ~.7itY.n the inforr;atFontht ' 

I hat! at Cy 2is?osal. 

J-J- t 3-26 ,-,a.- you knor,m about tje antiCastro assassination riots., ; > 

Is tkat a fair statement? 

Ilr. p.ccc2. Yell , I woui2 have -- certainly 1 thixk 

7, :’ 
4- 

.i 
v?- a c ?..I - I can:t accept is '-,hat iea<s were 3d.iheratel.y I 

-- ,- !  
-- : 

1 or otherwise iggorec'.. 

__ __., em-_--..- ---.a=..*., ,\-r- 



. ,  ,r. L_ SoldszCt,",. Y%er. 2.i.2. you first lear;l of tlhe 

anti-Castro assassication clot's? 

Mr. F!ccca. mere xere r'z-7ors of these zctivitigs 

to the Sarker art icle i?_ the ITexico City case loq, which ve 

‘Z : 
bT+r Scott's dieath, ..- viler! Eexico City shiT,ped it5 Socxextatir#n 4 * % 

up here. 

:Ir. Gol<.mit5. .9re ycu familiar >ilt_h_ Eook 5 cf t13e 

Senate 3eFort? 

?Ir . Focca. NO. 

XTY ---. GClLSXit~i. Of the assassination plots? 

;;r . 2ocda. -So. 

Xr. Goldsmith. Tine. :7e will defer t:-,at till later 

cn , the:_? . 

ICr. xocca. I got the FTarker report nyself and stlxdi& 
\ 

it at tke Library of Congress ir, the colirse sf the work thQ 

I Clid for the Rockefeller Ccxmission. 

h.1 T 
_A- . Goldspith. 2:r. Zocca, again, for the-record; I .~ 

Like to Se clear 02 this. 
-7 :I -- 

:i is it your positicn t1Tat the Agency itself c',Fd not 
7 ,‘ 
-- i 

:I conduct an ixvestiqation, >er se, into the assassination of 
‘C ! 
A- 

i President Ker,nedy, >ut Singly ~935 k- TrotTiding information tc tbel 
,i 

^_- -., -.-Rr--.:‘: :-“‘,*=.\>j’{ ’ ,?IC. 
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‘2 ii 8 
'1 - 'etter vat ever referre?. to you for action? 3y acttoE, I xe@,r_ ; 
i 1 I 

; ! 
‘! for res?ozse. 

?T ni 
JCirectly tc ?lr. 3el2.n i-", cczversation .-- that is, the substaF-ce: 
:I 

Yr. ~Sollsxitk. T\'o~At: vcu now review CIA _n_u&er 1934. * 2 

(Pause) 

., .5. Rccca. xow you 1 re tallring here. 

t2-~ic~L vc.73 ha.ve just reac7,, I believe it irdicates that you! 
, 

-- .--. --e-m-..- ,--.a-. .<" I..C 



ii a 

4 



CONFICE:l TIAL 

i 
.i 
'/fact that there was a succession of IT.~TOS. This one seers 

IIr . Goldssitk. Is it your c\osition that the q2esticns 

II 
‘7 ,! 

j/were in the chain of corrzzand. ant! vko would have ha< the 

- &p- :/ 
Accordi-9 to that dccment, it ir,dicates that you 

-1 I :-.*I ;, ,iar 
e respor_diEg to tke questions raised in paraGrap5 n-03er 

-7 -4 *i 

IiOf the 3elix-i letter 6.2t2d April i5, 1975. .I 
,I 2' ( 
I I 20 you recall ever beincj asIce to resFoi3 to the 
I := i m- ; 
Iq2estions ir para?ra$k3 nuzber two and four? 
I I 'I c M z NFIDZ?iTIA\L 
j --- .-.. ---A--...C r--*.=.\,,Y :\,r 

three 



(Pause) 

., .,r. __ ?occa. >To , nor one. 
I 

.’ I; Gas tro assessization ?lots? 

, ’ 
’ ; tc it. 

-,:r 2occa. 17er>F late. I can't .attach an exact date _L . 

Xr . Rocca. No. ItIc . I still don't !<ncw of the%;?. 
8 

. , 
12 

/ j 
I read! as I recall! Des Fitzgerald's rz;3rt of kis 

,- ' *I :! z- 7; i c i GL to Paris wier, I deliver& t,'?e rey?ort. 
:I .- ,' .$ * 
:I ?:r. C-oldsr?itk. ?hep you ?elivered wkich report? 
I \ 

9z . - .t Rocca. One of t>e txo tkat I am ta1kir.c about rxh!.! 

=, ar. _. Zoldssittl. T3e memos? 

-f ,j -- .I 1 -:r _-A . Soldxfiitb. v3en did vou say yo*2 retired frci? tka 
;: 

+r :i a- 
i ,zlqency? 

-I ; -- ; v-r - Zocca. In 1374. 1 was on contract at this t&e- 

C3NF I DP?;TI AL 
- --. . - . ., . . c 



3 I; cor,tract? 

I I/ 'Tr _. I ?.ccca. Yes. 
, 

ycu zere on 

1: .i 
; attention? I 
!I 

I  

i 

:  i 

.  :  

I  



-*.- L ..L . ~cl~s;r.it:-‘_. You are referring, f9r the recorc, $0 

tc 227.2 ?e.bruarv, ? g2 
-dI knew abut tke existerxe o- s.dcd f +- $zQs 

.. 

. tee CIA at ary tke Friar to t?le coxpietisp cf tke "'arre_T?! t- 

yhave any ;?ccu.zer?ts or other ixforratlcri ir?t!ica",izcj that Ca3itrq 

-- : ; EetaFls cf acy such izfomatioc." 
! 

c cl I!1 F IDENTiAL 
_-_. . -  -C . . - .  .  . . I  I . . -  



. i 
I :;ro;il< have tc 2fllS;je-Y necatively. I 2.0 not !ciO!7 

. . 
I;. ,j 

I 
!, 



-. 
’ 

.- ,i 
t- ,jreccra is C-iat tlhere ~2s a letter that vas civer- to ycu to 

* 

i= 'j .4 ,;rosp2nZ fc a letter that ycu Zi2 not have ail of the coT.T,iete : 
<i 

,' .: I' ,. , lnfonation Tr..it_L, which to rake a crower response as to the 
,I 
I 1- 

" :lentire letter. 
*- ,i .' 

!I 
TdTr . Xccca. Yes. p_ut 3~ answer Soesn't szy that I : 

\ .- . , '\ 
rf kac. the oriqinzl letter. It s.2.y~ that it res;cn<s to a paragrap? 

:z 
:I 
Qof it. II I m2y have been shot7n it and. used it as a point of ; i 
:I a. *, 

reference. 

I 
:,?r . ~sclcknit?i. Fine. 

'! '* : -- .! .- 
ii Yr. izocca. ..-il; T;?i .'-L z.lr. Belin, I i-,aC hours of ccnverSat$onS 
'< -1 .I ;; 
'lasroas tke Desk i.2 ti?_e nest z,.iiic2ble fashion in &ii.& lhe 

-' i -- I 
;ur~~srstoo~ qrecisely ny feelings anti ho% they kac!! xatured 0ve9r . . 



___ .̂( ---,- >--.'- --*.'='YJ', ' 'GC. 



:i 

-z !  
,- 1 

fit rC)W. 372t if it is fgoi,rq to take an entire L2yj Lie c.zfT?, 'f 2.0 



th2t rickt now. 

:i 
;3 

iPe ’ 
fa-se and. tk!= there :;2s p.0 crecliS2.e eviZe_rce C,o scsta'n --- 

?.one m the basis of tke available eviAarce, d-b.,-: cr as I refer. 
., 

. ~ 
I= $0 it here, cred.ible evi<er-ce. II Inceef , I resarc'.e? it as very7 .i 

:I .- 
8, ;I ,.aCgerous ar,ti COunter~rod2ctive -- if I C2rz 

: f  
'2.5 e t5s.t te?x -- $0 '% 

‘E .G ;I. ncula . 

I 

. -e 22 public coEversztioc alcn~; C_.kose lirzes, because if ' 
\ 7; I , il e&s 

iI 
inevitably to ;?olitical cmsequences wtiick are aSsolute?+ 

.rri-,ossFble to control. 

SO, I cxl t deiieve, in other work, 
r! -in yr rersonai 2 
* 

iew of the case, * the ill Tosition that I he16 in w!d.ck I ;. 
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i yQrt;l fcllcvlica ‘L3 I _ -, that he had contacts wikrl the KG2, Sot,': 

States, necessarilv - t Sut before his arrival, :Gith the KG2, : 

first. 

Secon(l, that tke Soviets CiC, Ect flz= 
: 

2 ; 
'i the relevant docuTPn+ation Xertaifii-n_q to his -I_ c . . stay ir. 
:I 

the Soyie;t j 

7 ji ; 
II LTr?_ion 
!/ 

and that the contradictions, therefore: betweer? what i i 
-. 

- i 
1 

.$ 

,j they served up tIhrouq:k the S::riss and ~&at we have derived I. : 1 
I ..a 

f I 
: j 

frcrr! people who have come out of the KG2, who are experts 
$ 

. :: 
: *z " 

.j on tkis -- I don't care whether vou call +kaT _. ----... , 7:hether they .f .! 4 : : , 
,i are Sosenko, / 
IS or Deriakin or Golitzia, 3;koeve.r -- t,"le Tea-le ,i . . z 'I 

. a 2 ; 1 

.b :; 
G in the other service tlkere -- there 
. j 

is a rr.anifest cop.tradic&cfi +,! 
. >; . . 1; 9 II : Setween the am.ou,r,t of material t-Fat they fur3iskeZ and what; : 

,i : . 
WOr?lZ have beer_ normally his ex:erience i.i~ tkat colmtrv in j .i .1. 

I - I d I ; respect to that service, 
3 ;.; 

and ir. particular with regard to tYe cl 
'1 I . z 

. ~ 1: i 
,'I .1 

;j elezezt of coctract a_r?.d debriefing by the "SretsctCel",. but ' ' 
.- i t *i 

.f the 13th Desartzent, 5v the EDecial Dezartnent. .I 
! A & : 4 

1- * 1 .2 
; j Zie questions that 97ere furnishe? the Coz5ssion al.okcJ. ; 

.- j 
those‘iines were not delivered by 

: _L 
.1 

ii 
'1 

the State DepartTent, or ; -+, 
-n A'-' 11 : 

j( whatever ka?pened. Therefore, we cot no answers. ?.nd, the!! 1 ,b.; I 

,” .&.g$.y- 
“! . .; 

2% 
:j served to deepen, therefore, the ixyortance and the occasion6 -Y 
I $-i&j :z ! (. 

J' “\ ,i of what I've just said. 
:z .! 

11 
;: Ir; the third Tlace, the Feoplei fortunately or 

? : _a .j 
i unfortunately, casually or otherkse, that he was in tcuch 

.' : 
- -  ,  

Vith in Xexico City during his tri?; Vrrere KGB, accordin to . I  

r 



me 
-4 

-,  
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the traces he16 by us and. by the 1~31 and ether services. 

. . -r. - *7-oldmith. 30 you recall Which ?ecFle these Yefe?' 

Xr . Rocca. I can't -- 1 could probably qet then 

out of ny nind. 

\* . :r. Coidszith . D 

>lr. - . . Tocca. It is absclxtely ~ater,t that these FeoyJe 

‘I’ I xx. I cive, in cthez wozds, full faith ad. crecit t3 ali 

these theories, and I’m talkhq now ic a counter intelliGen$e 

laboratory sense, not in a ocblic sense. FJis ~?_cIe co~-,orLient 

as an individual in the United States after his arrival I find' 

very peculiar fcr its izqlicit and. explicit evitiexes 0.f 

claEdestinity. 

houses? i;co,rr.-,lete details tc his own yt:ife, the 5hole Tatter 

story that has to be, I think, readjusted to this scenario. 

On the other har,cl, I see flaws in his clandestine, I 

in his trade craft, let's put it that Xay. It xakes ze 

believe that he nay Eat have beet at the tixe that he was 

c?eratins in Dallas ar,d in the other area aD- actual, even 

in touch with them, because I regard not giving his wife his 

alias at the boardinq house so that whew she Thoned she blew 



3ut T ?_ave gene ever ~11 cf this iz Treat 2etail with : 

Belin. sol I see these thic~s, I see +ese thk5.s as 5uiltiinCr 

Cf fli:ht. 

relevant to afi assessr?.ent of t5.s 7.a~:~ motives 2s a self 
-- - 

_- - 

he ccu16. have r.eze in t5e "Tiz?es Picayu-pleK abcut the Esrker 

irte-view, * - the warninc -I and; SC fOrt5. 

I regars this, in otker wcr~s, this Tan, as a self 

generates killer, wh0 ccul? very well kave.Zose t2.s. But 1 

tnat ticesn' t r?.ean t>a-t there isn't infcrizatioz, not only in 

xc s c 097 , b-ut also in Bavaria. But, as I saic',, this is a thir!q 

C cj :? F I D S .‘J T Z AL 
. . -Cf 14' =Y3ro--';.~ ;~:4zasY. !-WC=. 



I 
i 
I 

Y.7-F 
I’i.8. .  3occa. -- as a 2ersonal. Fatter. Z cea;l, after 

ali, these are r?a",te* -s of Terscr.aL exyertlse. 1~~ tk&is :aqe$ 

I an speaking er_tizely as an inde>en?ect exTer"_. 
\ 

Yr. Gol&~ith. Ey this payer yol2 2re referriz? to 

CIA nm>er 1934? 

'lr -- . Rocca. Yes, what you are talking about. 

.?2C. in the tra~s25ssion 7.err.0, t?e :Iqexcy cakes that 

ver.1 clear. 

1, ,I:. _- Colclsxith. Yes. 

7% - :. :r . Foeca. SC Flease, let's na!ce this -point. 

c f 3 F I D E Pi 'C I A L 

- * ‘c~F--.-,\‘ =~~T"q-';~ c.y:s'.=-..':". :.hC. 



I, 
-- i 

,; 

a’ :  

- -  

C :3 N F I DE X T I AL 

cff f?ie to- of ry hea?.. -- : a 

certai_r: inforixti on 2~3 t_F?e Acency's STosition was that you: i-i 
!‘ 1 
i ,i 

rncnop.se *z.-as off tke to? Of YCLlr he24 3 L- - - = i i 
i. : . 

reflect t'le .%1;ency's views. There is as?other piece of FaFar .j 
i 

work with tke Foskefeiler ComzissioE. . 

Is t&t ccrrect? , 

h!r . Eocca. No; thev d,ith ' t . I yfrzs kxler ccntract b2S' : 
* 

2 yart of T;V r?.orrr?.al ckasF7q out ar_Z t5.s cai7 e UT as a 

cart of that. i t I 
;..Ir . ~Sollsrr.ith. P7hat were your res?cnsibilities :~;it@ i 

the Zockefeller Cc?F.issior,? 

Yx . iioccz. Sin7,ly to izake nyseif usefd, I suy?os%. i 
1 ; 

Blit this was not tlhe spcific reason tk'l2t the contract was ; 

given. 

_"?.r . C,cl&Jrtit!l. I untierstand. 

n L z XF'I DE?lTIAL 
., --c?<.-.! -z==C)~T--;f f=:-l'A.x'f. :NC. 



:'ir . !?occa. This is ;~i;zit 1.7-i tryin? to clarFf;r. 

!  

_i 
8 

: * 

. i 

. 

name. :I?& that zrpa - I ir_ other wor3.s. was a -222 of it. 3 

Azcue -- is that -- : > 
\ 

I 
'*r _. . Goidsmit5. Ye_=. ; 

,: , : 
':?.r . Rocca. -- the consul. ?lc;.-- I trill tkir,k -- 222 1 'I 

PSI chief at tkat the, he Zater r;errt -- well -- 

untii later. 

5ere. It iS that I felt, cnc still feel, t?iat Xzny .Zns?jerS~: : 

c (-I U F I D E ?I T I x 7. 

se- .-., ---?.El-.'I .--..:=<\!V !.,7-. 



7,: ‘1 

i 

-,- : i- : 
.: 

b7-i f-?A respect tc T\swald's motivation, his backqround, his 

technicues will be found in Yoscow and Cuba and not here.. ' 

should have been left cnen, a eider windo9i. 

"lr . _. Goldsmith. T!ere you given information in 1?63 

Tertaininq to Os:LTald's nossible contacts with XL? 

.‘.ry . Rocca. 20. Xot as far as I knot<. I 

Not as far as I car remember. 

3 r. GoldAsmith. Did you have any dealin? at all zitl- 

the Sosenko case in 1364? 

Yr. Rocca * so. 

I i\ras excluded fro- the case. 

I4r . Goldsmit!>. so; in 1364, YOU didn't kncV What 

information Nosenkc had given on the Oswald case? 

I!r . Xocca. I knew it -- I kne\T it bv SOarsay, _.- - by 

sizciy lis tening tc accounts and neeticss that were very 

limited and designed tc satisfy need to know and so forth. 

So I knew it only in verv general terms. 
\ 

:4r . Gcldsmith. Do you know what Xosenko has said 

about the SGS's contact or lack of contact :JFth Oswald? 

51 T . ..- . Rocca. In General. 

I-Y. Goldsmith. And what is that? 

M r -. . ?OCC%. In general, his story 3~a.s that he had ha$ 

tke 1 file in his hands sometime between the first and the 

seccnd contacts, that is, between '62 and '64, -when he 

C 03 N F I D E X T I k t, 
. mc- e-.1 =-3ec--..- :-:'.'=a~,v !?.C 
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CD>NFI DE?TTIAi, cl" 

32-r . ?:occa. 5 hesitate to speak for him, brt I jufi?,ce 

* L cl- at ?e req;ards Ncsecko's statement a5olit Osval~ to be 

“9. Gcl?..s??Ilit~1. Please 20. 

t!le superiors. 

cc777xAcatec2 tc the !iTarrec Ccxxissior_? 

ir ciie fcrz or the other. 

Fir ._.- . 
C-Jl~snitt c-a. EC, _ anv infozxtFcl7 t3s.t :4ent throuclz. ! 

i I 

vc7:zr desk, tklrouqh your stzff -- i 

-. 
;,iT . 3occa. Yes. 

i..' y- I.-.. I=,occa. Woulc. - have qone to the Warren Ccrorrissicfi. 



c : COX fI DE;\JTiXL 

ccncemed? 

25~. Rocca. If so. I <on :t know. 

I V!SS in ~0 psition to really Se -- I wzs not iz 2 



-, :* L- ! 
1 

,  

1: !  
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MY - .- . C-01-7s?.it:1. co y*'o'; -I know whether he in ar,y way 

atter?ted to represent the interest of t1he Age~cv? 

Yr . Rocca. It vou1e have been unusual fcr bin tc 

has-e clc--re that, although he was ce-+ LLaizly used as a chanre$ 

by the'Chief ,Tustiee cn natters-- 

Xr . Coldsnith. Cculci you give us soye exa?:ples? 

VT. - . zocca. --of specific interest to the Comissio~?~ 

crcw'nn d - 2 out of their own discussions. I would say that the*- .! 

is ih the file a pezmrandm written by Ifr. Xur?hy, Chief ! 

s3, reflectin conversation at ?<r. Sulles' house or! soze 

ratter that f!r. Dlulles had been asked tc Trc.5e or to cret 

information cn. I recall that ar_d it should be available i& 

t,?e recffd. 

;:?ell , the executive sessiom of the Commission show' 

t>;at they used IV. tulles as a kind of backboard for all Xiridsj 

of extraordinary hv3othetica1, I thizk. -- 

f:r . Goldsmith. For the record, are you able to aive i 

any examples of those types of situations, to your personal I \ I 

_Y;_r . Rocca. From my personal kr,owledge, nc. I near, . i 

I have read the executive session records and they are 

pertiner,t. Sut not to my Tersonal krzowledge. In ether words,! 

xr. Dulles Pever discussed this-with re nor was I ever , i 

present at any of those discussions on such noi?ts. -- 

MY ___* . ColLsxith. It ,F;as been alleged in the Dress that . . 
C(?!?FI DSNTISI, 



. , * -  

. ._A. Goldsmith. Yes. 
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- ..I.. c-C;CsIT.Fth. *,i%- First, let : s Ffentifv the c?ocu?.ent . 
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record. I accept full responsibility for it. Tt hears out, 

T thi,7_1:, - in essence, wkat I said earlier. 

_“lr. ?occa . I ar deiics:hted I r";rote it. 

Yr . colcsicith -- does it pertain to a Teetiziq that 

dFffere2: -- of 2 -y- Treseztation of a defectcr, apd i2asr.uch : 

as . __ 5-e clJestion was how the defector should .be -?hotocraThed,i : 
I 

all t,12 rest, this was t52 to.Fic 10~; .e?firely collateraily -- : 

and incidectally: this other thinc: cane uo which,, of course, i 

was cre cf Yr . Dciles' thins-s. i-le 1'132 these and :?e called. i 

this to qr attention. 

Se wrcte the az-iswer, declinizcj, a=d I reported. Ft. 

3% . GcldsTith. 5‘J this other thing, k:e are T.c~:!I talkin? 

vr . .- . Rocca. The press, the oress had had it. ._ 

‘Ix . Goldsmith. The r4arre.n. CoEzFssFon wanted to resc3lve 

t>at issue. They !-iaC asked.9ulles to serve as a coptact Reich i 

the Aqezcv as a rr.eazs of expediting the resolution of this 

issue. 



><r . 3OCC.3. I couldn:t imsine. I would not attach 

great granitic quality to this Trose. I mean, tile t!lizy tc da 

.lave not necessarily dor,e that. 

f.5 r . Zocca. Ask for it. I Xeati, tiy God. this is as'. L 

lead. 

I';r. sorry. 

Xr . Soldsmitk. ---LI 1'~ sayi. is tkat vou rkould got- 311 

assuze that that has not been 6one as yet. 

We will return to this doc*~.~e~t later. 

What role, if any, did the Yexico Citv station hav4 ._ 

in FrcvidinT CIA headquarters with information relevant to .. 

t5e Warren Con;7;ission? 

v- .-L . P.occa. It had a key role. It ?rcduced infgrrzakio,-: _, 

before lthe fact and it conducted a whole series of foLlowu;=) 
I 

activities on the rr.aterial that it had. yrcvided, ?lns otker 1 

’ : 

rr.aterial that care in in t5e course of deaiir,g with Tsople 1 

who were iz touch :*7ith the e&assy .and facilitating t5e ZI.* i 

SO, ti?ey f.:rere in?ortact. They :gere one of the rr,ost signiZi@ar,t 

Tarts. 

-. ..zr . Goldsmit5. I.&at r-n. was zy next question. 

Relative to other stations, was the role.played by 

the !I!exico Citv station a major one? 

COYPI3EYTIAX 



I 
. . .:.. r. .?occa. I woilld say it ::Jas, yes. 

in Z!exi.co City Trier tc the assassizatioz? 

.wr %cca. Yes f u:l-?-uk. .- . 

i . ylr. GoicY.sxit:? . Die you have occasix tc review t,k,s : 

I 
csble 211d discat& traffic tha? flowed betp?eer, fhe Xexico 1 

City statio? an2 headquarters %a2 was relevant to %e 
t 
I 
i. 

information that I reviewel. fcr Yr. 3eli,n_, in 'whidh I comidnt+ 

on these cables. 
i : .' j I 

!*!r . So1dszii.t~. A& ir, 1962: did you kave cccasion ,to ! 
! 

review all of h,ke cable traffic? ! 
! . : 

yr . Rccca. In 13E3, t:2e se cables just caye across ; 
: 

0r.e at a tixe. :!r.~C~~~Ol]handled then at t>e zozent. I i 

did not see the2 until later cn, when 2. 5 A caze in?@ the i 

case. : 

so, t?,e oriqkal action. -- ' ! 
: 

:r. Goldsz?.ith. Yes, I understand. 1 I cZi.dn' t nean ‘ 

i 

. . I 
to suggest that w?er, t'r,e cables were actually se>t, czrtaidy i 

t 

prior to an6 kmeZia?.ely after t5.e assessinatioE. Ycu ; 
! 

wouldn't Save seen tSen because you seren't involved in th%' i 

case at t3at ?oir,t. 

Eowever , ken CI/R&A car!e Fr,to tke Fixture, did you . 

have occasion tc revie:.I the cable trcffic th2t flowed %+-Y&D 

C221PIDSNTIAL 
---.-. * --?qe3--.!-: :-i:.*;a.u". I.Ud. 



7: 1 
.  

‘,!r . Goldsr.itk. DC you recall! c;enerall!v, Ybat t\Tlel% -- 1 
.- ,! I& ;i of slLr-;eill 

i 
acce 0r;eratFor.s there rT!ere? 

i 
.̂  I :, ; ‘I :! .- -- r . xocca. T::ey xust have been teie;kcze and, 

; :  

I  
74 ,  
_- 

’ 2-b.otoqra75ic. _ 
J 

IIr. :occa. Information rertztir.ino to zz zni?enflfisd : 

19 4 \ 
;I 
!I 

that that uxide2tifiec .Pxerican >jZs Csrial?. A.nC. , 

;g ; 
I 

I 
it becane associatec with the bq6y of the assassination casi. ; 

7' i j 
w * . . v  -  ;  

-  ye&- f  
Yr. Golc3~it?l. 3at ir_forzation *ivs obtained as a : 

;-*+1 :z i 
3 ' 

I 
\ .i result cf wfiich surveillance o?eration? .T 



capacity tc rerr.eher. 

t:o an ucidentified JGierican, and our recor6 indicates that,: 1 '$ 
; T. I ' ~' 

iFI fact, at least OF.2 cf the transcvi-Ls condin Oswall i , ! $ - -.lfL . -2 
,v 

Hr . itccca. That was a subsequent telegram. ! f 

to refresh yolx memory, if I cam find it. 

?-7 - -..I . Pocca. Yes. 

(Dause) 

XIV- ; i-i . rJoldsrr,Ft5. Fiease revie?: CIA richer 1953, 

Wlhid-i is a coyy cf a traxcrint of a telephone ccnversation' 

that tcok Flace on 1 October, 1963 at a??roxiFately 9:55 or.: 

1c :CC o'clock ir the 32rni.z.g. 



(Pause) 

xr. 3ccc2. x!! , I<@ s ti?ccv, that's one cf the n2ces . 

v'r . Goltis5ith. FIave ~702 had a clzar?ce to re& that 

r,aqe? 

. y-7. r " ?ccca.. Yes. 

This is the one xhere he i?.entifief3 hiTself. 

? : - ".A. GOl~.ST.~L ti7_. SC, in ather wads, t,'?e survcillaack 

oseratior_ >ic.ked UT! zore than just a= uniczenti~Fe~. GLTericarz 

At least 2t sorz poict it pi&e< UT a reference to Zee Osxafr'.j ._ 

?occa . Ix!eec. 

ssion was to16 ebc.xt t5e fact that 9swalE ki< 

. i7.ac.e teleyhcric cor_tact with the Soviet e&assy 256, iz fat{, j 

572 t the calls caze fro= the Cuban edassy? 

ISr 
_A .  Eccca. I have no idea of t:he +ima -- _..-. . "hey 5;s~L ;?a~& 

been tolG vzry early hecause the whole coirii~r?_it:r wzs tcld c_'L: i 

Cctcber 19, or Octcber 3, or whatever. I 

told. tr'owever, the comxnity ~62s zot necessarily told that i 
2.2 :I 

4 
1 

i! 
there was a telephone ta? 0Feration. They were just to16 abblut 

the contact. 

!?.r . Tccca. Yes. 

h?r. Gol?scitk. -- :.I\,? _ kpressioc is a very I=arrcw ore. 

Irken was the 716rren Commission sFeci.fically tcld t5ai 

OsrJald hacl beer_ in tele$mnic contact? 



‘I 
. II ( ;I 

Xr . i?occa. Oh, I t3inl-c they were toll that izm.edFatel 

- : A 
:( that the material vent over in such a 50,~ tkat tkis could not 

:j 
a * i #i 

ai transcriDts? 
;I 

3 i’ 
;I 2%. 3occa. It ZUSt have been in Zanuary or befcze: I 

:I i3 ’ 
I 

3 Xr@CEL$~Jendel his +p>*l-e. There ii7S.S. no qu2stiOn of ': e--1-& j 

i3 Ii 
;i surveyed tke place. 
:i i.: ., 
j I I mean, this was a rart of -- &vFously tko scurceg 
.! 

1 i I 
'; an2 rr.ethods..yeze- suppose", fo be 2rotxted. 3nt zy feeling jis 

1, 
L- 

- _- 

that tkey kaci to ?:now~this frc.? the start. 

.: 
i 
! i  
.I 
it 

iI 

i, 
I! 

I 

;I 
:! 
4 

:I 
;: 

fPaus2) 

Yx . Gol&mith. Yas Cmxld ever observed bv t,'\,e CIA . . 

to have been in contact wit;? the Soviet of'ficials in Yexicc‘ 

City? 

,* .2r . ~occa. You IT;ean, actuallv seen? 

y1r . Soldsrith. Observed. seen. 

\P ,'r . -_ Eocca. xot to my !=nowled.ge. 

l *?- .L. Gclds;nif!?. I would like you ~r,ow to zead 

CONFIDENTIAI, 
_.. - ---- -..- .--.,T:LI" ,-;.a 



r: A >zi not siiqqes king t&t t:'?_e statement is accurate. ' 

;I But the reason. 
;! 

fhat we are cc.~cerne< about it is because in I 
:E ii ; 

;, fact it apzars to suggest that this is what : : 
the Co~~issicn . 

:- ! 
‘I 

\ 
a? ; 

,, staff was tolf2. i 

‘fly --. Rocca. 770. 
I 

:7-F ..- . folds~it~?i. Yell, is it possible t:?-at the 
:; oi 

,i CoimissFor, staff was zi-flen tke information I. &out Kexico City, : 
-, .: L- ! 

f the Osiralc! ccntact, ~ithoct bein? specifically tol=! about 
-' '- :! 

i the tele?konic surveillance operation? , 
I 

C " N F I D E ?I T I k T: 



IfIr. Wcca. I think not. I don: t think so ait all. : 

I mean ; l”.r . aS11v7sor, was give.2 tl=e actual text of eat : 

; .? -.r. 2-olCsxiti3. If we co and study this Taracraah 

.c -7 careLk IV ~ T it is an?arent that tke infcrxztion that t12et) are ._ _ 

relyins upon here is tke ir,fc--- AI..ction'that came Directly fro3 

tke teiepkonic ir.terceTt. 

Z:.r. Pocca. :+7Sici was rer?cered in its en-t Froty -- 

?,;- - .L . Colc%z.ith. “0 the Cm-zissior, staff? 

3%. _D.occz?. -- tc the Cordssioz staff. 

Tkat's my b2st recoilection. 

Vr -_ . Goldsmith. Yoli can tell fron the wa;y that the 

author amrcac"es A* this -- issue that he is tailtinq about visual.' 

?A -- 1 Ts it clear to -zou tkat Lie is referrina to visual ' t 
-' .i m- 

i observation? 
1 

ccy FIDENTIAS 



*7r _...a-. .C-olCkxit%. Excuse Ice for a ;ncment. 

* 7 L.lr . Wcca. I thid we can co3ticue for another houc 

.z!r.?. eat later. 

Fr . .ZclZsgith. ?ir_e. It is no GrobleT to '2s. 

(Pause) 

a serxitive teleT>onic surveillance operation to the ?;arreti .' 

Ccp3ission staff? 

!Ir . 2occa. I t;lidr tkere >7as inevitajlL7, un&x the, 



. , 

C3SF'ICEXTIAL 

.-- . It Fs a tPeqrer? frcx the ?:exico Cit>T i 
F 

a*?- Yccca. . . 
-;: 

P 
station which refers to an earlier telecrax. It uses tkei % 

1 ;i . . 



earlier caizle. 



fror;l this &ocu3entation -- 

z-2 . CoidsZith. An< &at was tke substance of that 

eZrl.ier c&le? 

there ~50 7ratnteC to ~0 to Cuba. I C.-q i t ---- tr;it~out "aviyT 

+_he ep-tire run of that traffic.. I can't reTreduce it kere. 

I can't reproduce it Without qettic: into Bore nee2 for 

exylanaticn. It si..>ly atilizes the. _. 

?:r . ~ZOiCST..it!l. ,.L-I,. F'r. -.:a; 3occa -- 

xv --L . Xocca. L;hat ' s tke aoint heye? 

?:Ir . C,oldsrith I --it,kw:lld SecoXe iFForta;lt to 

the csFTG.ttee if your 3ezory iS that there VaS an earlier 

cable ad we liaven't see2 it. It wo-uld be&e isnyortart 

to resolve ti,at cuestics. 

so, to the best of your recollection, was there an 

earlier cable? 

Yr ?.occa. I -- v;ell I if 22.S is the first cable, . 

this is it. 
C 01‘? F I DEXT I AL 

--.m.- --..- ..4,., !.:p 
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:.E; 7 _.- . Goldszith. Xell, this is the first that ye :.jere 

inforKed Of. 

It is x~ssib3.e that kkere was ar earlier cable that 

:‘C’J SE-J 22if t_“;_at ‘ile, CiLn!t, ar?d t5at's qr question. 

:;'as tixere an earlier ca32.e to vcur Xnox~ledqe? _ 

?!r . Rocca. ProSa5ly zct; if this is tke or,ly or\e 1 

t '- c_ . at you've qct 02 the record. I caa!t conceive that therq) 

IC,-G~J~< be a_ry question of fuzzing up tke reccrd cn ca5les. .- 

Ycu see, it's a STJestior. of setting the dates. e 

TL-P 27t-11 -Al- a G-e t0 fke 2pd -- I!0 sorry. 

.J?r . Soi~snitli. T:-:at XlS ny first auesticn. 

If Cso:ald contacted the Soviet T;li+assv teleghocica$l;r 

011 1 October, b:hy would it have take2 eight days for the c&e 

raTcrti3g tkaf -_ coctact to be sent to he?dcuarters? 

(Pause) 

?ir . Xocca. An ,Qtericac nale Vrho syke broken ?lJss$a-r- 

-dell , the afiswer to the question is not difficult to coxpeher 

There is a lead tire in tke procesSiT.Cj Of aaterial. There art 

a lot of leads conticc in that have to be selected -- s;nOtt@d, 

selected, translated, evaluated, azd tiher, cabled. Put wt-$t 

ZisturSs ne here is the tiZiE. 

_hi_r . Goldsmith. T-That sTecifical1 y about the tine 

disturhc vou? - - _L 

:\lr . 4ccca. Yell, it seens to xe too late, that 

coFr.unication becan earlier fron? Yexico City. 3ut I can't 

c - - - X 2 1 DS?7TiL%5 

-v- .^\I --- -r- --‘!‘; ;~:.:=Axy. :.1c,. 



Grove it. I can't have tk2se rzaterials. An2 yet, I know 

in this thiz;C I did, I ha.2 every one cf these t.k.ir,~s‘lai?. 

out frcrr! bezirxinc fc pcC. .Lr,d z."c the sane tirte I an ccrkscious a 

!'.r. Zccca. 42d unir.tect~o~a~l~. 4 3jViOGS iy no one :I 

>iants under the XarcuccF tki,n_g to create rroblerzs. 

. 
CO*Lld I as!; YOU a <LieStlOr?? 

Dc you have tke outgoi-c cable to the coxxxify, 

the lat, 0 of the outgoing cabie? 

IT.- _*- . Goldsnith. Tke dFssemi%z.ticn cable. 

2:x . nocca. T!?e dissemination cable. 

; - -px . Goidsf!i~:::-. Y-es. I Save tkat fbr-you to revi.e*:. 

-. , c -A. Sxca. You sea, phmJCE&sb ]hanlled this. Ha, 

har,dled it by the book, as I see Ft. I *'-+?I- ke lid an "a--- -. 

exceilekt job i,r cloics it, .so t:kzt this would remove the --,. 

tkat :~ould clarify it. 

.'ir. Goldsmitl. You asked for t-'?e disseminatic: 
. . 

cable. 'I am soina to ~50~1 it to you no-&. 

It is CIA dccuzent r?wber 214C. 

Here it .is. 

," - .r. . Rocca. Yell .. this must be the first or?e, then. 

y-at I see i2 here really reflects what is in this.. plus -- 

Mr. Gollsxit-?. Yould yoi? be core specific for the t 

CO?lPIDEXTIAZ 

., rc- _ <.- -. : z=o~Ryy;6 :S~:.lt.-~*‘~Y. I.Uc. 



2 1 I 177, Z.Lis.: II have been t3.e first one reyortinc 2~. r?sxeld .- 
II 

2 ;t 

:I 
coctact3 . 

I :r . Y.occa. Secause it :?ses i?entical lar.qxiq he&, 

ii ,̂ ’ [I Xr . ';olcisnitk. But tkat doesn't tear, tkat a cableq 
:I 

7 
'I 
ii 

coul&t!t kave Seec sect w earlier ~~~ortiz~ t,L;e contact ,‘ --w 

1 : - af'%waid with t.Le ezzbassy oz i Cctober. 

*i 
2’ if 

rt 
h!r . Eocca. Yel.1, res3onding to that, I can't say 

i0 II il tkat it Soesn't -- of course it doesn't. 3ut I've net seeq 4 
(r 1’ 
. : 11 it . That's the yint. 

!! \ .a 11 :- !I ?ly i,r?pession was that there uzs a sSc,rt,er ?a? heri 

i3 7 
i 

ii between the tvo. Eere is the nintil. I t,link this w2s On &e 

* . ’ ! .- ;i j e igSY2 f sent cn t>e eighth (F2SFcati.n~) . 
:I 

1s I 
I/ 

1; r. Goidsrlit:?,. This was sent c-? the eFz:hth, t,4at'S 
.* 
'= i correct. 

;I li II 
;I . .Yr . Rocca. That:s correct. So, t3at's nzrrowinc it$ 

13 ; 
i This went out on t3e tenth. 
t t- 1. 81 
11 acting;. 

?3 i . . 

i 
so, tkis is the first ca5ie, yes. 



so, t?is is ccrrect. It's ti2.s 

t&t is reaily ir;Fortant, not that one is2icathq. ) 

to vork on it 

!k?.!. . Gold.mith. By tkis c?ate, Z-or the recod, X_t=i.C!d 

4 
Sate are you referring to? 

12. 3occa. Tke seventh of Octorcer. 

x-zr . col&Kit;?. AnC tkaf is written in in script on 

the bettor of CITL ~u+2er 177, is tkt correct? 

>q . -- r. 3occa. That's right, yes. 

SC, that gives the ?cint of rezerence to t5e :;exiczzj 
\ 

t5r.q. '. 

Yr. Goi&3I?lith. Getting asay frcm CIA r,uzhr 177 fad i 

a xmment, please rea?. CIA number ZC37 through ?arzqag+ one 2 

(Discussion off the reccrd.) 

.  



fc 
! 

” I  

-- I  

. !  

I  

21r . Focca. I've forgotten x5.ere I was su~\~oseG to _ : 

SkCD. 

,T .e ..I& . GcldsrCtk. Paraqrapk twc oil 3aqe 2304. Bea? 

throcclh there, qlease. 

(Pause) 

Yr . Rocca. Yes. 

,Yr . GolGr!ith. Yoult ~(33~; ice3tify what CIA nix-her ! 

200? is? 

mr * Pocca. 5hi.s was one of the -- this was, I cjue.sJ;. 
< 

tke grand-daddy Tiece tkat we sent over at tke very outset .: 

cf the relationshi?. which surr=arized the ixforxatica. 

:s the 31st, Zanuary. 

frr. Goldsrzit,". 

?fr -- . Rocca?. It 

>I- 1‘1.L s GeldmAth. 

h-?r ,t.&. f;occa. I 

~~~at's the date on that? 

88 

have been :- Jrr. Fall, and I certainly reviewed it. It 

summarized the ifiitial izfcmation in sane of the cables, 

or in the cables. 

!Vr . A.. Goldsmitk. Does this &x*wznt zake specific 

reference tc: any telephcnic intercept of an Oswald 

conversation? 

'or exm~le, on pa<e CIA n-m&r 2008, it reports the ._ 

Oswald contact, jut dces not give tke nature of %he contactl 

9 does it? 
c n 3? F I DENT1 AL 

-D--e- . * -CCz--I ---.-r,, ,s'; c::,~~,A;"v* 'SC. 4 ___.._ b.. .-. 
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; .; .r. _ Xccca. x0 . 

hia2 seep- tke interce$zs. 

;, .- .- 
-‘L . 3ccca. Yes, yes. 

i “ 

??r . 32cca. They were actually shown. 

VT- :.-- . ?ccca. I think they were tolfi at t5e very tixe 

.i 

--- ..1.1 ---reC--"l :--:"t=L\\I', rur. 



-- , ;  
- 

-- 1 

I cl=?; ' t k.?o-6. Put it's ye.r-Eectl-y clear LcroiT. the start td53.t 

l 

this 77tterial ha? to Se frcx z very sensitive Clizect sclurC3e. J 

\  .T z 
-AI. ,“-oldsmit_t:. I wculd like tc >oixt cut also an e*ror _. . _ - --- -- 

bare. *-- It in2icates t::at Fz 9 3ctoSer -- . 

. . L :r. Xocca. I take yox point. I take your ?oi_r,t. ; 
1‘ 

finish za!:ing t5e ?oir,t, w,";Fch is t:?at according to this, t$e : 

but not as late as Cctober P. 

Ls that correct? 

2 ;.r . _P,occa. I thin!:. that the 7riistzl:e Lere xas t%t 
I 

__ ..-_, ----.---..P (.-. ,- -. -.\ ,.v \:,- 
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‘I 

-’ i 

- -  !  

f0.r the recor?. 

?!r . !?occa. I r?oteS. that when I rezd it. 
i 

These are the +arr;ble sa?s ti2z.t coze cut. 
, 

-I_-..^ - * 

y0l.l hat?. occzsionti review, cars-crap5 one, I believe, reacr?z* 

a conts.ct 5etween 3swald an5 the Scviet Stiassv. I take it 

ti3.t $7 referzinc to the crypt ;IE1JVOV, tke Ferso3 receFv5r-q 

I will rea2 it. 

'fpavP cho+os .a d ._ L - Xale appears be .Pzerlczr? enterim 

Scviet Ez-5assy ttielve- sixteer? kours, leavicq twelve-twenty* 

3~0 on I October. Apparently age 35, athletic kuFl5, circz 

six feet. ZecertiIzg kairiize. Ealding top. Vcre khakkis ad 

sports shirt. Scnrce, LIS;J,pTy . 'Z 

1.Tv .ulA. Rocca. T,'at:s the ykotoqza2hic oDeration, __ 

Freslnably. 



<escription cf Lee Harvey 3swald? 
! 

yr . Rocca. I': doesn't, I wodd sav. _.. ! 
1.: : d L- r. Go1e.k-i t:-!. 3lease clarify. ; . 

‘ 
* .c 

It dOeSn't contain 6E izCorreCt description c?f OSVijId?'~ 

’ : 

‘cl%- L- . smccs.. Yc . 
: i: 

It contains a correct EescriFticn.ef 2 

i :'$ 

a totally different person. 

1' .r . Coldsmi +A. Fi-ye. 

: .f 
totally di5ferent person g-et linlrec! to t:?e inforzaticn contaititil .f 

his particular bias at tke tire, ad. not only did he state it ; 

here, but he repeated it in 3ne of the Later telec~rans, 

ever a after he had been tcl?. the correct Sescristion. ; .' 
! \ t 
I i, 

fir . Goldsni ti; . Scctt rey?eated it in a later te1eTrax.l ! 

y’i’r - Rccca. ir, a later telaflraz.. b=- 

5%. Goldsmith. Do vou recall When that was3 . -. 

:tza s it Pre-assassinatFoE? 

Mr. s!ccca. FIe didn't reseat the descri>ticn. 5e . . 

repeated the reference tc it, and then he sent tke $mto. 



CONFIDZXTIAL 

net reseat in a telegram. Eat 7-9 --I ya',s given -- !3y recollection; , 

'J y 
selected tile T?otograFti. Sozzeone else presmahly selcc+m? d' Ij -C.d -we. 1 

recall,: car S2. ke ever smite it u? in .2 2=.emorzdm or 
8 

record -- but this F:as a Cxizg *2? 05 two totaliy unrektec! 9 i 

things. 
. I I  

I  

refer&me to a telephonic cmtact on 1 CctoSer -- 

Yr. Rocca. A teie~hor,ic contact? 

r\rocess. 



-: i 
A- ! 

:i 

-, ;x. Golcismitk. Yes. P-IL. t :.-a, tele;hc-n-ic cDr.tact T!E 1. ‘es 

nc reference to Cswal? aoinc tc the Scviet Ezbzssy. .:o, ir_ 

1% . Dccca. They'.re using 1 Cctober as a baseline, danc 

1ir. tclclzT.itY. 30 yoc I:ICK for a fact tkat this wag 

the 321~ cne? . 

"?r _.-. Zocca. P-s far as I kncrJ it is. Ze rest cf t+ 

coverage sho::rs no one else that was even a2 Az.erica_r_. Yhey : 

vere all Latms. 

Yr . Goldsmith. Have you revievet! the coverage? 

%r . !?occa, Cnly 7hat czxe out curing tke ccurse of' 

t?e . 3ockefe? l -r thing. a. ---A. There uere a series of ~hoto~r@?s ( 

ta!i.e ir front of -- ti>at -- t!:e Cukz EAassy, 7#7as if, 

c _ 
Or tile Cuba.?'. ace. Scviet Edassies. An2 no3e cZ the5 ayearf$a 

to be Ad2ericar.s. I +hi qk that >!as k-hat 3e :Jas usi~\~ 2s -.*-. _ his, 

baseline. TF&ere vere otkers that were Laths. 

C'CNZ'I DEYTI AL I 



(Pause) 

%Yr . _- Rocca. You h2ve to put yourselr' in kis positicp 

ar,d, consider the problem of tryi=cq tc find a~;,7 lead, 2r.d 

that ' s vi?,at tie C;,iC. 

I think, of course, it is umiercifullv -- 

. G1 p.e P __A. aolc',snith. Pardon r.e? 

1; 
‘i 

.: 

Yr . _ i?occa. It kas un..ercifully co51~~icated tke cask 

because it i;;troZuced a :.?hoie ne7.q lea5 -- 

Mr . Goidsmitk. TC‘E! ~ossihilit-7 of someone -- 

:,Ir . Rocca. -- 2s far 2s I'rr. coxerneti. 3-li.s is 5y.: 

;  :  
I  

.d 4 

re2dizg of it. 

‘2 9. rJcldmit5. For exaIil?le, 

is _ tke .possiSility of scrr.eone else i 

. 

o~;e lead t:?at it ir_tro$uce 

zsersonatinq Oswald. i 

VYy 
i’l- . ;iccc2. Oh, I rear, -- it's totally onen-ended, ' 

tctally oFen-eEded. it could be &te tke reverse. It : 
9 

could be just s0rr.e ordinary sersor, who was tkere on ?erscnal i 

business. It's imzossi~le to Ziscuss it rationzlly, it seem : 

to Fe. , 
. . 

of tke person who was Cescriked in 2,eragraph tvo? 

Xr . ?.occa. :qot ES far 2s I know. :Jot up to the tilne ' 
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- ,r 
. . r. Solds7ith. Isn I t it trl2e that the Varrer, torxi$si:o: _, 

i 
lid. nst know about this $2otcqrzi.-c2 uctii Ilarquerite C)sval?. 

:; i 
testifiec! before the Cord.ssion in February and. xa<e referetica- 

Cezictee ._ Sack Ruby, anC that zzior to tk=at ti;;le, the 'Tarren 

Ccmtission '-al _n_ot been toll about this $:ctoqraTh? 

thi~c~ we:t over to the? -- dir2 it r_ot? Vas it omittecl at 

that tize? 

I caxmct amwer that. I can't say or,e way or the 

o+ber y&e+her c.. c. t5ey di6 or not. 

Xr . Goldsmit:1. k7as tkere a 3esire 0R the yzrt of 

anyone at t2e CIA to wait out the Coxcission on the question. 

of tcs >hotoqra+ -- i,"- ot!ler worls, not tell the Commission 

c1 Q >I 2' 7 D 3 Y  T  i 1‘? 3 



-) ,! -* 
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‘! 2c ) 

I 
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about tbAe su-rveillance o?erE.tior,: ati2 nbt tell t:?eF abo-zt this ; 

,?:?- .iA . Socca. 4s far as I 1ClC-J , t>ere was no sucl-, 

cor?sciolX ciesire. 

I 

specifically talc' about the conr,ectic;lk5tVeen this picture : : 

an? tke Oswal? contact? 
1 
i I 

to12 .zbout Os:.;lal5 &vi33 contacted. tke Soviet 322assy cr. ~ 

Xr . Rccca. They Eust kive gotten it in its original .; 

forr;: :d2 en x~nl' - reac the cabfes. 

Yr . .;cl &,T;..i tk. Am2 wke3 ver e they given tke cables? 

i : 
-IL. Focca. **v I eon' t know. I xoulC: I?ope so, Sut I i \ 

coulk't Se sure. i 

I 

Xr . Gol&szitk. Yere you tke person that showed the& i 

the cables? 

Ilr. Rocca. xc. 
J i 

I car_'t say that I was, thoucl? L xay Save beer,.., But 

I ,Lzve ar. irmressio?- that tlhey were so r..:?ortaat t!iat t5ey *?- 



ths! ass2ssi.zation it was sent '23 to Callas from Xexico City. 

20 you recall that? 

:..* -- -..A . 2occa. The ~hotoqrach ha? gotten into the !zaz@s 

of t5e F31 office in Dallas as i? comec72eRce of I3r. Scott'$ . 

feeling the afternoon that tke assassication tcok place 
I !  . 
‘I 

72 
se 

i! 

i I. 
7,c :1 

:i 8 
f’ ; 
-- : 

ZhctoqrarSc coverage. .__ ue had. t5e Air Attacke or the !?avaq d 

Attache -- the SavaL Attache -- fly it up to Dallas. And i 

think the Eureau -- t5is was <or,e in ccorEizaticn with the 

Zuzeau representative in Xexico City.. am?. there 97s~ a 

trazscission to the Bureau office in Dallas. It was at that 

Xrs. Cswall. "hey cro?Fed it ix a particular iJay? and. w4;en; 

later on t.i?,e picture was shohm to ker, it hat! bee9 cropTed ; 

in a Ziffererit fas2502 by the Sureau office here. This 'SZ@ 

+&- basis cf her objection, in Tart, I jn&ge, ardso that e-.- 

starte2 it. 



. 
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-- i 

I 
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aut x:y izpression is that the Warren Coimission 

f.--+pn ly I:new about t,'?at shotoqraph befcre her testiFo?y 

coing Sack to your pestion. 

.?lr . GOllSTiith. Fiat is not ConsLsten t :litk the 

:Yarre-?- Coxzission recor6s. 

"Jr - -. 2occa. :Ce 11 , it. cay veil he. 

TXr . Coldsiictlz. Let ;;e skew you CL?. nu.~5er 2139. 

Xcul6 you please read that. 

(Pause) 

. I  

to tke ml, ; Yarren ConCssion 02 the basis of this? ,..-s ~&oub&eSa$ 
'5 

this reflects conversation with regard to the Izar_?:'.lir!T of 
'_. . 

. I .' r 

zatnrial . - which had Gotten Fntc tke haks of th?e Secret FervrLcej. : 

gut the Secret Service is not -- 
: : 

I .- 
?lr . ~GolBsF!!Ft,L?. Tke second ,?aragraFh refers tc tke 5 4 .! . 

\; .li 
Oswald photoqa?hs. 

. I : ? 
: : : * 
I 

E. Rocca. It refers to the ~5oto~ra$. it savs: 
, I 
i : : 

“Ve -are r;oFnq to mass the material in su5stance i? respznse? r r. f 

"or tke items refer to aborted leads." : 

I..! r . Gcldszith. Yes. 

3. Rocca. Now, for exarqle,. the famous six nhotogfa&i 
&i 

which -Jere not of C>swald -- ir, other wcrds, tkese xere PC+- ; ! ; 



:: 

ccr,siZere?. pertinent. 

of tke lanqia~e in CL.? fi~.xL2r 2138 there.was.~a 6.esire cc the 

pxt oi Agency officials 20 r.:a.it @lJt t--P ti-.:- Tarrer? Ccxiiissicn 

specifically with regarcl, to sko~ifi~ t5e Comission these 

chotogra?kz? 

lG3 

'Cl- ‘a- . xoccs. rQe1 i -, yca're using exactiy tlhe ler,cuageSJ 

here that I usee in this Texo znc! x5& I si?rFLy had xmt ,. 
1 

‘-‘Phn &A-- levy of our r.aterizl xkicf: 323 aotten i2to tke 

kanlls cf t5e Secret Service skce 23rd of Noved3er" referre(c! 

ycbably to the W~O~Q file, not just to these people, th'ese 

-.f I '- r. Gol2scith. Qkay . Ye'11 get back to that Faint 

l,zter on. 

\.Tr .- . xocc2. I can't 6ecide or really ascertain at tkk 

Forr,er,t. 

I think the 9oir,t ?3ehicC L it was tbet they shoulc! go 

to the Secret Service an2 qet it, ask th2rz for it. 

$ir - Gol&mith. It appears that the Agerxy there aczltn 

is crncernec about revealin ts tke Farren Commission a 

r 
sexitive so'urce of IT.-,,~ .-fhoC: of oceraticn. 4 

COaiFI CE?TTIAL 
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or are re5zrSar,t, a3 fzr as the investiqztizn is concerned. ; 

Is that a fair statezient? 

xr . Tocca. Yell, I third; this was the generai 
. 

. 
' r 

Trsocc-c?2ation that Trevailed. 
I ; 
. 

Xr . GolLsxxit~. So tl?er., if there wzs infomatior_ ++at; ~ 

toxhe6 upon sensitive socrces a.& nethods, the AcJency, in 

fact, :das very ccncerner‘ abcut it. . 
: . i 

Xr. 2occa. It was concerzec ekout it: hit certaip-l:T ’ ‘i: 

;lot sc concarnecl. ,tiat it wocl~ r,ot eitt=er at t52t t5.e qivq i ;. 
: 
6 

i : 
the substzrzce cf t,h_e infomation or eventually cive the enl+re; ," i- * :.:, 

little vhile , after we ~btairi Yr. Xer_kin s letter ~l=ich, 

after youjve seen it, I thick you :kil realize't?at he Bzs 

ccr_cerneS abut the $otographs In particular. PerhaTs 

C9NFIDENTIAL 
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>JF--et_‘lez CT net it was relevant to the cdse. 

i ., 
:ir _** . Soilszith. I think the recorl is clear tbf, ia :. 2, ; 

cr 2hotcgraghs. ._ ! f i 'L 
1 _, 

Rcvever, t5e auestioz that i z.;T. focusi3c OR right _n.dit- ! :s; 

.I~ 

is . L' xner, ,ne Coxmdssion staff Teas giver, access to this catersali, ;t 
. ~ 

caiT.e over? I Tean, that wcul~ cive at least a !-ill-p &^*.I- ; a 3oint$ '. 

of rzferezcs. These srall 2eizorzr_?a really reflect tlie kin4 S- 

CONFIDS?7TIAL -; a_ 
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Is that trxe? 

J1r. _ Xocca. ml-huh. _ _.-- 
-- 

Yr . ColcZsmith. Yine. 

Let's set Sack now to 25-33. 

\#.- -.I. Rocca, pardon r;?e xkile I look -2C.s over. 

%Tr .- . Colbmit5. Certainly. 

(Pause) 

Docley. 

Pflr ._ . Rccca. 23rl of July. 



Xr . 20cca. This wzs at the Faint where t%e Cormissior 

was 2reTarinc fcr their report, .3nd it was a question cf 

whst shculc ?2e incluSeci and what she-.iiC not 50,. 

:;c-!I, frnr _ the text of this FeroranCl3., 5-i;ic5, af30uq;) 

it was rre?ared by !4r. Dooley, I believe it is siqned by 2r. 

ze1;71s, an< it ' s a Zen?0 to I4r. ..c, P-7k-j-l -- frcx tke text of <his 

corcer?eC aLout the sensitive r.atura of the Dkotosurveill+ce 

y?r - Gol&rlit~~. Xc one is cues tioninc the leqFtiim&y 

Of t:n_at concern. 

I wa3t to ke very clear about that. The fact that. t.32 

Jiqezcy xas concernes akoct sensitive solurres 2.nd netho& is 

iT0t so-zethizq that I aln cj*Jestioninc tke vzlicZity of. 

You look pzzlee.. Are you? 
\ 

Xf 12 r. Tzocca. I will reserve. I will reserve m this 1 I 

30i3t. I 

Z-lr . Zolckmith. I am just tryinq to establish for 

the recor6 tkat there :<as that cancer?. 

'N?- '.'A& . 2ccca. 3asFcally.. I thiiA Xin , i*pt -- if we ciD*lel 
1 

~0 cff for a minute -- 

1.2 . C-ol?saith. I Frefer not to CO off. 

c ? J.7 F I D3!?7TI AT, 
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‘Jr -- . 2occa. Y@, xc. 

(Pa-dse) 
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‘nr L..- . Xocca. This is our friend Henry. 

(Pause) 

I.!r . 3ccca. I? cw , tkis is ,:<er'co .- . VI; is --- is poccclr 

:: 
ii : . 

4 ‘I 

;! 
.i .i 
:! 
4 
;i 
:; 
,! :; I 

.i .i 

.: 
‘i 

t hat had bee_n. developed on tke basis of the avaii;?ble file 

nat5rial.s. 

-.A v ia-. Goldsz?!it~?. !%at is the date of this zes~or.s~? 
1 

;"Tr . Zocca. The olmvept'- -- or "- -1. the ter.2 of cct-,ober. 

I'm sorry, I -is-s?oko. It's the tentk. 

%y --- . Ccldsrni t!? . Sefore discusshg chic cable ir. w-.-e 
; 

fiztZ2er detail, at the the of Oswald:s cor.tact with the ! 

Scviet Eisbassy in Octoker,. i363 -- in otker V0rC.s.. prior 

to the lassassinatioz -- was ar,y particular sizzificance 

attacf=ed.to tke f3ct.of this contect? 

Yr . Rccca. ??o . Not as far as I knoV7. 
. . 

?'_?e ulthate of the si&ficance coluld cnly kave 

been that ke ;las a defector who was about to redefxt, or: 

intenced to, or was somehow or ctker izvolved'.in'that. 

I car.'t say that there was even that corxlusior. dra:qn 

I,. t,'le earlier material. *- 

Y? ;. .Gbldsmi th . FXhen the Xexico City station firs+ 

e .C ‘2 F G _ 1DENTIk.L 
--- ---..- -- .,., \..\. ,.*c 





accurate description of Oswald contained in that ?aragr+?h. 

T!r . Iiccca. That is the ccrrec t description of Oswald 

2s i kr,o:< it. 

t.: ?- _--. Iiocca. I have no kna-dledge of that. 

Dces that strike yolu as being difficult? 

.,W .L . Sol~.sxiti; - ICO. It Coes zot riecessarily strike 

rr,e as beizq difficult just because I asked the question. ; 

7. 
L :r . Xcca. _ 1'011 see, the file had been oyned on hi.7. 

l*r 
_- . Goldxith?. SO, you woul2 have obtained tke i 

inf3r~3tion from the 231 file? 

.‘7- ..I& . Focca. .s>??p yAad tb,e originai State Departrzent 

really infoxaticn that you could probably have gotten ovar 

a teieshcr;e -- I dcfi:t know. They :sould be ir, a position to 

say exactly r&ere they got it. 

?.I ?- -. Gol2.s~itt-1. In fact, the first paragraph refefs 

tc Oswa.lC!s 201 file and it is likely that she received 

that description frox this file or from i,?fom.ation contagned 

ic this file. 

~~. Tocca. Yell, the file xould have been fairly' 

slia at that stage, though. You know, it would have been 

really the oFenir\_g action. Indeed, it contained . 

i-- fi 2,' p 1 I> ,? >q T I‘\ r . . . 
_ ___ --^eC-..C .--..>..," ..,C 



Nr . Sccca. Ycu near,; her action? 

Xr . r;oldsTlit;l. %er signature a?yzrs on it. 
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vitfi tke correct x.Fdcl,le naze, SC that 52 somce of tke 
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.'Ir . liccca. So, s:ie ZFC. it. -- .> -2 e is coin2 to have,to-9 

that 9s. %icerter :^,as review& t!iis ZocE!ent ar_i She l=S.S.l I 
:. 

testifiec! -- at least t!zt Is ay reeoilecticn 3r_yVay -- tFat % \r: 

;Ar . Zocca. That. to i;.e. xkes serlse. That is, it 1 

SpariS - --. t0 XIe t,?et in the process there is a Qar_l Setwee Yrg. 1 



In any case, I think her kanc'.!Jrrtir,g , -X!?FCh is thi+ 

handwriting, I YOUlc: jdqe (intiicatinq), is not this 

haxdxriting .(inZicating.) 

T5i.s is Frintir.g, ad it's not hers. 

‘-4 T ..-- . C-clcZsx.ith. SO, you think that so7.eone ixote : 

'- 2 ;: 7 1 rJ z ?i T 1 ;i 5 
_ -.___ _-.. - --..- . . . . . .-.p 
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::r . Zocca. Yes. 

1'7 1.1- . coiCs?i t,?. .- Does ti?,at rer;uest aC.diti.cns.1 Fr;Fom.atl 

if SIX-C- infcTs.fion 'zecorr.es zvaila3ie?- 

:ir . -'- ?.occ a. It 2oes. 
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I  

se1 ectior: at that tice. -- 

SO, I voc.ld not hoj.?. tkez at faGit h this at all. 

I? stker words, you caznct credit t;hezl :,-it?. ~iazdlinq Z!?OKe 

than -- 
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CON PI DENTi AZ, 

. -__ ‘“‘iY Fersonal i~~.r~ssio~ is .t?iat the;? ~x?CeSSe~. it Bate: 

assassinatlcn. 3 

G %- .-- . .Ficcca. Prior to the asszssiiZtiO?l? 

arc Ccrsulate. 
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ha5 been repcrted.. 

%!r * Goldzmith. 32t you 2ever as!reL enycne? 

'Jr -I-. !occa. Yo. 

‘1 w _-a. Goldsxi th . Fine. 
‘; 

Xow turning to CIA nmber 181, which is the last-inacd A - i 

of this cable, I note 
1; 

that ThOrnas Karam'issines is the 1 i J: 

releasincj officer. 

?ihat does the re1easir.g officer to a- cabie do? 

TJhat is the functicn of the releasincj officer? . x 
\rr. - . Rocca. Ee was sisniy si;Sstifuti55 fcr ?!z. :ygl.~s,:$ 

1 

wkose signature would have :ceer! t h 9 r e as relesskq offic$r f 
3 * 

cn this ziatter, as it has beer, or;. others. 

to get people -- (not) J;C. Kane'actually,.but a,!division 

matter of the An;erican and what his formr relationshiy to . a 
:i 

the araed forces were are coziinq through. This n?akes it 8 

rr-atter of considerable concern. You have also people in 3 

CI cozcexed. The matter has become a little bit zore 

ixyortant. 

Xr. Goldsnith. Fine. 



L' 1 -- - ?oes; ' t have to ke the DDP. 

nr.- .'I- . zocca. The releasina officer Coesn't ::aiye _. 

\* -.1r. !?occs.. You see, it's quite clear. !!ou have 

four otkez axt?_c rities involv2C. 

\ 
Xr . GoLdsCt'r. I :r~ sorry, you were just na!c.inq. a 

i>Oint? 

\f -r __- . ?occa . I Cean, t!l2 cOr,teZt. I think the em5w~r 

to yo‘3r qzsticr! is i~"Jicit i_n_ .the ccntent. *-.. - - 

You have fo*Jr o-t::er authorities icvclvec' that are 

olJtsi3.2 of tke Jqency. These zre all other agencies (im%#Ztil 



ccntacted? 

-. .; - . ..A . Zocca. I vi11 bcvri out of that. 

I ccr: :t reccxize Ft. 

.- . . r. ZoiLsizith. Are 'I'OU zayin? 5at Secause this 

-- - --...C --..-. . ..I I. r 
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It see7s to qc over t?.e s2r.e clJro+c. 

3 . ?.occa . This is the tentI1. 

‘Tr . TI is "1 is tlie caSle that -3as sent, I -- Clol~smith. 
\ 

believe, to the rest of tke intelligence cO!Yx~i~~. 

Yr . Eccca. T-lis i*:aS the first cne, yes. It must* -. . . 
'be 

the first one. 

\ I -  --A. Goldsnit?l. Soy, this cable reports the co,?taClt 

cx 1 9cfober hy Lee C2swalS. 20 y0-2 I-:nOV Vl?y this caSle 

. 
cc.r.tzine?. .z..-". iricorrect GescriTtlon cf @sval6? 

ml-r _ .- . Zocca. 5eealJse it re~roCuce2 tke incorrect j 



CON F I D ZY TI AL 

(Pzixe) 

:!r. locca. Yes, t,?is * xcorsorates 'iha t ir.corr~c+ u-- 

IrifOsr..c --Y-tj.on. 

Yr . Rocca. I zssxiate t!lis :rith SeFnc 2 later 

p-_^-...- ,-L..-\._V ._.C 
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‘“r ._-. Yocca. - - VPS I If that :ier.t later, tl?en it nems 

see t!ce ti17.e. 

errors r,ac2e iz tSe wzy these t?i.inps xs;ere se_rlk. But tlhey ah 



CQXFI DENTIAS ,A- 

tiTne sequence with which tkese cakles :cere sent. 

recessed, to resuzk at 2:15'o'clock, 4 
+il., the .I_ &:7.) ; SaFC3 



\<r __A. 3ozca. In cy o+.ion.. it co?2lc! rot have sat i 
., 

very im? without Xx, Dulles having talc then %.i!xelf asia i 
. i \ 1 

i!-CTber Of the Comission. I Zon't kmw -2, +\a exact cf.ate t3a.t " 

thev y!;ere infoArr2ed of the naterials. ;.. 
6 

It 3ad to be very early :ceczuse - averyone uzcZerstQc6 ;.: 
-: '., 

that this material was of a kiqkly sensitive nature 92Ccti ;; 
.I 

had to he srctecteti. It ori'hatec with a telephone ta?. 
,i 

your eyes woulE Se ' c Ycu could just talk ~17ith SiZ??SOII ad 
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“7 
.a .  ?.occ2. 

Th i s 
*-.- is ar, oxtcoing cable in tfie '2P Fliocr 

res~or‘r~A- - PGklCB fcr the gezefal cccr2ination, outgoing rr.aterials. 

CONFI3ZXTIAS 
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r;lethcds an? their protection, whick :JZS sii?~Iy unrealistic: 

ane zetho Is as authorized bv -- tieil, not necessaril-1 zs . . 
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.C.P :‘I& . Focca. Yes, yes. 

Ad, it l=aZ been erase< sonetiriie Zurirq t5e FeriG -- 

?uriz:: _ the subsequent nerioe, znd hefore tke xhole ecisok3 

cer.erateE. 

was erase<? 

operafzon, xkc are in a Setter Fosition to testify tc this; 
. 

2&'nr . -be t,4c?..n I adz-i. 

-- , 
-- ! 

YOW whether he was iz a 2ositicn to give testixony 



il 
;s i 

1 ; :.;r . .; ol&saith. Oh, i,-, 1275. 
I- ' ,? 

i! i Xr . Xocca. %e later :qe.n-t oclt to kecozie dief of I 
20 i 

. . 

1 statio-rr. Tell, yoti can create the or,tire crZer of that. 
! ?! ' I. w 

- .Ic-Y-q 

->&G 
;/ 

?rlr -- . Gol&Frit",. . . _ Let Qe skot.~ yoc another ~ocu-2e~t 
.I i' 12 .I .> . -- !i 7 1 dated Xovfirric& 23, 1333, al?!ressed to tazes J. Zwley, j 

4- j 
aA j who was Chief of t; --e Y.5. Secret Service 2t that 'rize, fro* .a 
2: 3 

.i J. 
Y 

EZqar Eocver. I 
.’ I  

-- ;  

:i 

:i 
.I C3NFIDENTIXL. 
I 

., SC=;'.' ='=nC--*'C: . . . . . . . - .:z:,:'.-\.‘d'f. !:Jc. 



are iCentic2.l. 
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1: 
rl r. Tocca. I reqar2 t11ia as a total zixun cf various 

a Tzsiticr, +c - I ar_d I hzve p.0 recollection cf :'rzvizc Cone ia 



- I -  

- -  

-z 
-- 

:LJ?- --- . ?.occa. Yes. 

It Sears opt what_ I xzs sayin? earlier. 

;<r. - ~ci~sxi t:-, . The parE?renh inS',icates in relevant 

3art that the station P.;SS ix2.'31e to comaxe voice, Qs-~zll's . . 

voice , as the first L taoe >a$. been erzseS 2,rior to the rece$Ft 

Of the secod call. 

';y c:lesticn is as follows. Is it reasonable to illfez . . 

frorr that that FE fzct, cn ?!oveder 23, 1963, one of the tgzes 

:>:a s still in existence because the.autkor of tke cable doe$n't 

sa-y "station unable to coiqare voice as tares have Seen 

5rasel." -9at!-ier, 5% idirlates, iz [;v-& 1s to ccvare voice 

CZS first taFe k;a< Seen erasec prior to receipt of secone till, 

CONPIDZNTIAL 
_.- --_.-.. . . . . _- 
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L L, - t 'S' T,.;-nx:- 1-'-* -n*>- i pc .,,A= ,--a - .--.- ---- -..- -_____ - .,__ ,, 
z.5 =-.d -c - c - -7 = I CFiX see. 

7 .i -  
a - - .  GolcsrLtL. Fine. 

-4 +- .A . ?.ccca . IE the light of v:hat I'G been assurs?.. 
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211, it's beer, a wh.?iie. 

Frankly, 1 t_;link t.'lat t2.s is acrab 2 verv -- 37 * : - - i 

---c--l- ?=,&a1 ‘75 is that tlis Is again a2 exax2le of the kind of lease * 
i 

tr ‘; &- .I 
I 

-: i -- 

?Ir . Zocca. This, vhile it is Tossible fkat v5s.t you 

: say is SC, r?y feelinq is that this, i-"i effect, says that t%ey 



-1 
-- 

-, -- 

-’ I  
-- ;  

were ur,able to xake any cmyarison. 

nr, __A . ?.ccca. -,5. VO 

--h .V-- 0 &es not have kr.ovleCcje 02 ,:~ecc-y or,eratinq ~rcccsc?~~res 

. . 

i 
I 

! 
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136 

7s that correct? Are yol2 shakics your ?.ead yes? 

Do YOli have a2 explanation for this Faracra$I.? _ 

T _ tIhir_k-vou gave one jut I 
. * 

woulc l:.ke to hear iat zb~32.1 
_. --- 

I?r . Iiocca. Yes. 

. rr.50 -:.-. explanation is that this reF,;resents tke ty?ic*k 

*'eyeballing", 'silt this is "earballixq~ xi-rat he Lhears. 
I 

W . seven weeks after i _. Goldscitl?. so, effectivel;T, 

Oswald had ccntacted the etiassy, the C&an Erhassy and t$? 
'i 

Scviet Ehassy, hCthout havigq a chance to li.ster_ tc t?-e tape! 

and coicare voices, you are ir.lFcatinq that the transcriber 

cc-ld still have ne-;lory of that a?_? zakl a valid coparis@n? 
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:.Ir . 3occz. So, it is r_ot accurate. 
.- ,i 
.’ I 

!I 
f3 i 

; izer.0, ?:r. ?.occa? 
17 I! 
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in nature. 

coverage r,cf be rczsidered as t0tz.l or coz?lete.' 

'C- ;.I. Xccca. ?ic=ai,r:, cy researches in 1?75 skovec5 

i-;-c -..a c there were larce lacses an? very c;rave C!ifficultiac -w- 

jecause of t:2e CFerational situatiocs that Trevailed in t+ 

!2 211F I DZ?IT i Al, 

. . -r=:.-41 ===oqy:;~ :,‘=:qi’YIuy. !NC. FL_ _..- -.. ..- -4 
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(Pa-.ise) 



given b>- Yr. Philiiq or Xexico City statio3 was that,. at 

lzast accorc5.n~ ta your k/,noc:tedce, the $2oto Eechar_ise :qas not 

Is that correct? 

-Z”lZC ; I zss;1re vr,~~ -. Tz7.e .?.~ency; a.t th;Fs. tire, for sorie re@sc? 

has not na2e it available to us. 

see 5% _ + he 7naE.e I-isits not oniy to the Soviet Z&assy,.km~ 

-* :-.r . 3occa. I canpot recall that Setail. ?*2l ?-,!;at-, +,& 

WC’~l~ 3e taker_ care of -- an?. bear in izind tkat tkese were2 

different iFqlantx?ents; these xere different, ~32 tkey h& : 

5ifferezt sroblerss FE nznageF.ent. As I say, I ET tellinq ya1-l 
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in coverace 3re dsolutely a built-i_r_ Fart 0:: th?o Yazarls-of 

criticizec for failkq to obtain a $otccraT!2 of aswaLk? 

.St2tic!l criticizec?? 

?ir . 3ccca. SO. I saT< r.ot?kq 9 tkal effect in crs-y 

cc2 !;FiD E??TI AL 
--___-..C --..-..." ,.,p 
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COYFI DENT I AL 

Xr . Gcldsmith. Was the Warren Commission told abdut 

AMNJG being a DGI employee? 

Yr. Rocca. That's my impression. I may be totally 

wrong about this. 

?lr . Goldsmith. Do you recall what information, if- 

any, AMXlG provided to the CIA in reference to the Xennedg 

assassination? 

Mr . Rocca. As I said, I think he provided the 

CONE'1 DZ:NT I Ai+ 
- --___ ._.._ . _ _- 



' 1 first inside information on the DGI's aspect of the Rezidentl 
a 'I A ! I in Xexico City. 

f // 

Rut precisely what he said with respect to 

.j. 'who was where in Xexico City at the time I cannot say at 

‘! 

:  
- I  

‘. 

this nosent because I don't have it in my memory. 

Just a second, now. Let me try to work it out. 

Xr . Goldsmith. Mr. Rocca, for your sake and the 

purr>ose of refreshing your memory somewhat, I would like $0 

show you some CIA documents pertaining to AYHUG which, I &thin I 

after they are reviewed, you may have a somewhat better j 

recollection of this particular individual. ,: 

I am going to give you CIA number 1879 and wouid kike 

to ask you to skim that through CIA 1892 -- no, CIA 1294. 

That would probably take you ten minutes or so. 
7 I  
. -  

j j (Fause) 
1 5 

, 

:: Nr . Rocca. Well, I haven't read it in detail, bu2 
'/ 

If 'i 
,I certainly I recall this. The case officer was ar.4 

7- il L 7 
*I 

il 
4 

we did .provide the questions that he was able to eiaborat$. 

Ti :I 1 
j/ What can we talk about? 

.- 

.I ai it II 
i! 

Mr. Goldsmith. tlas there another case officer wha 
. . .- 

L’J j 
1 I debriefed A%lUG? 

,:I e. 
w 

Mr. Rocca. As far as I know, no. I mean, 7% c:-. .- .I 
.>T< '- ;I 

c 

:! was the individual who was in charge. 
.- .! .- 

it Mr. Goldsmith. Do you know whether a CIA case 
*, .i ii ! 

:I officer, whose last name was Langash or Langosh ever debrirefed 
" : -- : 

I AMNUG? 
:i Cc!!1 E'I DSXTI AL 

. . "==2.-.! ara)r.c.y:*;'; ~=:.l~.~vv. i.\c. 



I 
: I 

I 
Xr . Rocca. No. "Langash" -- I remember no such name 

7, :/ 
Yr . Goldsmith. 

,i 
According to a memo dated 5 May, 1964 

? I - .I 
4 C IA number 1279, the first paragraph indicates that prior % 

1 i to Cctober, 1963, Oswald visited the Cuban Embassy in ?ex,&co 

: 1 
:; ' city on two or three occasions. Before, during, and aftef- 
I '1 

3 these visits, Oswald was in contact with DGI, specificallk 

7 ;i 
;I with Luisa Calderon, Manuel (Dega) Perez, and Rogelio 
,a 
‘# 

:  :  

- I  Rodriguez Lopez. 
I ,I 

Yr . Rocca. Who was the chief. 

Xr. Goldsmith. Rodriguez was the chief? 

IQ . Rocca. Xy recollection is that he was the ch$e-. 2 f. 

I *- 5 '- .# :i That 's xhy AY?KlG gave us the first real information on the 
,̂  I; :; 

.I .I organization of this Rezidentura. 

Xr. Goldsmith. What followup was done on Oswald'j 

I : I 
id : 

:I apparent contact with DGI? . 
'! 

Ii i 
! I  11 -Yr . Rocca. Well, there was no followup, quite ( 
I ,- ,I 
I/ apart from just this information. I mean, these are the ; 
If *- , .L i 
f people -- there was nothing to be done. Luisa Calderon i 

\ !f ' 
' was one of the people that we had gotten a telephone tap ?n. 
j/ 7,': 

;I 
She is one of the persons who made a very peculiar commenti 

‘f ii 
;I 

.I 
‘i in the course of it, as I recall. These other people are;simf 
I -a i 

-, :i on the soot; It is not possible to get any additional > 
77 :! -4 

:i information if the station doesn't develop the assets. 
-I L- :I 

I 5%. Goldsmith. Did Z-LiWUG give any infOrF!atiOn as ;*tO 
-z i -- . I 

.! whether Silvia Duran was a DGI employee or agent? 



?4r. Rocca. I do not know, unless it's stated here. 

She was the receptionist, serving a mixed bag, there, of 

people. 

So I don't know that. 

.Yr . Gcldsmith. 90 you know :qhether Lluisa Calderon 

was a DGI agent? 

Mr. Rocca. 2<0, not except for this, y*l:hich says 4 

that she is. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Xas this information all given to:the'j 
'$4 ;; 

Warren Commission? <@ ,A 
d 

5 
Yr . Rocca. AS far as I know -- all of the AXiiUG : ' $ 

f; 
information was given. : 

-i 

Mr. Goldsmith. Do :~ou know whether Luisa Calderoti wa& 

ever employed in any capacity by the CIA? 

?lr . Rocca. No. I do not know that. 

xr . Goldsmith. Please refer to CIA number 1292 arjd 

1893, starting wit!1 this paragraph (indicating). Just 

read this paragraph through to here (indicating.) 

(Pause) 

Mr. Rocca. I have no comment on this. 

As far as I know, there were no traces that sustati 

this allegation. 

Yr. Goldsmith. For the record, the allegation in ithati< i 

document is that Calderon was or may have been connected 

to the CIA. 

_ 0 -z:-;.z:; ;-, >;- ,,-, . . - m-w,,- ----.- ;-;-,‘;,.;‘(, :.;,.--- 
-L--.. 
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,i 

-: ,- 
i any attention, either. 
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Is that correct? 

When I say "is that correct," I'm saying is that 

what the allegation is. 2 5 

Mr. Iiocca. Yes, that is the allegation. 3Llt thiS 
.k 

$ 

involves almost three levels of hearsay. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Fine. 
'$ 

p 

I don't want you to infer anything as tc the comm~tteE$ t> $5 ;y 
view on this particular issue. ‘: 

Mr . Rocca. I'm not going to underwrite that at a&l. iL 
: 

I just don't believe it. 
.' *-. 
-1 * *i 

.Mr . Goldsmith. We're not asking you to underwritq it.::; 
. ., ;"L 

We're simpiy asking you whether you have any information t&at -y 4 :. .( ,. 
would either rebut or verify that allegation. '. : . , 

Mr. P,occa. I understand that. Ultimately the gu&stio'.. Ii ,;; .: 

really ought to go to the people in WH division, Mexico-Cuban,'- 
__ -.-- i, 

who h.gve the records and are in a position to verify this. . 

They forwarded no information bearing on such a thing. I ' ;‘. 
/ 
: ; 

assume, therefore, that the thing is not so. : 
., 

Mr. Goldsmith. When you read this memo at the time t@J 

you were working on this issue for the !?ockefeller Commissdon;:' ; "i 
: 1 

were you concerned by the allegation that Calderon was a 1.". 
. * 

CIA agent? 
: : : 
. " 

a 

Mr. ,Pocca. No, no, no. It didn't come to my mind ';. . .i 
. 

at that time. I don't remember where in that memo I gave it .:“ 

CONFICEXTIAL 
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i4r . Goldsmith. Apart now from that allegation which 

I understand to be hearsay -- 

>!r. Rocca. !lJell, Piniero, the head of the CIA, did 

not agree. 'iniero is tke chief oi t5e service. 

Y.l ?- - .̂  . Goldsmith. He is head of the DC-I service? 1 

>!r . Rocca. Yes. I mean, he is a very7 important ian. 

You know : this is -- 1,-e are really spinning thing& 00 . 

here. If  t.\kre is no factual sunport for this, ther? we * -- 

shouldn't tarry and try to give it evidential or factual 

significance. 

Yr. Goldsmith. _clr. Rocca, no ore is attempting..to 

attach evidential significance to these documents. The 

purpose of this session is to address questions to you th;lt 

would hel? us shed light on the documents. I don't want $0~ 

to think that we infer from the documents that everything., 

contained in the documents is acclurate. 

In fact, that's the reason we are going over the 

:j documents. The record does not soea!s for itself. 
\ 

'f 
; j .Yr . Rocca. That's very good. As I said, I don't went 

:c iI 

; j 
to get into a position of hostility here, because that is not 

11 W' w 
v -a--, 

2-y j my purpose. 
c:-- f7 ‘L.1 .- 

' -- ,I '! On the other hand, as you stated yourself, certain, 
-7 4 
-4 ., 

1: of these paragraphs read in completely legalistic fashion 
-, i -- ,: 

\ by individuals who really have not been exposed to the 
-: I 
-- : 

. operational vicissitudes -- let's put it that way -- will araw ; 
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conclusions that simply aren't correct. 

Mr . Goldsmith. The reason that I am deposing you 

today and have deposed many other Agency empioyees is to atteq 

to ciarify cuestions that are raised bv the rerp--s - -c 4-u. That 

3erhap5 sets 5ac.k to one of the first Taints that was ma& L 
; 

earlier in the deposition, where you made reference to the 

record and I indi.ca"aJ L. c-u that the record needs to be e:<amin&d 

alnc we can 't rely exclusively upon it. 

Mr . Rocca. She's a mysterious character anyway. I 

es- -car lc =- as I ?r-ow . . . , that has never been clarified. There are 

subsequent reports about her, as I recall, trat:elling 

around and being set up by the DGI. So, .you can just keer, 

that in the back of your head. You are going to have a 

continual problem with her. 

Mr. Goldsmith. These memos also mention that as -11 i 

?!r . Rocca. There is a whole stage of receding ' Y 

mirrors that you can't really ever get to the 'oottom of, tisthoj 

ever getting her into this. kind of proceeding, settling dotin 
\ 

and guestioning her. 

v?- -..- . Goldsmith. ::cw , CIA number 1903 is a memo 

dated 5 Hay, 1974, which basically consists of the results 

of the debriefing of AMMUG. It lists a series of questions 

that were presented to AiWUG and the answers to it. 

I show you that only for reference purposes now. 

Mr. Rocca. !ty recollection is that these questions- 

cnlJ7 I DEXVT I AL 
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-- : 

were very carefully thought out by me.mbers of the staff, 

members of my group, an2 that we made the thing fully availa: 

to the Warren Commission, which is really the thing that 

concerned me more than anything else. 

. Mr. Goldsmith. 
/ 

Fine. 

Please listen to the question that I have for yo& 

now. 

I just showed you a document that was dated Xay 4, l! 

On May 6, 1964, according to document number 1898, some . 

followup questions were presented for the purpose of having 

j 
them be addressed to ACWUG. So, we have a second set of' 

questions. 

NOW, the memo dated 8 ?-lay, 1964, which is CIA nur!/ber 

1891, was prepared by case officer 7 Tqat 

is the one I would like you to examine now in a bit more beta 

It appears that what Xr. r 1 did, unlike his Lari 

report where he specifically mentioned or listed the que&on 4 

that was addressed and gave AYXlG's response, here he singly 

summarized the briefing session. 

I am wondering if you noticed that when you examiCjed 

this document for the first time? 

Furthermore, why did Mr. L ] depart fromthe 

earlier procedure? 

IMr . Rocca.' Well, it gave us relevant information, 

I think that is what probably what we were primarily concfrnec 

c (? >I F I s z N T I A .r, 
_-.. .̂  -.-. . - . ._., ..,,- 
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with. 

Frankly, I would not have held to this format. 

This is the format you were referring to in the earlier quesl 

Mr. Goldsmith. Yes. 

Mr. Rocca. The sixth of May. 

Coming back on the eighth, he is giving us the rebulf 
2 

really in capsule, I would judge, rather than setting the6 

down, and that would anticipate that this thing would sim$ly 

be written up more formally somewhere. .'. 

Is there such a sort of wrap-up report where the 
jl i 

things are? 

Xr . Goldsmith. No. 

Mr. Rocca. Well, this may be all he did, then, on 

the thing. 

Mr. Goldsmith. So, you don't have an explanation,: 
it 

then, on the departure from the form that was given to Mr.: 

qr- 3 to address to AWIUG? 

;I Mr. Rocca. ;q Here again, it would be a question of 
4 
! consulting with Xr. Dooley or Mr. 

ic i 
Pratt-- 1 think that Mr. i 

! Pratt had joined us by this time -- to find out exactly 7t ', w 
Y /F -. i .:-xx 

‘&& 1L i; 
pq A:,: i 

what had transpired between them and [ 
*I -- one or the, 

'1 other or both -- -* 8, to determine whether there was any kind 03 
-- ., 

;! 
*. 

Ii .i Mr. Goldsmith. Vhat was 
I L 3 position at that 

4 

y: -- :i time? 
I 

CONFIDSNTIAL 
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I 

I 

Yr . Rocca. He was the case officer for AXXUG. 

.Yr . Goldsmith. He was siqly a case officer? 

I 
>lr . Rocca. Yes. He was handling him. Presumably : 

he was very keen, as the memo reflects, on keeping the man . 

safe and out of the public eye. 
r 

i 
IYr . Goldsmith. Were you satisfied with the compliten 

of L 3 - report? 1 'F. '3 D 
:Yr . Rocca. I certainly didn't raise anything at ?$he -7 ',. 

.  
I& 

time. It seemed to me to tell us a lot of new iniormatioj th 

bore directly on the question on the Cuban side of it fortthe 4 
#.4 

first time, which, you remember, 'as I said this morning, es -9 
8. 

t t .: 

a part of the whole situation there, from the CI point of '; 2 
;; '? 

view, that I know least about. The XGB Rezidentura was cl&a= ?! 
I- >: .. 

but what we really didn't understand was the Cuban setu?. yei 

For the first time we were beginning to get infcrmation. ' I& 
>' 

But mind you, this man did not have direct informakicr& . +.& 

about it. He had heard it from people. 
i 

Mr. Goldsmith. When you say "this man", you are 
: ': 

referring to AMMJG? ' G, 
: ,: 

Rocca.“ AKYUG. 
t !< 

Mr. * .i; 1: I 
l E‘ 

In other words, he is not a Golitzin or a Dedabin: . 3: . i . s:&q ; I. ,I+ 
or that kind; that is, who can tell you directly. iI- . .,; , .a i '1 

Mr. Goldsmith. For the record, would you indicate: : 'T, r 

.! 
who Golitzin and Deriabin were? i 

. a 
‘clr . Rocca. These were Soviet defectors who had coqe oC" 



. I  

I  

. a .  i 
Deriabin is a Soviet defector who defected in Vienna 

1 5' 
I in 1053-1954, and Yr. Golitzin defected in 1961. 
:I 

They are 
7 - 1: KGB officers. 

?!r . Goldsmith. was all of the information contained 

: ’ 
- I in the .X4.?4UC memos prepared by Mr. K 3 given to the 

2 i I( it Warren Commission? 
I 

.A I 
‘: 
, 

>lr . Rocca. As far as I know, it was. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Do you know in what form -- 

?lr. Rocca. That's what I don't know at the presebt 

..' I moment . 

.  .  j 

.i Mr. Goldsmith. Was it given in memorandum form ot in 

- - 'i briefing form? 
'! 

i - : . >!r . Rocca. I would judge that it should have beer) -- 

+ . - i I have actually -- .I 1 have almost the conviction or feeling 
1 

1 - : .; I 
(1 that we promoted a meeting between members of the staff OE the 

:i 1; Warren Commission and the case officer. 
. 

In other words, Fey 
I 
I 

.- 
I ' were allowed to confabulate. 01 I, They were encouraged to. 

:i / Yr. Goldsmith. SO, you think there was a confereTe 

:I :G i between the case officer and -- .: 
‘e 

Pk. Rocca. And the Warren Commission staff. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Which staff members were involved? 

Hr. iocca. That I couldn't say. 

,Yr . Goldsmith. Certainly there would have to be a 

frecord of that meeting at the Agecy. 
-: t -- : 

??r . Rocca. There would have to be a record at the 



Yarren Commission, too, if it happened. Now I am not saying 

that it did happen. I have the impression, however, that 

there was certainly no intent to deny the Corzmissior? full 

access to the information. i ; -, 
Kr . Golds;nith. 20 YOU !<;;ow whether the Xarren Co?miSq 

?- 
was given the information that .LElUG provided with refereflce i 

,,.$d 
: 

to Luisa Calderon? '. -1' 
r’ 

Mr . Focca. I“7 ahost certain they had ta have it 2 
,', 

i “; 

because there was an intercept on it, and this bound down pne ‘$ I 

aspect of the intercept, which was a very peculiar phrase 'that& 
. I 

she used -- "lie qot what he deserved'! -- or something like 

that. 

?lr . Goldsmith. We will get to that intercept 

; momentarily. 
,I 

1. ’ 
.d !  LYr . Rocca; So,‘1 must'say that this'calderon thin4 

I] 
;i : 

must have gone to them. 

Is there not a memo by Yr. Dooley there which says 

that the information went to the Warren Commission? 

Mr. Goldsmith. I am going to show you now what the 

Agency has indicated to us was made available to the Xarred 

Commission. 

In response to your question, there is no particuldr 

memo from Mr. Dooley indicating what went to the Warren 

Commission. 

I would like you to examine CIA number 1929 through 

c 3 'I 7 I DEYTI AL 
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CIA number 1933. 

This is a document that was made available to Vr. 

Rankin on Xa.7 15 , i964 in reference to the information that 

I wcuie like you to review the document and then 

specifically to review the actual information that was 

made available to the Narren Commission. 

Mr. 3occa. Do you mean that Mr. Pankin is not a qembe 

of the ?'arren Commission? 

Nr . Goldsmith. I didn't mean to. differentiate be*eeri 

Mr. Rankin and the Warren Commission. 

Basically, what I was saying is that the document 

:i number 1929-1930 is the memorandum, the transmittal memorandum 
7 . - j 

i that indicates what information is going to be provided, apd ?5 

i 
I 
I  

. . 

I 
-t -- 

source of the information. And then, what you'll see in p#ges 

CIA number 1932 and 1933 is the actual information that was 

made available. 

(Pause) 
/ 

\ 
I 

?lr . Goldsmith. Have you had a chance to review I I # 
those materials? i 

Mr. Rocca. Uh-huh. 
i I 

!?r. Goldsmith. Do those materials make any refereqce j 

to Luisa Calderon? 

Mr. Rocca. I see it -- and I say that they do not,' 

Mr. Goldsmith. Now, .AKYUG provided information on -- 
CONFIDZNTiAi, 



Mr. Rocca. I don't see it -- here, anyway. 

Mr . Goldsmith. xow, AWUG provided information on 

Manuel (Vega) Perez and Rogelio Rodriguez Lopez and Luisa 

Calderon and the memo that you're studying nc~ refers only 
* 

t0 (Vega) Perez and Rodriguez Lopez. 

Is that correct? 

Nr . Rocca. 2nd Duran. 

vr A-&. Goldsmith. And Duran, yes. But there is no ,' 

reference to Luisa Calderon, is that correct? 

i-k. Rocca. There is none. 

But, as I say, I cannot explain -- >Ir. Hall, who &d 

1; *  
.* 

i this, certainly did not include that on it. But I cannot ,I 
, :t - :/ accept that that materia 1 ,. did not get to the Commission 

:  I  
. -  somehow in scme way. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Let me review another document . ., 
., ! I’ ii with you. 

31 
.a 

; ,  ’ 

I  :I : Yr. Rocca. That is, my impression is that Xr. Dooley 
I (̂  

.o 
1 passed all of the information to them. 

There certainly would have hen no reason to omit :' 
“-, : Li ! 

I her. 
-. ii -. :I 

- -.x- 2-i; 
. . . .?-p- Mr. Goldsmith. 

.:-\ i 
I would ask you at this point to retiiew 

:*> fZ i 
a- \ 1.i CIA number 1907, which is a brief for presentation to the . 

'7 I e* '1 
ij President's Commission on the Assassination of President , :: 7d ., -- * 
i Kennedy dated May 14, 1964. 

-z ;- : 
I would like to ask you to review specifically CIA 



‘6 -r--- - 

7, 
-- , 

, 

?t 

- -  I  

number 1927 and indicate to me whether there is any reference 

to Calderon specifically or any of the other DC-J individuals. 

(Pause) 

??r . Rocca. There are no specifics worked est. There 

is simply the generalization that a source is being de-r:' fed 
T 

and the Commission staff is in the course of being briefec ‘, 

on it. 
.\ 

Mr. Goldsmith. ._ Wo actuallv cave this briefing? ' - 2 

:4r . Rocca. I have no idea. 

Nr . Goldsmith. Would that have been Yr. Hekms or 6 

xr . NcCone? '4 
!  

Yr. Rocca. I judge Yr. Helms, but I can't be cerbain, 

I would rather imagine Yr. Helms. , 

Yr . Goldsmith. Please review CIA number 1906. 1 i 

(Pause) 

Mr . Goldsmith. ;!y question pertains to this doc@ment 

right now. Let's identify it first. 

'Would you identify for the.record what this is? i 
4 

Xr . Rocca. It's an internal memorandum from W. i 

I 
Angleton to me indicating that the DDP, Mr. Eelms, has be+ ; 

i 

scheduled to go before the Commission and he wants a short,, ? 

but comprehensive, memorandum which highlights the basic Ii , 

issues or positions entered into by the Agency and its de&in9 
., 

with the Commissions. 

In other words, that's presumably what came out of: it.. 



?slr . Goldsmith. Now, this is date2 12 ?1‘lay, 1964, 

is that correct? 

.Yr . Rocca. Tlhat is correct. 

8 
A 4 !4r . Goldsinith. The memo for you from SW. Angletor. 

I 1, L$ 
: 

.; is dated 12 'i!ay, 1964. 
', f 1 .! .G ; ,I P!r. Rocca. Yes. .i 
,I : 
I! 

7 :! Nr . Goldsn?ith. Is it fair to say fron the text op thi 

;; .t 

7 - ji mezo that the Agency wzs extremely concerned. about the 

; 
j j 
;I sensitive source, Ai!UG? In other words, here 5ias ar! exarfinie i 
:I 

yn .! - I of the Agency 5eiRg concernec! &cut a sensitive socrce? ,' ,i ., 
. . :i .I " ., >lr . ?.occa. Eel 1 , there is aiways this sezsitivitx. : 

. ; 
.I . - '3 '- 1 Yr. Goldsmith?. I'n asking you to look only at 214 i9d */ 
': 

'- '. I' ; Xr . Rocca. But you've already shown ;r?e the Srief. ! 
:: 
'I 

I d .- .; That' s what I was looking at. 9 
., 

:: Xr. GolZsnith. Okay. You'd like to look through j 
. 

the brief again? 

Plr . Rocca. 

I wzs only 

NO. 

goinq to point out that the very first - 

I  \  
I -  

" I[ paragraph of the brief refers to the sensitive source, which j 
I 

:o ; 
:j 

I 
is AF!!UG -- somewhere along here -- it's one of the tabs, ! 

l̂ ,! 
2 ,&yZfFm' i Tab E, I guess. 

CT>,) 1' I 
i “i -- .i so, 'there was within the limits of the prescription 

-- -d I 
; conprehensive and. at the same time extensive information, 

-. 
;- !  

i Xexican and Cuban phases. In other words, is the point that 
, 

-:: i -- I 
. we werer,'t ,nentioning it -- because we Zid. mention it? 
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I  

f  

4 
1 ;I ?Ir . Goldsmith. There are a variety of points and I 

1 ! 
I really am not able to indicate to you right now what all the i 
:I 

2 ii i 

11 points are, Mr. Rocca. I I 
t  -.i 
I  

f  ,  Fly concern here with document number 1906 simply Ls .t 
;I 

5 ;j -whether the Agency was concerned about the sensitivity of: 
3 

I' 
/h c& 

I ,e 
' i AMP4UG and therefore wanted to protect him as a sensitive 

5;" 
3 

;I .Q 
'7 i 

II 

g 
, source. -$ 

3 '1 
I! Mr. Rocca. 
: j 

!4y recollection is that it wasn't anylgre 

; :. 
!I * than anything else that was coming along. -;. 

;I 
;+ 

i ,~ 
li 

??r. Goldsmith. The AWIUG defection was no greatef 
4. 
j; 
4 

t I .ti 
.: g 
i: than anything else that was coming along? $ 

.a j I *; ,: :> 
:I IYr . Rocca, a* Than any of the other techniques, souzes;& 

.a 12 j 
'I and methods that we had been concerned with. 
11 i ? . 

- ;j In other words, I'm trying to -- you were as!cing nie 
'-, 
f.. 

:! s 
I : ;: .d * .I .1 whether this qualitatively was of greater significance thq I: . '- 
:! y-j; 

. . 1: 
11 

.- :i 
anything else that we were engaged in protecting, and I cah't $ 

- i 
'I remember that it was. i 
il ?- ,, .t ', .I 
I 

k!!.L- 7 considered it as very important from the ' _I I g: .- ., I : 
$ standpoint of his .pwn security and the security of his agebt. I;* . . * : 

13 i i2 
; But I don't recall any draconian impositions, '?Don't say a@kyt$ 
I : 

1: I, - I 
- .‘z’;TI) -. 

.:-e=-b- ;i about AMMUG." . i 
;.,+ .; . 
..-$4 f1 .; . . 
'-r \ 

Ij Mr. Goldsmith. What did Mr. Angleton have in mind, i! 
6 .- ! -e 

ii when he said the following to you in the memo: "I inform& I:- 

2; :i 
.j him" -- that is, Mr. Helms -- "that in your view this would i 

-r ; -- . 
I raise a number of new factors with the Commission: that it 
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should not go to the Commission prior to the Director's 

appearance unless we have first had some preliminarv reaction 

_1 or mace sure that the Director is fully aware cf its implicat: 

since it could well serx-e as the basis fcr detailed questioni1 

Yr . Rocca. (XCCS negatively) 

I haven't the faintest notion at this time of wha+ 

was involved in that. 

h!r . Goldsmith _ You'll hats to speak ;;p a bit I .‘*!r . 

Rocca. 

Mr. Rocca. I mean, it doesn't bring tc -mind a oar- 

titular series of considerations unless they would relate 

directly to the handling cf the individual, who he was, wb@t 

position he had, and all the rest -- in other words, involve 

the actual surfac!.ng of the source. 

Xr . Goldsmith. According to this n;emo, it also 
_ 

indicates that-&e DDP, >!r. i-!elm.c,, stated that he would review 

this carefully and make a decision as to the question*of timin! 

Was the Agency concerned about the question of timing 

in terms of when material would be made available to the 

Warren Commission? 

Mr . Rocca. I think it refers to timing with respect 

to this particular matter, in view of the fact that A!!LYUG 

had just come out. 

Overall I would say that they were not concerned w2th 

the question of timing. 
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.!lr. Goldsmith. Please review CIA number 1950 through 

1954. This is an excerpt from a memo that was nrepared by 

you on 23 >!ay 1975 in response to the letter of Fnril 15, 

1975, from ?lr. Eeiin. .l 

-‘ 
. (-"ause) 

Xr . Goldsmith. Have you had occasion to reviebl *osa.". 
$,; ij 1 

pages now, ."lr. Rocca? 
;-r 

1' 
;*,I r . Rocca. Yes. 

This is the memo I wrote for Nr. Belin. I. 

hlr . Goldsmith. For purposes of clarification,. f-?e,re 

there any other memos that you Freyarec? for the RocteFeller 

Commission? 

1 believe, for example, you indicated earlier that 

you -- 

Er . Rocca. Yes, there was another memo. There. were 

two memos that I prepared. 

: Mr. Goldsmith. Then there is one other one. 

Mr. Rocca. There is another one, and it had a 
\ 

total documentary appendix which won': tell you anything 

you don't know. But it simply sets it out in what I ccns$der 

to be the necessary way to try to make any sense about ankthi 

This is not that memo. 

NOW it's very clear here that I have evolved in my 

views with respect to the importance of Calderon. 

14r. Goldsmith. Would you tell us for the record 

s *T? ?I F 1. D s ZJ T I :; 1. 
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what the subject matter of CIA number 1950 to 1954 is? 

In other words, you've just revi ewed several pages. 

They've pertained to Luisa Calderon. 

Xhat is the nature of the relevance of Luisa Caiderdi 

to t;his case? t 

Mr . Rocca. The relevance is that if she is a DGI, 

agent, then the intercept beccmes important. But this qks 

. . not sometning that I recognized in 1963. I recognized iti 

in 1975, because at that time I read the whole case. 

Yr. Goldsmith. For purposes of clarification, what 

is the substance of the telephone intercept that you are: 

referring to? 

What does Luisa Calderon say? 

i4r . Rocca. She doesn't say a thing. That's why *it 

is totally nuance, and I would never go public on a ma;tt$r 

of this kind. 

Mr. Goldsmith. What is the nuance to which you &ke 

referring? 

I r. '4 Rocca. The nuance is that she is -- she phrasks 

what possibly had happened to Kennedy as "what barbarians';" 

I mean, it indicates an emotional setup, an emotional ' 

attitude toward what had happened. 

IYr. Goldsmith. More fundamentally, doesn't her 

statement suggest the possibility of foreknowledge on her" 

part? 
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?lr . Xocca. I used the word. I used that word and 

you used it just now. But I'm not going to go into a court 

and say that it does because I have no evidence that that 

indicates foreknowledge. in and of itself it could indicate! 

anything, because we don't know enough from the interce-qt 

about it. That's why I said this was nuance. 

,\lr . Goldsmi+h 3ight. 'i  ̂ C-AA. 

xow , at first giance, on reading that transcript*on,j 
b j 4 

it would not necessarily take on any particular signific$nce{ 
#j 

standing alone. I believe the way you refer to it is po$sibj 
44 

boastful selt L-indulgence or hyperbole on the part of an 9 

individual. i. 

IYowever, does it not to you take on added signif?can&! 

in light of Luisa Caideron's alleged connection with DGiy. 

Xr . Rocca. If we could prove it. All the eviderjce 

is against it. 

Pinier0 denies it. 

Xr. Goldsmith. No, no, no. ': 

Pinier0 denies that she was CIA. He does not denk 

that she was DGI. 

We can refer back to that memo if you would like $; 
cz 

to clarify that. 

Mr. Rocca. No. I think you're right, yes. 

Mr. Goldsmith. We have AMXIG making a statement ! 

that -- i 

i 
$ 

I  

.’ 

3 

.  
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:4r. Rocca. I mean, AN4UG is our source, yes. 

?lr . Goldsmith. And AXXJG says she is DGI. 

31; Rocca. I'm obviously going under here. I’m 

beginning to lose the track. 

I 
Well, you ' re at t:?e very point I was, to be utter?, 

frank with you, in compiling that memo. 

Xr . Goldsmith. The point I am trying to make ii 

if she were DGI, that statement would ta.ke on added 

significance. 

Is that a fair statement? 

&lr . Rocca. That was the reason I put it in. Bqt I 

would, in any event, make it a cause for state intervent!ion 

or that kind of thing. It's another one of these things,: -- 

it's what I call the laboratory level of counter intellipenc 
:i 

where yo'u consider evidence, really, the way you considei 

it, say, at a moot court, in a law school, that kind of fhin 
. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Was the Warren Commission ever given 

a transcription of the conversation involving Luisa -- ' 

Mr. Rocca. Without question I would say that. 

Without question. 

They had the Calderon followup. They had the Dorticos , 

followup. They had the whole works. Not only did they i&ve 

it here, but they had it also when they were down at the 7 

station. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Let me show you CIA number 1928. 

12 .> N T I D 3 ‘; T 2 ;i 5 
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Ilr. Rocca. It just becomes incredible to see these 

formalistic indications that they were not informed about 

these things because I know they were. 

Xr . Goidsmith. Please read that document. 

(Pause) 

Hr. Goldsmith. It is just one page. 

3 r . Rocca. The fact that there is no reference to 

Calderon doesn't mean that there was no transmission. It 

means that this simply covered other materials. 

Jlr _ Goldsmith. Would there be another record of. the 

Calderon transcription having been given to the Warren 

Commission, and if so, where would it be? 

Hr . Rocca. It has to be in this very record. TSs 

is the first I have heard which even suggested that the 

Calderon intercept had not been passed on. 

Mr. Goldsmith. c Let me just go back and review tl$is 

document with you briefly. 

Mr. Rocca. As I say, this is not an exclusionary. \ 

document. This simply covers what it covers. 

Xr . Goldsmith. Okay. 

This is CIA document number 1928. This document is 

dated 10 April, 1964. It has the heading, "Material from: 

P-8593, Station Oswald Pile Shown to Warren Commission." 

I take it that's the Mexico City station's Oswald 

file. Then the document lists the translations of calls i 

C 0 :I ?' 1 D E Jv 7 r :: L 
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made by Oswald that were given to the Commission. It also 

refers to two other conversations that were given to the 

Commission. 

l/r_r _ Xocca. 3ut they already had had it in Washingto 

This only refers to presumably what happened in ?lexico Cjty. 

It may not be t!le full record of what they gave t:hen dow$ 

there. 

iilr. Goldsmith. Did the Nexico City station make" 

the Calderon transcript, at least according to this memo; 

available to the 'Warren Commission? 

Xr . Rocca. I can't say that, not from this memo.! 

It doesn't state that. 

Mr. Goldsmith. The memo makes no reference at all 

to Calderon, is that correct? 

1-lr . Rocca. It does not. 

That does not affect the Commission's knowledge +cau 
3 

it simply doesn't make any sense that they wouldn't know Of 

the Calderon aspect, in my opinion, at this stage. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Where would we be able to find a 

formal record of the transcriptions that had been made 

available to the Warren Commission staff? 

Mr. Rocca. They should be in the formal record 0. thi f 

material transmitted to the Warren Commission and in theit .: 

own records and logs. 

(Pause) 
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Xr. Goldsmith. Mr. Rocca, assuming that the committ, 

would be able to get clearance for you with the Agency, do 

you think that you sight be able to find the record of tiis 

transcription having been given to the Warren Commission? 

I think you can understand the importance of the 

issue. 

Mr. Rocca. Of course. 

Llr . Goldsmith. Thank you. 

We will attempt to arrange that to see if you ca@ 

help us on this point. 

Mr. Rocca. That would include, obviously, goingjto 

WI-i area? 

Mr. Goldsmith. Whatever is necessary for you to ~!help 

us verify this particular issue or resolve this particultir 

issue. 

Xr. Rocca. The thing that would be of greatest Fe i 

would.be if you could get the other memo. 

Mr. Goldsmith. We will also make an effort to obfzain; 

that memo, I assure you. 
. 
: 

Mr. Rocca. because, it had, as I say, a selection i 

of documents which represented in a sense the only educatf.on . 
. 

that the Inspector General had had on the case, and they 

kept it in their file. 

I had intended it to be used as a basis for the 

selection of materials to be given to the Rockefeller . 

TONr" I DZNTZ i:z 
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Ccmmission. 

Mr . Goidsmith. Fine. 

:v‘e will make an effort to obtain these materials 

and to review them. 

DO you kr,ow whether -- 
:., i -. 

Mr. iiocca. That is absolutely -- I find it absc&ute. 

im:possible to believe that this was not among the papers: 

that were given to you, and I would want to assemble ;‘;ly 

troops and damn well as!< them about it. 

Nr . Goldsmith. Do you know whether the Agency hkd i 

any penetration agents in the Cuban Embassy in 1963? 

i4r. ?.occa. In Mexico City? 

Mr . Goldsmith. Yes. 

Xr . iiocca. I do not know that. 

Nr . Goldsmith. Let's refer to CIA number 1977, 

Please read paragraph number 5. 

Mr. Rocca. Uh-huh. 

This is Ambassador *Yann. 
\ 

Mr. Goldsmith. That' s Ambassador Thomas Mann? 

Mr . Xocca. Uh-huh. 

?lr . Goldsmith. NOW, CIA number 1977 is part of a 

cable that was written, in effect, by Ambassador iMann. 

Paragraph five indicates that Ambassador Nann wanked:. <: 

Luisa Calderon arrested. 

Do you know why Ambassador Nann wanted Luisa Calc&ron~ . I 
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arrested? 

iQr . fiocca. Because of the implications of h2r 

involvement, possible involvement, as a consequence of the 

intercept, I would assume. It ’ s 2-i :!ovember. The inteicept: 
* 

had taken place on the 23rd, tine afternoon of the 23rd. 

The Dorticos thing had been on the 24th or the 25th. SC), t 

only basis that they would hav2 had for any sue:? action! 

would have been those materials. They had them in the tie1 

Xr . Goldsmith. What about Xzcue? 
2; 

2 

Hr. Eocca. iie was prcsurnably present and had the "s :: 

altercation. 'L!, 
; 

:$ -L: 
1 

Nr . Goldsmith. Why would that be a basis for a,resd 
! ti 

the man? 
;; 

,Jt; 
;,:r . Rocca. To find out what he knew about it. :: ;' 

The general tenor of this suggestion was pretty much . ,& .i 

(scarehead) anyway, so you immediately arrest anybody that 
3 

had any possible relationship to the man who did the ki$lin$f. 

is the way I would have interpreted it. 
\ _- ,g 

so, they are all related -- in other words, co-qela!$ . . 

in the docmentary materials which had been assembled by 

that time. 
‘ ‘. ,a 

Nr . Goldsmith. Let's take a recess briefly. F 

Would you like a 10 minute break or so? 

(A brief recess was taken.) 

Hr . Goldsmith. I4r. Rocca, are you generally fyilia$ 
':d 
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with the allegations that were made after the assassination 

by the Xicaraguan named Alverado? 

Xr _ Rocca. it's axe of the cases that I urcte up in 

the rnenorandum I think I gave to Belin. 

;*1r * Goldsmith. Xould you summarize generaliy fqr tIh$ :' 
,ry 

record what the allegation was? 4 
.k 

Xr . Rocca _ I think my summary probably ~;ouldn'{ be 5 :: i 
xorth the paper it's written on. r '. ..,I 

3ut, in essence, Alvcrado walked ir. the Embassy on i 
$ 
A 

Christmas Day or something and said that he had been in Fe $ 
1 * 

Cuban Embassy or in the coulL_ -'vard and had seen a red-heabed .- 
.I . . 

Negro pass money to a young man he identified or who in fiis :i 
,i 

view was Oswald. i i '* 
" 2 

'.. 
Mr. Goldsmith. Fine. 

,r * 
The gist of the allegation was essentially that I 5 

9 -. 
Alverado saw -- $ 

2 
Xr. Rocca. The money was $5,000 or something. 

'P :: 

,5 
Xr . Goldsmith. -- a Cuban, a red-headed Latin Am/r& 

pass money to Oswald at the Cuban Consulate and that these i 
.{ 

was some discussion which could have pertained to a poss$ble-5( 'I ,$ 

assassination. 

Does that strike you as a fair summary of the gift 
t 

*. 

of the allegation, without going through the entire reco$d? i 1 

Yr. Rocca. Well, yes. 

Ee was discredited, of course, as a source, eventyall$! 
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by the polygraph. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Fine. 

biker! were these allegations by Alverado resolved by 

the Agency? 

Iblr . Rccca. I judge seize tine in February, 
i 

>!archi 

or April. I cannot recall exactly when, but they are a iart 

of the record, certainly. 

Yr . Goidsmith. Were the allegations by Alveradoz' 

resolved at s-uch time as he took the polygraph and failed! i's? 

Nr . Rocca. Xy feeling was that everyone regardezj thi 

as the best thing since Pepsi Cola until that happened. 

And then it just went down the drain. 

Pk. Goldsmith. Let me give you a document, CIA nqnber: 

2099, dated 10 December, 1963, which is the summary of the 

Alverado polygraph test that had been given to him. . 

Would you please briefly skim through these three 

pages.. 

Ilr . Rocca. Please recall that I have not read. thiis 
\ 

document at all, earlier. 

Xr . Goldsmith. This is the first time you are 

seeing it? 

Hr. Rocca. This will be my first reading. 

IYr . Goldsmith. Fine. 

(Pause) 

Nr . Rocca. Yes? 

c 0 I7 F I D ,? N T I ..A r, 
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Mr. Goldsmith. According to that polygraph result, 

Alverado did not pass the polygraph, and after being tol,d 

that he did not pass the exam, he essentially said, "The 

machine doesn't lie." 

Is that a fair statement? 

IYr . Rocca. That's correct. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Is it fair to say or appropriate 

to say that based upon that, the Alverado allegation hadli bee 

resolved, so far as the Agency was concerned -- if you WOW? 

i4r . Rocca. I do not know. 

24r. Goldsmith. At the time that you were involve@ in .: 

the Agency's investigation for tSe :;'arren Commission, ati the 

time that you were involved in providing information to &he 

Warren Commission for the Agency, was the Alverado issue 

still a live one? 

Mr. Rocca. I believe so -- and it continued aliee 

until:sometime after this date. That is my recollection. 

That is, into January of 1964. 

I can't account for this thing here (indicating) _ 

because it is definitive, and that time lapse that I reck: 

But it certainly continued and there were people on the : , 

Commission who were interested in the Alverado who were ! ' 

dealing with people in !gr. c I group on the detail$ 

of the case, is my recollection, and continued. 

AMr . Goldsmith. So, even though Alverado had failed 



to pass the polygraph prior to December 10, the issue was 

still a live one at the time you became involved in the 

invest 

It was 

igation? 
:: 

:*ir . Rocca. It was still bei;lg mooted, :res, =iiSqUSS 
1 

still bei,ng discussed. 3 

I would say that it had come to its end, though, 
i 

somec~~me around the end of January, or that time. 3ut these' 

are just terribly imoressionistic judgments. 

_'4r. Goldsmith. Fine. 

I believe you discussed this this morning, but qgain,j s 

for ny I;ur?oses, when did you become involved in t:he CIA's i 

relationship with the Warren Commission? 

!.lr . Rocca. On or about the twelfth of January, ' ; : 

from that point on. You get the evidence of it, I think, 1 

by the 31st, very clearly. , 
_..- - __ -- .. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Now, in CIA number 2100, it indicgtes 

that he, Alverado, stated that he wanted to protest his 

unjust trea&aent and the fact that he was given money, since 

he does not believe in negotiating over death. 

Do you know anything about this allegation -- 

Ltlr . Rocca. I do not. 

Ih-:r . Gcldsmith -- by Alverado that he was given : 

money? 

?lr . Rocca. NO. 

He was an informer, of course, of the Nicaraguan 
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service and had been for some time. They had busted him 

out, or he had been blown, or something, and was moved to 

Xexico Cit.,' _ and this thing developed. So, he could well hav 

been referring to that kind of termination ?ay that is 

normal or whatever. 

But, as I say, this is May first reading of it an@ 

I cannot co,miient to it. 

?lr . Goldsmith. :Jell, were you told in 1963 thai 
.1 

Alverado had made a statement about being 0ffere.d money?! 

Sir _ Socca. No, no. 

I was told solely that :he had failed the ;olygraqh 

and that upon told that he was being deceptive that he h& 

agreed -- is basically the story I heard. This is hears*, 

il ow . 

But it's not -- it's not too far off what that. 

says, I see now. 

?:lr . Goldsmith. Do you know whether his allegation 

that he was offered money by someone was ever examined? \ 

Hr. Rocca. I do not know that. I do not know 

that. 

, 

But this should be followed up with the station pqoplc 

or the people who were in the station at tSe time, or who. ' 

handled the case. 

You could probably find the man who actually hand3ied 

Alverado and question him about that, that aspect. 

C 0 ?J F I D 5 ?! T ': ,?! 2 
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The interesting thing -- if we're finished with that 

and if I may just interject -- 

Mr. Goldsmith. Please do. 

3lr . 3occa. -- is the fact that he talked about this 

red-headed Xegro, because the red-headed Negro then cor;l& 
" 

into the story told by a woman. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Elena Garro de ?az? 

Ilr . Rocca. Yes. 

Elena de Paz -- D-E-- new word -- P-A-Z. 

so, if you believe in stream of consciousness in 

the way things happen, here they go. But my expianation,ifor: 
it 

that is that she read it in the Warren Coimmission report: 

or in some of the newspaper coverage, and that's the wayfit 

caxe out. 

But I still took note of it in the memo that I'pJt 

together for Belin as to those elements that suggested 

nuance, because she was very persistent in repeating her, : 

story. But she also happened,to be a personal enemy of *e 

of the other people involved. . ‘ 
; 

I4r. Goldsmith. Silvia Duran? ;. 

Mr. Rocca. Silvia Duran. So, there is a questi I' 

of conflict of interest. 

But there were people in the embassy who believed: 

her and continued to report, and there is at least one 

State Depar+Jent man who reported right up to the very nogent 
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of his retirement. 

Mr. Goldsmith. I would like to show you -- 

Nr. Rocca. On this detail. 

176 

?lr . Goldsmith. --CIA 2%c.zber 1983, which is datkd 

hril- 15, 196-1. 

It's a memo to >!r. Rankin from Hr. Coleman and Slak 

in reference to progrnss in t1heir area, which was rJswal~#'s 

foreign travels. Specifically, on page 6 of that memo,:on 

paragraph number 7, it indicates that the Warren Commisz$ion 

at that point had not yet been given a complete report 6f 

the Alverado story from the CIA. 

I wonder if you could respond to that? 

IYr - Rocca. I can't. 

I have no response to it because this has been lbng 

since -- 

Xr . Goldsmith. That's paragraph number 7. 

Mr . Rocca. What is the date of it? 

Nr. Goldsmith. April 15, 1964. 

(Pause) 

Mr . Rocca. This is following their trip there 

and undoubtedly reflects their conversation on the spot. 

I think their note that we 'know informally and through 

highly digested written reports that the allegations ha& 

been thoroughly investigated in estabiishing beyond a 

reasonable doubt as false" has really taken care of it. 

7 0 ?I 7 I D 6 N T 7 5 L 
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LYr . Goldsmith. Yes, aithough it would seem that 

the aliegation had been resolved several months earlier, 

and it is now the middle of April and they haven't received 

a compiete report as yet. That's what I'm focusing on right 

.ncw. . 

Mr. Rocca. \iell, as I say, I think they got thCs 

as a result of being restimuiated by their Xexican trip +- 

if I am correct in the timing. Obviously, if they wanted 

a finai wrap-up report, they were certainly entitled to it. 

3Ut they had the gist of it. 

Xr . Goldsmith. Did you ever send them a final - 

wrap-up report? 

Xr , Rocca. As far as I know, I do not recall such. 

iJr . Goldsmith. Paragraph eight refers to additiohal 

information of a confidential nature. Do you !tnow what 

they are referring to there? 

Mr. Rocca. With respect to your previous question, 

let me say that they did discuss this in their report. 

Mr. Goldsmith. In the Warren Commission report. ' 

Mr . Rocca. In the Warren Commission report. 

Mr . Goldsmith. I am aware of that. 

24r. Rocca. And it seems to me impossible that they 

could have written what they did without having a complete 

and thorough knowledge of what had gone on. 

Nr. Goldsmith. Did the FBI participate at all in t;ihe 

c 0 ?I F IDENTFAL 
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investigation of the Alverado story? 

>!r. Rocca. To my knowledge, they did. Eut I have 

TlCE read their reporting. 

."4r . Dooley would have read that. That -.:a~ one qf 

..-s '9 i functions, reading those. 

14r . Goldsmith. Fine. 

Turning to paragraph eight, wouid you indicate if 

you know :.;hat the additional informaL' ,&on of a confidenti: ' p 

nature is that is being referred to there? 

(Pause) 

l1r. P.occa. I haven't the vaguest notion. 

Could I look at the rest of the memorandlum to see 

what the other topics are, because that's the only way. 

It may be a reference to the working out of the schedule; 

in Helsinki. It could be a matter of the gun, the weaporfry. 

It could be a matter of the Xinsk business. 

1.k . Goldsmith. I would just ass&me that you not l-ok" 
: 

at the rest of the memo at this time, simply because it's: :, 
\ .I 

very long. i. 
If it becomes necessary to show it to you in the 1: 'I I wi 

future, we'll certainly make it available to you again. i ;' 
. : 

S4r. Rocca. I can't guess at it. 

:4r. Goldsmith. Fine. ! 

(Pause) 

5 
?4r . Goldsmith. While Hr. Berk is checking somethjng ~ 

Q 
for me, let me show you CIA number 2088. 
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This is an information report on an individual; 

the individual specifically is Luisa Rodriguez Galderon. It 

dated 26 April, 1965. 

The so.dlrce apparently :qas AW1UG. 

?lr . r'iocca. lS65? 

?4r _ Goldsmit:h. Yes. 

The dcc~sc~t contains a statement to the foliovihg 

effect: "It is requested that the addressees take no acgion 

on any of the individuals mentioned in the personality 

reports without first cihecking with this Agency-l 

I am wondering what would be their reason. 

Sir . Rocca. That would be routine. This is a 

dissemination. 

Yr . Goldsmith. That does not indicate to whom tit;e 

report is being disseminated. 

:- r. 1 3occa. SVell, there is a letter and the letter 

is simply not reproduced here. But normally this would have. 

gone to all agencies in the intelligence community that@ ' 

a counter intelligence interest. 
I 

Yr . Goldsmith. Fine. ; 

What would the purpose have been of the qualifying 

or restrictive language in that paragraph? 

Nr . fiocca, The caveat. 
d 

Xr . Goldsmith. Yes. 

i4r . Zocca. I would say that it represents the nomal 

PON F I DZNT 1 AI. 
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practice in dealing with a live source of this quality and 

sensitivity and represents inter-agency practice. 

(2ause) 

Mr. Rocca. I mean, tIq?is is siinpiy a g~..~estion of 

!<eeping other peoD1e fr0,z-i getting into the soeurce, SfifIhOQt 

letting you hnow that they are doing it or getting on to 

C’ L.le development of the leads. 

Yr _ Goldsmith. !:7ould all disseminations to ot:her 

agencies contain restrictive language like that? 

i4r . Rocca. I can't say that all do, but I have 

written many of tfien myseif and I have read many of t1he.m 

myself -- 

I. r . *I Goldsmith. And it is not at all uncomiion f0E 

the-m. 

Mr . Rocca -- that is it exactly. I wish I had stdted 

it that way. It is not uncommon. 

In fact, it is quite common. 

Then again, it is designed to keep the channels -- 

Mr. Goldsmith. Please refer to CIA number 1991, 

which is a memo dated 1 June, 1964 in reference to Alverago. 

The memo is to Mr. Rankin from Mr. Helms. Specifically 

refer to paragraph four of that memo. 

(Pause) 
-1 j 
-- 

&Ir . Rocca. Yes. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Do you know whether the Warren 

C 0 ?I 7 I D E: Fi T T: 2 I. 
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Commission ever received a copy~ of the Alverado polygraph 

8-L.J repoLL. 

Li!r. Zocca. I do not. 

Xr . Go;dsni~:?. IiJould there be a record of that 

f=c" C, 'had the report been given to the F:'arren Com.mission$ 

l4r . Rocca. :>lr . Hall prepared this. He was a 

ver:r careful operator -- he has passed on. ., 
i 

It strikes me that somewhere there must be anothtir 

memo that goes along with this. 

llr. Goldsmith. Would there be a record of the poljyar 
Li 

report having been transmitted 3 to the Warren Commission &, '* 1%. 

in fact, it was? 
+J 

LMr . Rocca. :?ot necessarily. There might have be n If? ! : 

a inemo saying we regret or something of I' L,nat kind. aut, As . 
"_ 

I say, I can't say one way or the other. 

Mr. Goldsmith. So, the Agency never compiled a ligt -'I, 
:i ; LI 

of materials that had been provided to the Xarren Commission? i! 

Mr. i?occa. In a single log? 

;4r. Goldsmith. Yes. 

14r . F?occa. As far as I know, no. This I regret, 

to be utterly frank with you. 

In other words, this is the final report that they 
'? 

were talking about. 

;- 1 r . Goldsmith. I'm not sure I'm following you- 

Mr. Rocca. This is the wrap-up report that Messers! 

c 0 N I I 3 E N T I I‘! I, 
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Colenan a22 SiZ:isO?_ were complaining -- well, zot coqlaining 

s tri:+ce t;qat -- kat they were saying 'nad not been received. 

>; r_ '.**T ; Zea It with both of t>ern in a very7 friendly way, 

Ilr . L Goldsmit:h. So that rerJort xas xade availaS LO '1 

tne.3 oii 1 ;une , 196:? 

J.lr . Rocca. Nhich follor~s very closely after the%r 
$ 

reuort 3 ,"I c xe xere struggling to get soxie of these tiiir.g: si j 

done, and it took tine. i 

. IQ . Goldsmith?. Do you l<noT:J whether the Vlarren 

Commission was ever told about AlLrerado making the alleg 4f- 'I LioIl 

that he Ihad hee2 offered money? 
s 

iq - _a  ̂f !?occa. I cannot say that at all. I have no 

recollection of it. 

;lr. Goldsiaith. If he had -- 

Xr . Rocca. I read it for the first the in th'at 

statement that you gave me. 

:q .- - a. Goldsmith. And the Xarre;l Coz-mission Fakes no,;, 

reference to that. \ 

Xr _ Rocca. Well, the reference is enigmatic, as i 

see it. It could refer to a lot of asDects that night not 

be directly relevant to what was going on. 

Xr. Goldsmith. Certainly. 

??evertheless, had the information been given to t@e 

Iqarren Commission -- I am not saying one way or another 

whether or r.ot it was -- but had it been given to the 
CON'IDZVTIAL 
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Commission, it is conceivable that the Commission would have 

wanted to examine that point further. 

.~re you familiar with the allegations that were made 

by a Mexican citizen named Gutierez? 

Nr . Rocca. You would have to tell me more about' 

Gutierez, because I don't recognize it from that name, ,- 

though it may again be one of the things that I took up. 

Nr . Goldsmith. Gutierez was the Nexican citizen'who 

said that :he saw an individual whom he later recognized to 

be Oswald leaving the Cuban Consulate with another individua. 

and that the individuals were disc-dssing something sinister- 

Gutierez may have further alieged that he saw money chanie 

hands as well. 

Please read number 1979, which will adequately rgfres 

your recollection, I think, on his statement. 

(Dause) 

Mr . Rocca. Oh, this is the famous "observed 

mid morning." 

(Pause) 

in - 

I 
Nr . Rocca. I would simply have to restudy the 

whole thing. It just doesn't register with me. I mean, 

I would have to go over the report. I think this is another I 

matter that they did discuss, the Gutierez lead. 

The real question that comes up in my mind there 

is whether this might not have been done more or less in 

c 0 N F I D k Y T ? A ; 
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the FBI line. It certainly doesn't ring any bell to me. 

Xr. Goldsmith. Essentially, to refresh your memory, 

Gutierea alleged that he sa:g Cs~;ald and someone else leaving, 

tlhe Cuban Consulate, t:hat the individuals got off in a Car, g 

tOOk off in a car. tis overb2a d a conversation that was,: at + 
i 

least to him, sinister in nature and made an allegationithat$ <;: 

a payoff 

g 
was supposed to have occurred, possibly in thag car& 

s, ;-, 
Does that -- ,'. 

I ..~ ? 

Mr . Rocca. This is something that, as I say, I havef 

no recollection of, and E-I;- feeling is that the Eureau da +A %; 

whatever was follcwed up. 

LYr . Goldsmith. T;?hy would the Bureau have inveskiga .xl . . .I j 
this matter as opposed to the CIA? i 

Sir . Rocca I Their jurisdictional authorities, I mean;; ‘z 

were de facto in Idexico and they ran over everything. 2 1. 

Mr . Goldsmith. Did the Bureau investigate Alverqdo?.:, 

There, it seems, that the Agency was responsible! 'i 

for resolving that issue. . . 

1Yr. Rocca. That might have been some kind of local, : 

private treaty. But de Paz, for example, they did the k ;,- 
‘ 

initial work and discredited her as a source. It was wdi ;k 

.;i: 

that is, . 
'f 

Win and the Zmbassy man, who continued the intetiest ? n 
._ 

in it, with the Qureau's knowledge. ‘. 

But my feeling is that they would not have accepted i 
i .- 

our investigation in a matter of that kind. They would iSave i2 



f.r i 
a- 

gone over it themselves, and they did. They spent hundreds 
I 

and hundreds of hours just going around Plexico City checking I 
i 

up on Oswald. 
.' 

Mr . Goldsmith. SO, your impression, then, is that i 
4 

the Bureau, rather than the Agency, 4 in.Jestigated this issue? c 
: f 

IMr . Rocca. Could have. I mean, I'm trying to e+la 

why I don't remember anything about it. That certainly : 

doesn't strike a bell. 

Now, it may strike a bell withr 1 or somebodfy 

else.that actually was vested with this area. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Did the Agency ever attempt to 

determine whether it had obtained a photograph of Gutierqz 

outside the Cuban Consulate or Embassy? 

?4r. Rocca. I cannot respond to that. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Do you know Whether'Gutierez was 

ever polygraphed? 

: I4r . Rocca. No, I do not. 

You see, I draw a co,nplete blank on this one. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Fine. 

If you don't remember, I'm not going to press you 

on it, Mr. Rocca. We are certainly not here to attempt 

to simply create testimony. So, if you don't remember, I WI 

just going to withdraw. 

Mr. Rocca. Well, you will fine people who will i 

remember, I am sure. 

CONFIDSXTI .\.I. 
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;.jr . Gcldsmith. Please refer to CIA number 2020, and 

read that document. 

(Pause) 

k in d , as a matter of fact. 5 
'> 

?lr . Goldsmith. Would you iden tify 
.i 

the document ,. .; 

for the record. 4 i 

Nr . Rocca. 
” 

It is a cable to the intelligence, tih e .j 

couAyi--r intelligence community -- I\?hite Youse, DepartmeW ,~ 

1 
of State, and the FBI from the Agency on Oswaid on t:he '2 

26th of i,Jovember , stipulating Or 
3 setting forth informa$.on .j 
'j 

from Xexico regarding an alleged relationship between Ohald 
; 
i 

and Arnesto Rodriguez, who lives in 3ew Orleans -- Arnesjko 

Rodriguez -- and r-tins a Spanish lanquage school, and is .I 

anti-Castro. 
- , 

_ _ 
Xr _ Goldsmith. Does the cable also make reference 

to a tape recording? 

?!r . Xocca. According to Maria Xodrigcez de Lopei, 

her son-in-law has a taped conversation with Oswald. . 

Hr. Goldsmith. Do you know whether this allegation,:, 
1'6 

either of Oswald's connection with Arnesto Rodriguez or ' 
t 
:: 

the fact of a possible tape recording was ever investigaded 1 
If '4 

by the Agency? 
L. 

Mr . Rocca. No -- and it would not have been. : 
i 

2. 1 r . Goldsmith. The reason for that would have been T 



- t  I  -- 

‘: 

what, sir? 

?lr . Rocca. This is strictly within the investigati 

reszonsibiiities of the Sure~ic. 
i 

T.lr . Goldsmith. 30 you know whether the 3ureau 

ever pursued this lead? 

in 

14r. Rocca. I do not, 
i " 

TSis is not a matter T 
-- in other words, this ca&e, 4 

its entirely, is not anything regarding which I have by +I 
i 

background information. I don't know, therefore, whether 

this was investigated. 

21 r . Goldsmith. Fine. c 

Y r . Rocca. I assume, however, that it :J;IS. 

Nr. Goldsmith. NOW earlier, Mr. Rocca, you made, 

reference to an allegation Sy a woman named Elena Garro de 

Paz. 

Mr. Rocca. That's correct. 

f4r. Goldsmith. Would you state generally for the: 

record what that allegation was. 

Xr. Rocca. Well, again, I would prefer to answer,, 

the question having the benefit of a re-reading of the 9 

summary that I gave for 24r. Belin. But not having it at 

this moment, it was she who came in around Christmas Day; 

not Alverado. 

IYr . Goldsmith. RigSt- illverado came in shortly i 

after the assassination. 
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L*4r. Zocca. So, I correct that part. it was s:he. 

She had become involved -- she is a highly 

controversiai right icing oersonality, .e (a poet), and had 

become involved in a situation with the secretary or thte 

receptionist at the C-uban Embassy. 

Xr . Goldsmith. Silvia Duran? 

Mr . Eiocca. Silvia Duran -- was a relative. 

They were hostile to each other. There was a long, 

apparently, background to that effect. 

But she came in with a story which concerned 
1 

essentially the passage of money by a red-headed Negro at 
g 
%ii 

the Cuban Embassy. But I cannot recall what her eviden+&al-$ 
", i 

what the crux of her evidence was in this. 
.; : 
.I 
; 

3 
Nr . Goldsmith. Do you recall whether she was refgrri 

i 

to having seen this red-headed Negro at the Cuban %bass$ 
:; 

.x 2,: * 2; 
or rather at a party that was being thirown by goratio 

Duran? 

Mr. Xocca. You're quite right. It was at a party. <: 
'3 _- 

Nr. Goldsmith. Do you know whether this allegat‘jon ;$; 
. . ,: 

was ever investigated by the CIA? 
f 
._' 
b 

Mr . Rocca. ~cly feeling is from just reading the ,i 
i; 

1 
record -- and this cme after, when I was working on the' 

thing, 
‘4.j 

reading the file in connection with Jlr. Belin's '1 2 
Z, .f' 

request -- that Mr. Scott pursued it very thoroughly. 3 t 

Mr. Goldsmith. Incidentally, you indicated that, ., 



Nr s . de Paz went to the Embassy around Christmas Day. 

Do you recall what year that was? 

24r. Rocca. Oh, yes. 

it was the end of '63, early '54. And, if it wasn't 

Christmas Day, it was New Year's Day or the weekend, because 

there was -- her story was that her life was in danger. ! 
3 
I 

She had reported her information to the I.linister of Intesior i 

or to the Gobernacion. They had put her up in a hotel. 

I mean, there was an entire scenario which she read. 

m* inere were very few probative and evidential details to '. 

sustain her stor:r. 

According to the record, as I remember it, the F!%C 

representative regarded it as simply not so. 

I.ir . Goldsmith. Do you know whether she was given s! 

polygraph? 

Plr . Rocca. No, I don't think she ever -- I remember 

nothing in the record that shows that she was poiygraphedi 

?lr . Goldsmith. Do you know why she was not polygrfphe,i 

-- 
es ’ 

:. 

-1 
;- I 

whereas Alverado was polygraphed? ' 

Xr . Rocca. Was she? 

Mr. Goldsmith. I'll rephrase the question. 

Do you know why she would not have been polygraph@ 

when someone such as Alverado was polygraphed? 

Flr _ Rocca. NO , I can't answer that. 
-c 
-- . 

I think that probably it was because of the -- I 
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certain couldn't -- I certainly canlt answer for the people 

who were malking the operationai decisions on the s?ot. I 

can guess that her story was siznnply not believed or there 

was sufficient d.isb2lief not to ;qarra,nt tll2t 2:Ct2zt 05 

knposition on her personality. 

Mr . Goldsmith. Are you certain that Slena Garr0,d.e 

Paz went into the embassy in December of 1961 or January: 

of 1964? 

Sir . Rocca. No, I’m not. I mnean, i 'm ~"2ssir.g 

entirely. 

Could it have been a year later? 

Ah. 

Of course. It was the next year that she walked in. 

It was the end of '64 or the beginning of '65. I recall 

now that this gives the link, because the Yarren Commissqon 

had already issued its report which had mentioned the 

red-headed Negro and the lead, and therefore in reading i$er 

story, there always occurred the virus that she had simpl$ 

taken advantage of an evidential detail which was already 

in the public domain. 

This is now my recollection. 

This is after the Warren Commission had completed; 

its work. 

>lr. Goldsmith. For the record, according to CIA 

number 1957, which is part of the lengthy memo that yOU 

" 0 N F i D s x T I -2 ; 
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prepared fcr Xr. aeiin, you indicate that the first reference 

t0 Elena Garro de Paz, or the first time she formally made 

an Ziiecatic? 32 tke record, :v‘as on 12 October, 1964. 

‘.T,- .“  ̂ . zccca. Axd the Karren Commission came out on the 

L . 
ilL'STO f  Octci3er. 

pj I’ 
.  C-oidsnith. TJould you pie-se read through CIA 

number 1957 through 1959, those three pages. 

(Pause) 

> i r A-L . 2occa. Yes, indeed. This xas my writeup of 

the case, retrospectively, as one of those elements 

that had hapnened after t-e Sdarren Comdnission had looked _ - 

after this, that suggested the possibility of Cuban involvemej 
'i 

or that something further could be and should be done abdut * 

the Cuban aspect, should be undertaken. 

M r _ Goldsmith. That document makes reference to an 

individual named Carvillo, who ailegedly detained Elena @rro: 

de Paz at the Vermont Hotel in \lexico. 

Do you know whether Carvillo ever had any connect&on i, 

with the CIA? 

Nr. Rocca. No , I do not. 

Mr . Goldsmith. What about'June Cobb? Do you knoy 

whether she ever had any connection with the CIA? 

Xr . Rocca. I do not. 

She is a -- 1 thought you were going to say DGI. 
-: i -- 

Doesn't she come in in some kind of -- 

. , -c- --., ===,ro-.;C -,,z-.=L.. ..I. d.. . .. ,'=:.:FA‘;'c. I,?et. 
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Mr. Goldsm ith. Do you !tnow whether she ever had anq 

connection with DGI? 

",I Y- - -. 3clcca. This is What has been alleged in the 

record, but I can't accept that as evidence. 

AS far as I kncx, there is no investigati-.:e 

substratum for that. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Do you know whether anyone ever 

approached Car vi110 and asked him-- _- 

? r . I !?oc c a . NO, I do not. 

Xr . Goldsmith. -- why he detained Elena Garro CT& ?a 

Nr . stocca * No , I do not. 

Certainly that part of it entered into the peri+ 

of '63, if she was telling the truth. Of course, we don't 

know whether she is telling the truth because she told her 

story for the first tiine, as far as the record is concer&eci, 
. : 

in '64, at the end of the year. 

For that reason i inserted this into the record of 

episodes that struck me as being at least interesting fr&m 

the standpoint of re-reviewing‘ the file, from the Cuban 

point of view. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Please refer to CIA number 2055. 

Mr. Zocca. Where would that be? Are we using . 

this number (indicating)? 

Oh, I see. 

Plr. Goldsmith. Would you review that item? 

," .3 ?I F' I D E ?I T ; -4 I, 
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(Pause) 

!4r * Goldsmith. Would you identify that document? 

IGr . Rocca - This is a response by Xr. Xelns to -- 

a memorandum by Ilr. Helms to l.:r. Rankin, General Counsel of 

the Warren Commission, regarding aliegations pertaining to 

an intelligence training school in Ninsk, U.S.S.R. 

Nr. Goldsmith. ifha t is the date of the document? 

2: 1 r . Rocca. I'm trying to find it up here. YIaybEg 

you can help me. 

1;Ir _ Goldsmith. The document appears to be undate;d, 
; 

so we'll just have to refer to it again as CIA number 20*. 

It is possibly 5 June, 1964? 

ilr . Rocca. I would say that that's close enough,, 

inasmuch as Tom Hall, again the analyst who worked on Soviyt 

matters in R & A, prepared it. 

The allegations -- what would you like me to say +bou 

this? 

Nr . Goldsmith. According to that document, tSere; 

was no reliable information indicating that there was a ' 

training school, an intelligence training school in Flinsk, '1 

is that correct? 

Plr . Rocca. That's correct, yes. 

1-k . Goldsmith. Do you know whether subsequent to the 

time that this document was written any information was i 

obtained indicating that, in fact, there was a training skhoo 

CON?IDEMT;AL 
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of an intelligence nature in Minsk? 

Mr. Rocca. As far as -- to my knowledge, there was 

no such- 

!4r. Goldsmith. Nr . Rocca, I think that this night i$ 

an appropriate time to break for the day. 

I have, I would say, no more than two hours of 

questions remaining. 

I would ask you to refrain from discussing or '; 

disclosing any of the testimony that you have given toda# 
f 

to anyone else. 

?Iay I have your assurance on that point? 

L r. Y Rocca. You may ccunt on it., 

Mr. Goldsmith. Thank you. 
:z 

The reason I make that point is because the coI;1IT1 tt t 
; 

when it takes a deposition, does not have the same effective 
j 

authority as it does when it conducts a hearing in Executive.$ 

Session. 

Mr. Rocca. I note that from your ground rules. : . . ‘: 
1 

But you may rest assured. 

Xr. Goldsmith. Fine. 

I didn't want you to infer from the fact that I *as .,i 

asking that that I consider that a risk in this particulQr i- 
:< 

case. That is a question or a statement that I routineli f .; 
" 

make. 

In any event, I think that we will resume questi@in': 
1 
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tomorrow norning at LO:00 o'clock. 

Thank you for your time today. 

:*lr . Rocca. All right. 

( LCiiereupon , at 5:OC o'clock, p.m., the taking of 

'by 2S~osition of Raymond G. LA__ Iiocca recesse?, to recommence 

on Tuesday, July 18, 1978, at 10:00 o'clock, a.m.) 

- - - 
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SELECT COXlIiTTSE ON ASSASSINATIONS 

Subcommittee on the Assassination of John F. Kennedy. 

Washington, D. C. 

Continuation of the Deposition of 

RAYMOND G. ROCCA, 

called for examination by counsel for the Subcommittee, 

pursuant to recess from the preceding day, in the offices 1 

of the Select Cormxi ttee on Assassinations, Room 3370, : 
.i 

Ilouse Annex Number 2, Seccnd an2 D Streets, S. W., Washingtofl:, 
” 

D. C., beginning a-t lo:20 o'clock, a.m., when were present: :. .: 

For the Subcommittee: 
4 

XICXAEL GOLDSMITH, COUNSEL 

CHARLES BE-W, STAFF i*lEI~IBEX. t 

- - - 

(The witness, Raymond G. Rocca:, having/been . /. 

previously sworn, was called and testified as follows:) : :, '1 

Xlr . Goldsmith. Hr. Rocca, I would like to thank.youi. . . 

for being here today. 
+ 
I  

: 

I would like to remind you that you are still under i' 

oath. : I 

Before we get started on the actual substance of ',: 

the deposition, I would like to ask you whether you discusse$' 

the substance of yesterday's deposition with anyone? 

Mr. Rocca. I did not. 



CON FI DEJTTIAI, 

Mr . Goldsmith. Fine. 

I believe yesterday we finished the session with a ; 

brief discussion of whether there was an int2liigence training 

schooi in the city of Minsk, and you indicated that in 1953 

there'was no reliable information indicating that, in fact,' ' 

there was such a school in Minsk. 

Do you have any other information that pertains 
.I ; 

to that point? i 

Mr. Rocca. I think you have summarized esactly. 
i . ;- 

what I said, that there was no confirmation available i 

that there had been or was during the time that Oswald was 
: 

in Xinsk a training school of the service in that city. 
( .. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Did you ever receive any indication,! 
1 

subsequent to 1964 tha.t, in fact, there was no such school 4 ' 1 
'a : ' 2 

in :Jinsk? 

I 
L. r. "1 Rocca. As far.as I know, there has never been ; ,,, 

any confirmation or indication. 
i 

5, 

1 I 

Mr.. Goldsmith. One way or another? ij 
\ ; 

Mr. Rocca. One way or other. , t 
I 

Mr. Goldsmith. Fine. 

,i 
I I  

?A 

-- i 

-c ; 
me 

Mr . Rocca. We're talking now about the KGB central!; ; ', . 

headquarters, the people who would be actually responsible ' I 

for the training. 

yl L r. Goldsmith. Right. 

Clr . Rocca. I know nothing about what local schools. 
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or local provisions might be made by the White Russian -- ; 

this is the White Russian -- SSR -- republic. As far as 

I know, they have no school training there either. 

Fir . Goldsmith. SC far as you !<nc:;, the Warren 

I 
Commission was given all of the information that was availdble ; 

,;' 

on that point -- 
. -A I 

Mr . Rocca. Yes, indeed. I t I i ( 4 
. * 

Mr. Goldsmith. -- and there has not been any addit+" nal.4 
-p $ 

information since 1964 that touches upon it? 
+ ' 8 

% . . " y .. :*- _. : 
Mr. Rocca. That's correct. 1 ': 1. , 

__ 
!4r. Goldsmith. Turning to another.area, now, wculd ' * 4 . t .;::d 

you indicate for the record what a 201 file is? 
3. .- -"% f $ 

-,I 
Nr . Rocca. A 201 file is a jargon expression that '. 4 

1, ,: ., I 
grew up, I suppose, out of the old army sTystem, 201 files 

'B 
.91 

World War i'1. It was applied when our files, CIA' files; i . 

were set up in 1947. I am speaking now out of hearsay. y 
* 

The phrase applies to files created on personalities, for ; * i . . :. 

dossiers on personalitiest They are 'referred to, 
in otie.;, j -,i .:j 

I R 
$ 

words, broadly speaking, as.201 files. 
; 

i. 
.. ;; 

3; f 2 I z ._ . . 
Mr. Goldsmith. So, a 201 file-essentially is a I 1; 

I '. 

personality file? : ', 
. ' 

: 
Mr.' 

'. 
Rocca. (Nods affirmatively.) _I‘ 

Hr . Goldsmith. Does a 201 file contain informatioq ' 
.*t p. 

of operational significance? 

:i 
Mr . Rocca. Yes, it can. it depends on how the ._ 1 

: 0 N 3 I D E ‘3 'I! I A i, 



material has been selected and put together. 

Mr. Goldsmith. What is the criterion for the opening: 

GL - 3 201 file? 

::r. Rocca. These are specified exactly in a handbook: ‘, .: 
-: 

which.is written and to which I refer you. The criteria :. : yi 
,1 i 

$'. 

have changed, '$ or were changed, over the years, at the beginning s 
; ; 

to apply to individuals who were either agents or suspect : i '3 .d ,-I , 5%. 

agents of adversary services, all adversary services, I. _ .j. i. 
'I 

intelligence, counter intelligence, sabotage interest, 
1 I & 
1 '.$ 

0ilr own agents, collaborators, and others, at the determinajion. 

again in terms of criteria, who fell within the mission of 

the Agency. J '5; i 
These categories 

'f; 
are specified and I refer you, the?,:. 

: .* !& 
to that publication. It's at the Records Integration Cente 

3: 
:. ::;-2 

Mr . Goldsmith. Have you had occasion to open a 
3 1 .,p 

,;t' _- , r%; 
--- :.‘ >“ 

201 file? I 

Mr. Rocca. Personally? :i; 
1 .L q- 

. !‘ 

Xr . Goldsmith. Yes. 

:; I r . Rocca. _ ?To . 
: . ..$g 

2, 
i '. 

I always-would indicate &&is and have other people 1; i Tt 
$,: 

do it. As far as I know, I have not ever done the process,,; [ $ 
1: 1 

.g 
except perhaps as a part at one point of my formal training' i 3' 

"* 

or other. But I have no recollection of having opened a file. 4 t< > 

Mr. Goldsmith. On those occasions when someone fro+ ri 
L ,* 

the CI staff opened a 201 file on an individual, would the 
.g ,.' 
$ 

" 0 N y 1 D 3 N T z ,‘i '; 
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primary purpose of such an opening be to obtain information on 

a person who was of potential counter intelligence significance' 

to 

Mr. Rocca. It couid be that. 

It could be of purely passive interest. It is 

serve- as a repository for the accession of additional 

of whatever kind, overt, covert, or whatever. 

info&tic 

so, it does not necessarily indicate any kind of 

aggressive interest at ali. 

It simply serves as the receptacle or repository :! 
t :( 

for the retention of information, and recovery of informatiob. 
ii 

I  

Mr. Goldsmith. II? an individual is perceived as a ;.' 

counter intelligence threat, would a 201 file normally be '_; . , 

opened? 

f4r. Rocca. Yes. I :- . 
At the time that the file was'opened on Xr. Oswald, 1 

which would be 1958 or 1959, my impression is that U.S. 

defectors were not in the list of individuals on &on files :.' 
: . 

would be opened, automatically by the Records. Integration \ 

Division, which actually could do this and did it as' a 

matter of formal duty. i 

lclr. Goldsmith. So, there are categories, categories, 1 

of individuals, which automatically result in the opening 

of a 201 file, whereas in some cases you are saying that : 

the opening of a file is discretionary. 

Is that accurate? 

___ __.. -- _C_--.. - --..-.. ., I.lC 
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Mr - Rocca. It's an analyst's choice. 

Mr. Goldsmith. But in some cases it might be 

mandatory, and in some cases it would be discretionary? 

Xr. Rocca. We 11 , according to the handbook it would 1 

be mandatory. Whether it would be done or not would dapend 

upon the analyst's capacity to judge whether this fell with/n: 

the mandate. 
i 

; : 
i4r. Goldsmith. Please review CIA number 796. 

(Pause) 

Mr. Goldsmith. Bave you had a chance to review that : 

document? . . 

Nr - Rocca. This is a State Department docuinent. a : 

Yes. 

Xr. Goldsmith. What is the date of that document? 

LMr . Rocca. October 31, 1959. : 

Mr. Goldsmith. That document indicates in 
', i 

substance, does it not, that Lee Harvey Oswald appeared at : : 1 
I 

the American Embassy in Xussia to renounce his American I 1 
Y 

citizenship? ,_ It indicates that he had applied for Soviet -. i 
I 

citizenship. It indicates, among other things, that his i I 

attitude was arrogant, aggressive, he had recently been . ! 
: : 

discharged from the Marine Corps, and it says he has offereg Y 

the Soviets any information he has acquired as an enlisted 1 4 

radar operator. 
‘C 
-- 

Now, muldthe information contained in this State 

CONF'IDE:\IT-'qL 
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Department telegram, which was routed to the CIA and w,lich 

we have obtained from the Office of Security at the CIA -- 

would the information contained in this telegram normally 

lead to the opening of a 201 file? 

Mr. Rocca. It depends on where it went in the Agenc;j. 

If it went to the Office of Security, they would have openeg 

their own file on it. But if a copy did not gc to the DDP i : 

at that time, the Deputy Director for Plans, there would be: 

no way of knowing about it. 

so, I cannot respond. 

But normally, that would have been actionabie, 

I would say retrospectively. And I have no knowledge whethdr 

or not it ever did come into our hands at that time. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Right. 

We will get into that momentarily. . 1 i 
Mr . Rocca. As a matter of fact, I think the substardce 

of this cable was reported in the newspapers., 
.I 

/ ' 
Mr. Goldsmith. Is there any formal communication ). 

channel between the Office of Security and DDP which would 4 : 

serve the purpose of having communications of this kind 
i 

be passed to the appropriate office for action? . i I 

Mr . . Rocca. Xot necessarily. 'inhere obviously shoult 

be. But if the people in the Office of Security will receioe 

this, inasmuch as it concerns an American, and it was 

presumably relevant to their interest in.ltiericans, and possale 

: 0 I: 7 I D E V 2 : 7, T, 
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; -  

security interests from the defensive security point of view 

of CIA itself, they might not do it, in which case the 

normal liaison, +ich would be via a liaison officer 

or simply 2 routing slip from the chief of the Office of 

Security iJolild not take place. 
i 
. . 

L 

: :T  

Mr . Goldsmith. Hare specifically, then, is there : ' 'ii 
.-2 . .> 1 

any link between the Office of Security and the CI staff j ! $ 
'$ 

which would serve 
./ii 

the purpose of passing information of this 3z .,g 

kind to the CI staff, as it would seem that the information: , 

contained in this memo is relevant to the CI staff in 

particular, rather than any of the divisions within DDP? 'f 
I :* ,. 

Xr . Rocca. Kell, you are again looking at it with .] -I' 
. 2 

! 
20-20 hindsight. There certainly were all the channels 1 ; 1. 

8 ;", 

that one could expect in an organization, as I indicated' 
i f 
: f i 

k  ̂ ,~ ,7' 
on the chart yesterday, for the passages of such a piece 1 '4 

s, ,A 
of material. In point of fact, State should have routed j '$ 

j 
it to the DDP. 

a 
' I ,: 

It is in that kind of routing and selection that yo3 
; j \ 

could get slippage. 
$ 

; 3 A> i ; I i 
Mr. Goldsmith. So, if I understand your testimony, 

; ' 
1 
: ' 

it is that, in fact, 
:i 

there was a communication channel :i b; ? 
% 

between Office of Security and CI staff which would serve thk. .? 
i, b' 

purpose of passing along this type of information. Tthether 5 : 4 ,.; 

or not the information in fact was passed along is another 
2' * t 

question. But there was a channel. 3 .9 
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Mr. RocCa, Oh, indeed. 

Mr. Goldsmith. I would like you to review a document 

that is known as Fjarren Commission Exhibit 917. 

I might note for the record that at the bottom of t&e 

exhibit there is an indication that the document was routed'. 

to the CIA, although there is no indication specifically : 

which office at CIA received this document. 

Warren Commission Exhibit 917, for the record, is a.; 

confidential message from the Navy to the Chief of Naval s .i 

Operations. 

(Tause) 

Mr. Goldsmith. Have you had a chance to review that 

document? 

Mr . Rocca. Ties, indeed. 

Mr. Goldsmith. We just might note for the record ; 

that this document is somewhat briefer than the earlier 

one you just reviewed, the State Department cable dated i 

lo-3i-59. This one also states that Oswald was in the 1 . 
\ 

Marine Corps as a radar operator and'has offered to furnish.-] 
'a 

the Soviets information he possesses in U.S. radar. 

Again, would the information contained in this type: :: 

of communication normally lead to the opening of a 201 filet 
j 

Mr. Rocca. In the DDP. At that time, as I say, 

it was not automatic. 

Mr. Goldsmith. I understand. Your testimony is 

- i' - I ',* 7 I li !.T ?; T I A 7s 
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very clear on that. It would have been scmething 

discretionary. 

Mr. Rocca. Yes. 

Defectors was added as a mandatory category as a 

consequence of this whole case. 

. 
Mr. Goldsmith. I might point out that -- ; / ,' ; ! 
Mr. Rocca. So, if I were reviewing this thing and ; j 

it had come across my desk, I would certainly expect it to i 

go to a 201 file. 4 

Mr. Goldsmith. Fine. d 

Mr. Rocca. But there would be other 201 files, j .i 
f 

or other files, that ought to receive it,, too, including 1 i 

the Office of Security. ,( 
c 

Mr. Goldsmith. What is CI~SIG? 
, , 

Mr. Rocca. CI/SIG is Counter Intelligence, Special' 
'a 

Investigations Group. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Do you know what the purpose of thad 
a ' 

group was in 1959 to 1960? 
: 

' 

Mr. Rocca.: Well, this group was set up originally 1 i 

when the staff was set up and before I joined it. 
2 

So, are p'1 

limiting your question only to that time or to its general J I 

functions? I 

Mr. Goldsmith. My question was focusing on the per5od 

1959 to 1960. 

(Pause) 
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Mr. Rocca. The point is that it was set up to handle 

especially sensitive cases in the area of security of personnel 

and in particular, cases involving security of personnel 

who were also of operational interest, as were operators. 

In other words, it was an interface with the Gffice. i 
: .! 

of Security. - ; ii . . 
i I 

Mr .' Goldsmith. In other words, when you say $ 
; ..X' 
t .'* : 4 

security of personnel, you are referring now to CIA -- 
: :,g 
. g 

i# 

Mr. Rocca. DDP personnel, and Agency personnel to -: f' 5 '2 
( .& 

the extent that they might affect the DDP's interests. 
,:B Q 

&, 5; i 
This was the channel to the Office of Security. I: _: 0: 

;.' 

Mr. Goldsmith. So, is it fair to say here that thei . 4 i .- . 
i : :,,: 

purpose of the CI/SIG unit was to insure that DDP was not i i f 

being penetrated by a foreign intelligence service? :: L 
Mr. Rocca. That, I think, would probably be one of the ,' 

sensitive kinds of cases that they would be interested in. ' : 

Mr. Goldsmith. What other types of sensitive types, : ,, :..> 

of cases would they be interested in? 1 i.. 
i .*Es 

Mr. Rocca. I think they would probably have been I -$ 
I 

interested in any kind of case involving security of DDP ; <, 
, '; 

personnel, or operations like the LINGUAL operation, which ; 1 1: * . .h+ 2 
was placed within its purview. That involved, in other 

: : I . . 
a.. 

words, sensitive work against the Soviets designed to : i 

produce information, again bearing chiefly on the security j 

of personnel and of operations. 
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xr. Goldsmith. When would someone within the 

CI/SIG unit have occasion to open a 201 file? 

Mr. Rocca. I would imagine that they would have had : 

that occasion whenever a questionarose that ecncerned 

people that came within the purview of the mission that I 

have described, namely, the penetration of our operations i 

8 
or the advancement of our particular interests with respect! i : $3 ! s , ? * 
to the security of those operations. These now be'come very i : 

difficult questions to answer without some thought, because! : i 
a 

I would have to think of, really, general trains of operati'ns,'$ 

But I ,,,"-' 
;y 

and in that area I was not, of course, briefed. 
. d ,: , 

I' ! 
i 
P 

in substance what I have said covers what I know about it. ' ~i 
: ' 

Mr. Goldsmith. Okay. 

You just made a reference to -- 

Mr. Rocca. I mean, there were many sensitive qreas. 

that involved aspects, that involved sources and access to 

materi'als that were of higher classification than what you 

have shown me. 
\ 

Mr. Goldsmith. You just made reference to having 

been briefed. 

Would you clarify for the record what you mean by 

having been briefed. 

Mr. Rocca. Did I say -- 1 did not say that. 

Mr . Goldsmith. I think that you did, and what I 

suspect you referred to was during your time in the Agency 

CON? I DENTI XT, 
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things that you may have been briefed upon. 

Mr. Rocca. Oh, yes. I mean, I was not briefed 

on the entire range of their operations. 

Mr. Gcldsmith. You were not briefed by the Agency 

for this deposition, were you? 

Mr. Rocca. I was not. 

: 

1 

/ 

Mr. Goldsmith. You weren't briefed by anyone of the;i 

staff prior to taking the deposition? .i 

Mr. Rocca. Indeed not. I have had no contacts 

whatsoever about this. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Fine. 
I 

I just wanted to clarify that. 

(Pause) 

Mr. Rocca. The specific purpose that lay behind. 

the creation of this office I think grew out of the penetrat F n 5 

of OSS by the Soviets. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Okay. 

Getting back to the concept of a 201 file, will a : 

201 file always indicate whether the individual involved 1 

had a relationship of some kind with the Agency, either as i 

an agent, a source, a contract employee, whatever? By looki4g 

at a 201 file, will you always know whether, in fact, the 

person had a relationship with the Agency? 

Mr. Rocca. One of the categories for opening a filej 

for opening a 201 file, was the contractual or fiduciary 

CONFIDE??TIAL 
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relationship, and if that was the case, if the file had 

been opened in that instance, it would either be manifest'i.9 

the file or there would be an indication in it directing I 

whoever had the file to go to whatever place had the 

responsibiiity for the fiduciary relationship. 
..% * :+! : -y 

Now, as I stated, this is only one category in the * f: 
9 I .; ( & 

list of criteria for the opening of files, and as far as I ; 1 3% '-;; 
2 

know, the 201 file that was opened on Oswald was opened by " $ 
.k 

Mrs. Edgerter pursuant not to that, but to the potential i > 
rnterest that she, as an analyst, felt lodged in the fact ; 

that he had been a defector and it figured on that list. 1 : 

Mr . Goldsmith. I think that you are anticipating :. : 
i ; 

my questions, and we will get to the Oswald 201 file in : 

particular momentarily. : ; 
q!$ i 

Let's get back to the question that I asked a momeni : $2 i : ..: , $4 '.; 
ago. : > . $ 

3 
: Will the 201 file always indicate the fact of a 

-.-I 
I ,*, 7;;' .f 

relationship with the CIA, if there was such a relationshi'?' :S Ji.: 

i s 

Rocca. As far as I know, it would. 
1 : ' .,>.( 

Mr. ; f& 
9 

! : 
Mr. Goldsmith. So, if someone were an agent, sourcy,, $ 

."ii 
* ;Y A 

or -- ,! i $j 
i -$ : ' 

Mr.'Rocca. The whole purpose of the file, and the ,: j I$ a 
' -*: .J 

opening of that file, would be to prevent others from recruftin$ 
! i &-I .i 

the same agent, from making use of the same agent, for a +( :1 .4 -1 
other agencies who perhaps had been in contact to do that, 
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.I 
: !  

-y, : 
-- i 

‘ !  

and therefore it would have to appear in some way or other 

on the face of the file. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Then t5e next step in the analysis 

is the following one. 

From the absence of any indication in the file, 

in the 201 file, that someone had a relationship with the 

i 
Agency, either as an asset, agent, source, contract employe+: 

whatever -- from the absence of such an indication, can one : 

safely infer that, in fact, there was no such relationship? : 

Mr. Rocca. I would say so, yes. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Are documents ever removed from ; .i 

201 files? 

Mr. Rocca. They should not be removed from the 

files. That was, of course, part of the standard order of : 

procedure. 
. . ,; 

The fact is, however, the file itself passed through 

many hands in the course of dealing with it, and it would be! 

technically possible to do so. 

I cannot deny this. I mean, this is something that ' ; 

exists on the face, as I see it. 

Mr. Goldsmith. So, in theory, no documents should bk 

removed from a 201 file, but it is possible to remove 

documents from a 201 file? 

Mr. Rocca. Well, it could have been -- it could have 

been done. 
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Mr. Goldsmith. When someone removes a document from ; 

I 
a 201 file, is it required to indicate on the file that a 

document has been removed? I 

2k . Rccca. Well, of course -- and the purpose, and 

it would have to be signed for. 

Mr . Goldsmith. Fine. 

machine. 

sir? 

Mr. Rocca. Now this is the advantage of using the i i 

Xr . Goldsmith. Which machine are you referring to, 

Mr . Rocca. The computer. 

LMr . Goldsmith. What purpose does the computer 

serve? 

Mr. Rocca. The computer serves to give a permanent 4 
i 

record to a title, and the removal of that title cannot takq 

place without creating a record, and therefore it is always 1 ; 

traceable. This represented, therefore, as these questions ; y 
j 6 

were being discussed during the *501s, the answer to either ;' I 

arbitrary or inadvertent removal. At least it always Seemed : 

to be that way and a lot of other people agreed. 

(Pause) 

Mr.'Rocca. Let me say, in addition, on that point 1 i 
: 1 

that the system employed, as I recall it, a numbering device ; 

which worked from the first paper, which was number one, upa 

so that any paper that had been removed lower than the top 

c 9 ?I 7 I D E ‘7 T I A L 
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paper would, unless it had been replaced by another, or if ; 

the entire numbering system had not been altered, have appeared 

immediately as absent. This was the device for internal 

control that functioned during the first years of the system. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Normally, in a 201 file, are the 

documents filed chronologically? By that, I mean the earliest 

document, the first document to go into the file, which migtt 

be the field personality file request form that led to the 

opening of the file, that would be the first document, and ' 

then the next document in time would go immediately on top 

of it, and so on, so that effectively documents are in the - .: 

file in the same sequence in which they were made available' t 

to the file. j 

Mr . Rccca. But the 201 would not be the repository: 

for a personal history questionnaire- and that kind of.thing;: 

that is, the key documents in establishing a fiduciary 

I 
relationship would not be in the 201. They would be in a ,: , 

separate file held by the desk and whoever was handling the,; 

individual.: 

Mr. Goldsmith. That's a separate question. 

Aside from that, however, would the documents normally 

go into the file in chronological order? r ' 

Mr. Rocca. Let me assure you, Mr. Goldsmith, that : 

there are people who are far better informed on this topic 

than I am, and therefore whatever I say should be taken cum 

r_ 3 >; T ? 0 x y T I -A 7, 
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grano sale, as they say, with a grain of salt. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Normally in a 201 file, will the : 

documents be filed sequentially? 

Mr. Rocca. And I want that to be very well 

understood. The whole matter of records, in other words, is, ! 

a matter for which people are paid very high salaries, and 

they have been in charge in this area from the very beginni$gi ; i 3 ! 
But changes and modifications to the system have taken place.. 

But I would defer to their statements with respect to a 

number of the questions that you have asked. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Have you had occasion to review 

any 201 files? 

Mr. Rocca. Yes, I've read many, many of them. 

Xr. Goldsmith. Hundreds of them? 

Mr. Rocca, Not hundreds, I would say. I can't -- 

a figure like that -- but I have read many of them. 

Mr. Goldsmith. To the best of your recollection, 

did the files that you read contain their documents in the 
\ 

chronological order in which the documents arrived? In 

:  

I  

? .  

:  

1 
I  

other words, I am asking you to respond to the question that4 1 

I raised earlier. 

As a matter of routine, are the documents filed in 

the 201 file in sequential or chronological order, so that i&e 

earliest document would be on the bottom and the last documdnt 

would be on top? 
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Mr. Rocca. Normally. Normally that would be the case, 

Mr. Goldsmith. Now you mentioned the PRQ's, the . 

personal record questionnaires. You indicated that they 

would not be in the 201 file. 

Where, to your knowledge, would they be Located? .; . : 

Mr. Rocca. They would be located in particular fi&i 4 
a :f 

held by the desk responsible for the agent. 
I _( 

.; i 6 
1 ! .6 

Mr. Goldsmith. Would they be located in an opera&n& ;$ 

or projects file? r'* :, 
Mr. Rocca. I think that probably is the correct 3 i ,I 

J ‘ii ,i ' * & 
term, yes. Tf I.. 

. f 
Mr. Goldsmith. Please examine CIA number 788, whi* I i 

i .$ 7 
is the field personality file request form that was used in.' 

; _ 
$ 

; ;; 
the case of Mr. Oswald. 

I think you had occasion to review that yesterday. : f 
b : 2 

(Pause) 1 . 'I 

Mr. Rocca. I see nothing different here from WFzt ; : .f 
* f =. 

I saw yesterday. .: 
I \ 
, 

Mr. Goldsmith. Fine. I 

; 9 
I hope that you don't see anything different fkom *at 3 

2; 
you saw yesterday since it's been in the safe all evening. ,i I 

According to that document, when was a 201 file ophed : 
4 ; 

for Lee Oswald? 

Mr. Rocca. Nine December, 1960, is the date for 
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Mr. Goldsmith. Fine. 

IS there anything unusual about the Cswald 201 file ' 

being opened over a year after'the Agency was initially 

informed of Oswald's defection and the fact that he was 
. 

alleged to have offered information to the Soviets? 

Mr. Rocca. I find that not unusual in view of the 1 f :!? 
1 i 

flow of work and the pressure of work. I couldn't explain i i 
4 I 

that gap in terms of anything, 
; 1 

except just the normal flow II : 

i 

of business, in view of what I know about the opening of iti i ' :f 
t_ . 

i 

Mr. Goldsmith. So, you think the normal flow of ': 

business might account for a delay of over a year? 
'1 i 

*. J 
Mr. Rocca. Well, it depends on what was the date o1 81 : !' 

4 : '. 
the material that we got from State. ;; i f 4. 

: .$ 
Mr. Goldsmith. Rather than reviewing all that now,. i ,$ : *,- ,i 

I will just indicate that the material from State started ti ' 
3 

__-. .z$ 
. . -  .:-y 

I  

arrive in late October or early November of 1960. 
.I vt 
j. k 

* $ 
Mr. Rocca. So, the flow is correct, I would say, ! i 34 ;' . 

in terms of what was going on. There was an obvious interedt: '$ 
Ti 

in this kind of material. 

Mrs. Edgerter exercised an analyst's choice in 

opening the file. 

I think there is nothing in the time lapse that 

would indicate anything, except the flow of work. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Now Mrs. Edgerter was a member of 

the CI/SIG unit, is that correct? 

CO)l? I DE?TTiAL 
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Mr. Rocca. Yes, indeed. 

Mr . Goldsmith. Is it unusual for the CI/SIG unit, 

which was involved in very sensitive operations -- not 

operations, investigations pertaining to possible pena'::-:,ior: 

of DDP personnel -- was it unusual for this unit to open 3 

201 file rn someone like Oswald? 

I guess the gist of my,question is I Zcn't see 30-i 

Oswald is relevant to the primary purpose of CT/SIG. L 

Yr. Rocca. Well, I would disagree with that. 

I r. Y Goldsmith. Please explain. 

3%. Rocca. I would consider this to be fully within 

the competence of this unit, especially in view of the la$$ge 

number of defectors that had accumulated by this time. 1 

There were others, Americans, in many instances, people : 
.: 

that, it is my recollection, we regarded as more serious, 3 

potentially, losses. I can remember one who had the I 

specificatiQns of a nozzle that prepared plastic in a 

particular fashion. There was press stuff in the interim,;: 

two clippings that had come out. Patricia Blake had 

written her articles. 
; 

In other words, there was an accumulation of materjial 

which concerned Americans, and a gathering interest at thdt 

time, 1959 and 1960, in the KGB, ultimately confirmed by r 

Golitzin, as I reported yesterday, that no defector from dhe 

American armed forces -- and that list that we had from 

_-- .^.. ---r.CI-'..C .--..= T ,"I I,,,- 
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State consisted of at least two or three other military 

defectors from West Germany, and I would have considered it i 

a dereliction not to have opened a 201 file. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Well, I certainly agree that a 201 : 

should have been opened at that time, and it would also seem 1 

that the pppropriate unit within the Agency to open the filk i 
i 

would have been the CI staff. , I ! 
LYy question is more narrowly focused in why would ; 

, 
CI/SIG in particular have been opening the file. 

i 

‘1 ’ ;i I 
Mr. Rocca. Because of their concern, basically, j 1 * 

with the problem of Americans and they were the recipient ' '! 

of the materials, probably from the Office of Security, i : 

if not the actual copy of that material, certainly the chit* 
; 

chat. Bruce Solie was -- B-R-U-C-E S-O-L-I-E -- constantAy' 

in touch with Mr. O'Neill and with Mrs. Edgerter, I am-sure; 

Mr. Goldsmith. But from the face of it, it does noti 

appear that Oswald posed any sort of a counter intelligenceLl 

threat in terms of the penetration of DDP personnel. ;t 
\ 

Mr. Rocca. Of the U.S. security interest. At a ve& 

high level, though, he did, involving other departments 

and agencies of the government. 

Mr. Goldsmith. I understand, and I am not suggestiq)g 

that a file should not have been opened by the CI staff. 

I am just trying to determine why CI/SIG in particular, which 

was concerned about DDP penetration% would have been openin 4 
C C s 3 I D z \i T i A '5 
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the file. 

Mr. Rocca. Let me go back and open a little parenthesi 

about this. What I regard now, in the light of what you said: 

: - A.j -,rs5ak;y a too narrow view of what SIG was interested in. : 

They were also concerned with Americans as a security' 

threat in a community wide sense, and they dealt with FBI i 
I  

cases, with the Office of Security cases, and with other ca&S 1 

on the same level, as they dealt with our own, basically. 

IMr . Goldsmith. So, how would the function of 

Ci/SIG -- 

Mr. Rocca. At least, that's as I would represent 

it. But again, Mr. O'Neill would be the person to judge 

exactly and I would defer to him. 

Mr . Goldsmith. How would the function of CI/SIG 

in that case be different from in the Office of Security, 

in general? 

Mr. Xocca. It would be with respect to where and 

I  

,  

.  .  

.  .  

.  

what had happened to DDP materials with respect to a defect&n 

in any of these places. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Again, though, Oswald had nothing 

to do with DDP at this time, at least apparently. 

Mr. Rocca. I'm not saying that. You said it. 

Let me take the Dunlap case. 

Mr. Goldsmith. ~'rn not familiar with that case. 

Mr. Rocca. If we can get off of this, because I 
-c 
-- 
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don't want any misinterpretation. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Neither do I. 
0 

Mr . Rocca. This is an NSA case. A defector, a 

Soviet agent, has committed suicide and subsequently it was : 

determined that by finding the materials in his house he had 

actually stashed away a large number of reports coming I : 
1 

from the DDP, and indeed coming from Soviet defectors that .; i 

had provided the material. 
, I  ;  
. :  : : 

That case, and the handling of the relations with : ' 

NSA on Dunlap, was a matter handled by SIG and by Ops joint&; d 

They worked together on that. It illustrates, therefore, 

in another area the community wide aspect to security and 

security problems, on the assumption that against the KGB 

you've got to work together in cases involving security 

and penetration or you are going to be had separately., 

This concept is, I think, very definitely an 

authorization for the opening by SIG of the file in these 

circumstances. And indeed, I would say that to test it, one, 

should look at whether or not files were opened on the 

other names in the State Department list. 

If you find that that is the case -- and it is my j ' 

belief that that is the case, although I have no wa$ of 

proving it because it has never actually ever been put to the' 

point where it was necessary to do this as a test -- 1 thind 

that the question po_u are getting at is answered. 

C 0 N 7 I D Z ?i T I 2 T, 
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It is a formal part of their responsibility. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Fine. 

Turning to CIA number 788, again I would like to 

direct your attention to the box that is labeled "other 

identification." In that box there is a number one, next 

which someone wrote in the letters "AG." 

Do you know what those letters would stand for? 

Mr. Rocca. I do not. 

14r. Goldsmith. At the bottom of the page, at the 

bottom of this document, it indicates that Oswald's file is:, 

a restricted file. 

Do you know why the file would have been restricted.2 , .-$ 
P 

Mr. Rocca. My impression would be that this would i. : 4: '1 ; 

have been restricted in order to assure knowledge in SIG I *: 
. . -:, 

in this as one of a category of files involving American 4 y< 

defectors, that they would want to know about in the event . :- 

that anyone else developed information or expressed an 
: -3 

, .A 
' 

interest of any kind. 
: t 

For example, the Lee Harvey Oswald file was restriditeb $ .; I. . 
; '* 

when it was taken over by R & A, when it was given to me. 1 
, !  i 

$l 
j  ’ ,c, 

Mr. Goldsmith. So that, if anyone -- 

Mr.' Rocca. So that, if anyone came in and checked j (5 
;.y 

that file -- i 
,-I a 

Mr. Goldsmith. YOU would know about it. 
. 

Mr. Rocca. -- I would know immediately who he was{ 5 
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I would be asked, "Can this person look at the file, * and 

obviously I would permtt that. 

SO, in other words, it is a subsidiary form of 

control which permits some kind of internal order in the 

processing of the material. 

(Pause) 

Mr. Goldsmith. Would you please examine CIA number 
, 
'I 

943, which is a Xerox copy of three file cards. Please 1 

confine your attention simply to the top two file cards, i 

both of which pertain to Lee Harvey Gswald. 

(Pause) 
9 

Mr. Goldsmith. Have you had a chance to review this 

document? 

Mr . Rocca. Yes. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Turning your attention to the Sop '1 

card, which as I indicated refers to Lee Harvey Oswald, in 

the upper right hand corner of that card there is an 

indication which says't31 Project/RR, 9 November, 1959." 

Do you know what "CI Project/RF refers to? 

Mr. Rocca. The CI Project refers to -- I don't 

know what the RE is at this point, but I may figure it out 1 

by the time I finish talking, answering the first part of I 

the question -- CI Project is simply a name of convenience i 

which was used to describe the HTLINGUAL or HDLINGUAL, i 

or whatever it was. Hut the RE may be a name or initials ci f 

(2 3 Jd 7 I p E >: T I J* 'L, 
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Ii people. I can't associate that. 

1 .a -- 

7’ 
-- 

I ., 
ii 
:: 

:I ‘I 
i 
Ii 
:: 
.i 8: 

This is the first time I have seen these cards, as 

far as I know. 

Mr. Goldsmith. But the term "CI Project" to the 

best of your knowledge refers to the HDLINGUAL program? ' 

Mr. Rocca. To the mail intercept program, ax!id : 

that was the convenient form, that was the phrase that Mr. 

O'Neill used when he talked about it. i 

Mr. Goldsmith. So, this suggests that Oswald may a * ve. : 
j i 

been the subject of this mail intercept.program or one of t@e; 
!; i 

subjects. .: 
i 

Mr. Rocca. It suggests that there was something ! i I ! 

in it that was actually accessioned, or that they were giv" f 9 ; i i 
this as a warning to be on the alert for it in their screer@g 

of the materials. I cannot determine that from this. :/ : 

In other words, it may have been a watch list card that fl*& 

I 
i 

naturally out of the opening. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Fine. 

(PauseP) .- 

Mr. Rocca. Ah -- RE means I: 3 

Mr. Goldsmith. Would you spell that for the record. 

r: 
Mr. Rocca. This is my guess, now, as I say. 

3 
And he was a translator on the project. , 

: 
Mr. Goldsmith. So that suggests that there was a m+l 
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intercept that -- 

Xr . Rocca. MO . It suggests only that there was a j 

warning that there should be an alert for it. 

Mr. Goldsmith. To him? 

xr. Zocca. Well, to whomever was using 

that watch list because it would be used by people surveyi& ; 

the materials. 

You can readiiy answer your own question by just .1 

going through the materials and spotting them, as far as ; . 
:! 

the contents are concerned. 

Mr. Goldsmith. I would like you to review a docum+t' 
? 

marked CIA number 2035. This is a document dated 20 FebruTi-y, + .z 

1964, and it's a memo to you, Chief of the CT/R b A unit. i 

(Pause) 

IYr . Rocca. W-i0 gave it to me? 

Mr . Goldsmith. Have you had a chance to read this ;; 

document? 

Mr. Rocca. Yes, yes. 

'The machine's listing of documents officially 

recorded as being -- was requested and is attached. The ' 

actual -- of this type was begun in '63. A few ':items Of : 

previous. dates were also recorded. A comparison of the 

documents physically available and the 201 file, and those )_ 

reports as being as shown -- 37 documents that should be 

in the 201 file are not available. This total is made up '1 
t 
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of two dispatches, seven memorandum from the FBI, one CSCI, 

two State Department documents, and 25 cables." 

Mr . Goldsmith. Do you remember receiving this 

memorandum? 

Mr. Rocca. No. But it's not of any particular 

import. These materials had been simply displaced for 

separate handling on the 201, and I judge that this was 

something that Mr. Hartman prepared or had prepared 

for me, which I handled through him. 

Mr. Goldsmith. The memo doesn't have a signature 

attached to it. 

Mr. Rocca. Well, it has to be written by someone 

who knows, who has access to the material. He and the RID 

people are those ones. 

Mr. Goldsmith. IS it customary for those memos 

not to contain signatures of the authors of the memos? 

, 

Mr. Rocca, It depends on how rapidly they are writfen. 

This I think is his signature, is his writing (indicating.) 
\ 

Mr. Goldsmith. By that you are referring to the 

script notation? 

14r. Rocca. Yes. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Now why do you say that this is of 

no particular import? 

L r. Y Rocca. Because we know that there are two 

dispatches. We know that there are seven memoranda which 

CQ?': 7 I DEVTi AL 
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were being probably read by Mr. Dooley and therefore were not' 

in the file. We know that there is a CSCI and therefore : 

all of these are accountable pieces of paper. In other 

words, they haven't disappeared. The 2.5 cables were probabiy: 

in the materials that went back to the GP Floor period. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Well, how do we know, in fact, that : ; $ 
; i '3 

the materials have not disappeared? .;, 
! 1 
1 jj 

Mr. Rocca. Well, I would say that we know that by ] 4 &' 
. 

simply going back and looking at the file at the present ti+e,. '& 
,/ . .~ 

to begin with. This was not, in other words, an attempt to b 
-I 

trace materials that had disappeared from the file. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Now this document makes reference to 1 
. 4J . .ai 

an attachment of the missing -- 
y? 

I 4r. Rocca. 
; $ 

It says that they should be in the 201 : ;{ 
: ~I $ 

but they are not in it. But that doesn't mean that they are 1 z 
<i t 

not present. &. 

Mr. Goldsmith. The document makes reference to an : 1. 

attachment which contains -a list, a more detailed list, of t&e ); ,,"' \ 

specific documents that are not in the file. The committee i i :- 
i 

staff has been unable to locate that attachment in the Oswa{d: ', 
.l * 

201 file. . .j ,zy 
e. 

What would be the best way to determine whether, in ' 
j: :.: 

fact, the documents that were unavailable on this date had, ? 

in fact, been returned to the file? 

LMr. Rocca. Ask Nr. Hartman.to do it and he will 
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give you the answer to it. I obviously asked for this, and : 

as I say, my recollection is I would have asked him for it ; 

pursuant to an attempt to get a grasp over exactly what 

should have been -- what should be in the file when we 

machined it., I . 

Mr. Goldsmith. If the document is of no particular i 
1 

import at all, why is it marked "Secret, Eyes Only?" :! i 

LMr. Rocca. Everything is marked "Secret, Eyes Only." 

Mr. Goldsmith. When you say "everything," you -- 

Mr. Rocca. This is an occupational disease. So 
I 

that does not give me great trauma. : 

Mr. Goldsmith. Are you suggesting that the documer&s: . 1 

in the Oswald file commonly contain the sensitivity indicahrl /I . 

known as "Secret, Eyes Only?" . .. 

* : 
Mr. Rocca. Well, most of them do, I would say.. 

Or, a good number of them do. I think the point is academic. 

I mean, the classification was one applied by a secretary, i ; 

whoever typed the memo. 

In other words, ._ these papers are not -- this is no; a; 
I 

4 
list of papers that have been removed from the file permane@tfI 

And, I don't recall the circumstances under which at this i : 

time this request was made. Rut I think the person who wo&ed 

on it is a person who probably could shed some light on iti ' 

Mr. Goldsmith. I should indicate for the record tQat 

the staff's review of the Oswald file has uncovered extredly 

. ,  we.-- . - . I  =-cz/-s?--‘:~ .--:.:=-l?iy. !UC. 
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few documents with the specific notation "Secrety, Eyes Only,** 

which is one of the reasons that we focused on this particular 

memo, as it s;lgsests that there are nateria!,s that are not 

in the Zile, which should be, and particularly because the 

attachment referred to is not available in the file itself. 

(Pause) i 

Mr. Rocca. Where do you find the reference to the' 

attachment? This is what I can't find. i 
E 

"It is attached,"is that it? 

Mr. Goldsmith. Yes, in the first sentence. 

(Pause) 
1 

Mr. Rocca. Well, as I have stated, I have no 1 

recollection of the episode. My best recollection on the * 
4 

basis of the handling of the time was that this was an j 

effort to make sure that we had everything together. *We 
'i 
i 

requested this kind of review. This answer came back. I ; 

have no way of explaining why it was "Secret, Eyes Only." ,j 

I don't regard it necessarily as of any great significance, '! 1 

per se. The person who did it would have to explain it. (I 
'. 

But I am certain that the next step that I would t{k; $ 
* 7 

would have been to say to get these items into the file. . . f 

Mr. Goldsmith. Of course, we don't know which itebs i "i 7 

specifically they are. 

Xr. Rocca. Well, I mean -- two dispatches, seven II 3 I 

memoranda from the FBI, one CSCI -- I mean, the file at jis 
k 

G 
q .a 
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stage, this is February, 1964, the machine file was in the ; 

process of being accumulated. The file itself was in 

use. We were right at the beginning, in other words, of 

assembling the machine record which eventually we-would show i 

and did show to the Warren Commission later on that year. 

In other words, I would characterize this document as an : :i 
i I 7; 

interim summary, a status report, on the attempt to create Z i 
F; 
?j L - '4 

the final mechanized record of the file. I in no way wouldj 4 1 :I 
j ; 4 

attribute to this language the fact that these actual materjials~ 
i 1 

I. 
wore missing. 

Mr. Gcldsmith. You have indicated that the handwr&&i 
'% .* * 

in the lower lefthand corner of the page is Mr. Hartman's. j 

Mr. Rocca. That would be my guess. ; ‘ : 7 : 

MS . Goldsmith. Would you read for the record what 'i 1. ,: 
I $ 

that script writing indicates. 

Mr. Rocca. "Please keep loosely in the last volume! :j 

of Oswald's 291" and it's scratched out. It is X'd out. " : i 
1 . 

I don't know what this is (indicating.) : 
\ 

Mr. Goldsmith. I can't make that handwriting out \. .I 

either. 

Mr . Rocca. Well, if it isn't Mr. Hartman's handwri&g,i 
I : i 

he could help identify it. That's the point. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Would there be any reason to keep ' : 

1 
this document in the last volume of Oswald's 201? 

Mr. Rocca. Well, the last file means it is the la$t 
: ; 

Cr3:: 7 I ilS;\TTiAL 
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one that's been opened, I mean, in the serial perfOmance, 

in a looseleaf sense. In other words, it would be the most 

recent one. 

Mr. Goldsmith. c.p. .= ;: . 

. Mr. Rocca. Last in the sense of the most recent on 

Mr. Goldsmith. Please refer to CIA number 2075, wh 
;i i q 

is the second page of a memorandum to the Director of the F,I! .$ IO 
\ i ,J *.,a 

dated 30 January, 1964. The subject matter is Jack Ruby. 
;P 
3 

$ 
My question is a very narrow one. 1 

,: : 
4 : 

3 
5 

This page contains some cross references indicating! 
- 1' 

L J 
which files received a copy of this memorandum, and among i 2 f ? 

s 
other listings it indicates that a copy went into a file thbt. ; 

. . 
is referred to as a dummy file. This parenthetical&x indicatesj 

") $ '< . _. 
dummy -- "CI/R&A(Dummy)". 3 

1 ;$ r>g 
What is a dummy file? 

. -. 
._. -- _ 0 3 

Mr. Rocca. Whoever wrote this kept dummy files, ' 9 
g 

. . 
which .would be a file for his own purposes of what he had 

sent to us. 
\ 

Mr. Goldsmith. Is a dummy file then simply a soft ;3 -6 

file? 

Mr. Rocca. A soft file or whatever you want to cal 

It would be eventually destroyed, I suppose. 
: & 

It would be for his reference in checking off what 1 ; : 
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Mr. Rocca. That would be my best guess under the i 

circumstance. i 

Mr.Goldsmith. Do you have any basis today for thinking 

that Oswald may have been an agent of the KGB? 

. LYr. Rocca. I would.have to say what I stated 
,: 

yesterday, that there is no credible evidence at this momer$, : 'f 
2 .k 

at this time, on the basis of the records that we have that! ' 4 ; ;j ..3 
he was a KGB agent in the United States. 

If you are asking me as a counter intelligence speciblis 
,f 

F 

generally what my feelings are on balance regarding his : : 5 : ‘ 
/ 

relationship to the KGB, I would answer that there is no questi.' 
.i I ,;d 

that he was debriefed in detail by at least two eschelons ot I 8 
. ; 

Soviet authorities, one of which, if not both of which, werb : I 
:; 

KGB, and if there are indeed two, one was the Thirteenth -' -4 
: -5 i 

Department. I am relying now on defector information for 

that judgment. 

:He himself in his statement, which you have reminded' : 

me of, indicated that he felt free to give that information, 2 i 2 

I think it is now ascertained beyond reasonable doubt that ie 
; -' 

knew from direct observation enough about U-2 to give that i i ..:_ t 
i. 

as a most significant item of information to the Soviets, apd i . ,: 
that he himself, as he said, felt free to give radar info*tio'i 

. 

So, placing together the contact at the camp in California,. 

the Marine Camp, going back to +Ae Delgado testimony, the 

rapidity o f his release from the Marine Corr)s, presumably gn 

r I~ ~' ~ I ~ ,? ?i 'p I . AL 
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compassionate reasons which turned out to be a trip to the . 

Soviet Union and all the rest, I would say there is no quest& 

therefore, about the debriefing and his cooperation. 

P!!. Goldsmith. What would the other escheion have 

been that debriefed Oswald? 

Mr. Rocca, It would have been one of the screening / , 

units connected with the journalistic apparatus or foreignei 
!  I 

apparatus of the fourth -- of the American Department of th& 

Second Chief Directorate group of the Internal Group which,: i 

however, defers on matters of military specialties-- I i 

understood this from a defector; I think this is sustained; 

by others -- to the Special Department. 

So, there is no question in my mind that he was, 

therefore, in their hands. 

At that point, it becomes purely speculative, excep$ . 

that there is much more circumstantial evidence involved ' 

in his handling and treatment in the U.S.S.R. that can be 

more pertinently commented to, and was in part pertinently! 
\ 

commented to, in the memoranda submitted to the Warren 

Commission, but can be I think more fully and pertinently ; 
:! 

commented to by the defectors available today, which show ; 

highly specialized and favorable treatment. 

There is also the fact -- and this is just pure -- 
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Mr. Rocca. This is just pure counter intelligence 

lab work, and as I say, it's absolutely impossible to talk , 

about these things in public, but Minktenbaugh, a confessed 

Soviet spy -- M-I-N-K-T-E-N-B-A-U-G-H -- another who went to 

the Soviet Union in 1959 and 1960 -- he was connected with 

Johnson, the Sergeant Johnson case -- was assessed, trainedi ' - 

and returned to the United States on a separate mission. He 
ij 

had made his contact in Berlin, as had Johnson. 

The interesting thing is that they presented him to $ , 
'I 

woman who was to come to the United States with him as a wiie: 

under the guise of a wife. He is a homo, and so the thing i 

did not work, though they tried. But the X-O, if you put the 

Marine business together, is close to exactness on the 

methodology, that is, the setting up of a couple, but the 

timing is what is interesting -- 1960. , 
. 

These are just things that keep you thinking in the ,; : 

middle.of the night. Was the case officer who handled 

Minktenbaugh and who we know by his own confession and polygrapi 

now he is out and serving time and he has,-as I judge, told: 

his story completely -- was he part of the same -- here, 

Minktenbaugh is an Army defector, or Air Force, whatever. i 

Think about the problem of recruitment in a gross sense that * 

the Soviets would have. Note these associations in time and 

space- 

I.l.r * Goldsmith. Was the Warren Commission told about 

P 8-7 -; 7 - _ I D 2 x T I J- L 
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this defector, Minktenbaugh? 

Mr. Rocca. This has all been developed since then. 

Mr. Goldsmith. When did the Minktenbaugh case break? 

Mr. Rocca. Oh, it broke after 1964 - 1065. 

I?%. Goldsmith. Do you know whether the woman compan#on 

to Minktenbaugh was a witting collaborator to the plot? ' ! r 
I 

1Mr. Rocca. Ch, she was, indeed. 

(Pause) 
*  

Mr. Rocca, Now I trust you understand that i am not! 'I 1 
stressing this. I am simply stating it as a fact on the tadle 

in a laboratory sense, which counter intelligence people ari .' 

supposed to be dealing with. It is 
8 

not for publication. i 
:: I 

Mr. Goldsmith. i Are you familiar with the allegation:! 
j 1 

that Lee Harvey Oswald was a CIA agent? ' , 
,i 

Mr. Rocca. .Yes. 

Mr. Goldsmith. When did this allegation first arise? 
i 

.Mr, Rocca, It came out almost immediately. It was ' 

in the press immediately, as I recall. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Was the allegation ever brought to y4ur 
i 

personal attention? 

Mr. Rocca. No, not for any action. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Were you ever directed to conduct an': 

investigation into this? 

Mr, Rocca, No . 

I certainly sent Xx. Har&aan around to ask people 

,- ,> \T 7 '3 L 7 -J 3 "; " 1 -7 T, 
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whether there were any traces in all of the files of the age& 

to which we had access to ascertain whether there was ever any 

contact with this man. 

ZQ- - Goldsmith. Why did you do that? 

Xr. iiocca. Because it disturbs me greatly that the 

thing could even be suggested. 

Mr. Goldsmith. And wher, did you send Wr. Hartman ' 

this? around to conduct 

Mr. Rocca. Oh, it was in that period and later. i 

Xr. Goldsm 

investigation? 

Mr. Rocca, 

ith, What was the result of P?. Hartman$ 

There was no indication that was ever 

produced that Lee Harvey Oswald was ever in any kind of 

fiduciary relationship. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Do you recall what Mr. Hartman's 

investigation entailed? 

.Mr. Rocca. No, I don't. 

I mean, he went around simply asking people in the \ 

various desks, in the various components, in the Contacts 

Branch. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Did he submit to you in 1963 or 19648 

the results of his investigation? 

*Mr. Rocca, I cannot recall that. 

He certainly did verbally, which was that thnre was no : 

substance to the clai,m. 
Cc)!I" I SZ?TI AL 
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Mr. Goldsmith. Do you think that the issue is 

sufficiently important to have warranted a written report to 

you in 1963 or 1964? 

. . L%r . iiocca. Well, if there was no substance to it, I 

think.not. 

We were not investigating this. I mean, this was-a j 

matter actually of pertinence to the Office of Security, I 

to the Director, to Mr. Helms, and the others, and if there; 

were to be a formal investigation, I would have said they i 

would have done it. 

Certainly in the staff meetings this question was 

raised at the highest level -- has this man ever been in toqch? 5 
i 

So, this was not one of the, in other words, one of the 

questions that I was given formally to work on. It was a J 

matter of personal interest. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Do you recall whether Mr. Helms : 

ever asked you to examine this question? 

Mr. Ftocca. As far as I know, he never asked me, no. ! i 
h 

Nor did Mr. Angleton. 4 . 
I 1 . 

That is the best of my recollection at this moment. ; ; 

Mr. Goldsmith. Please review CIA number 201 through1 

This is a memorandum for the Chief of the CI staff 

dated 18 Septenrber, 1975, stiject Ratter is the allegations 

of Lee Earvey Oswald's connection, with the Agency. 

" -, >v 7 f r) 7 \' 7 --Y 4 - I J* 2 
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Mr. Rocca. 1975? 

Mr. Goldsmith, Yes. 

lyr. Rocca, Your question referred to the earlier 

period. 

Mr. Goldsmith. I know. 

Now, in 1975, you were no longer Chief of the CI 1 

staff, were you? 

Mr. Rocca, I never was the Chief of the CI staff. ; 

Mr. Goldsmith. Thank you. 

I stand corrected. 

(Pause) 

Mr. Rocca, Hah -- he did remember it, 

(Pause) 

LPIr, Rocca, Well, I find this -- I'm glad it exists+ 

It bears out my recollection. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Okay. 

Mr. Rocca. But bear in mind that this was somethink 

that I did out of absolute deep, deep personal animus. : 

Well, that's the wrong word -- that is, the suggestion tha& 

to me I still find greatly offensive. This is the last man 

in the world who could have ever been -- who would have 

ever met our criteria for recruitment. 

,H.r, Goldsmith. Would you be more specific in the ' 
^. ; -- / 

reason for that? 

XI . Rocca, Well, I mean, his whole background, his 

C 3 1: 7 I i) E '4 '2 i >,3 
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psychiatric record, his conduct -- this is now on the basis 

of what we learn from the record, and it just seemed to me 

just so incongruous and vicious that -- I lose my temper, 

I'm sorry. 

. Mr. Goldsmith. Are most of the agents that work with! 
, 

CIA case officers necessarily stable individuals? 

For example -- 

Mr. Rocca. There are some very definite rules 

governing the psychological stability of agents, and these 

rules break down into about, among others -- one is their 

background record in terms of family and associations; .t I : I 
second, their innate qualifications on testing; third, whethir 

they have told you everything about themselves, whether you I 

know everything about them; and finally, whether they are 

psychologically stable. 

So, you have a whole series of qualifications that he; 

would fail. 

Mr. Goldsmith. The criteria that you are referring tC) 

now which pertained to whether someone would meet the Agencyts 

requisite for serving with the Agency as an agent, are these, i 

criteria formally adopted in any Agency regulations or 

documents of some kind? 

Mr. Rocca, They're in a handbook. I 

Mr. Golcismi'-h, And -das the handbook in existence in T 

1959? 
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1Mr. Rocca. Indeed. 

Mr. Goldsmith. So, it would be very easy, for 

example, simply to -- 

Mr. Rocca, This was a part of the training. The CII 

staff 'wrote the handbook. I wrote it, or edited it. 
1 

Mr. Goldsmith. What is the title of the handbook? ; 

Mr. Rocca. It's called "Criteria for Double Agents." 

In this case it would have been a person in touch with two 

services. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Would the same criteria apply to somene 

who is not necessarily a double agent? -_ 

Mr. Rocca. It would apply to all agents. They appl* 
1 

to all agents. 

Mr. Goldsmith. And such a handbook was in effect in P 

1959? 

1%. Rocca. That handbook was in existence and was a 

part of the formal training program I referred to in R & A. 

It was a part of the job of R & A to draw up these criteria+ 

which had- not been previously drawn up in the OSS history. 

So, on my record of observation of individuals, the ; 

study of the background and history of the entire topic -- t 

and we covered it in detail, that is, reading the background -. 

this man would have been rejected out of hand. Bet would never 

have been considered. 

Now I have the suspicion that maybe the Soviets got : 
,i 
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to the same point with him. 

But this is off the record -- this is not off the ! 

record. I mean, this is just a joke, 

Mr . Goldsmith. Referring again to 201, to CIA number g 

201, this is a memo that was prepared apparently by IXr. 

Hartman. 

Do you know at whose request -Mr, Hartman would have 

prepared this memo dated in 1975? 

Mr. Rocca. He prepared it at my request, I think. 

Mr. Goldsmith. No, this memo -- well, you were no 

longer with the Agency formally in 1975, Would he have 

prepared this memo for you in 1975? 

Mr, Rocca, I was still on contract with him, and 

this was still, this was certainly pertinent to what the 

Rockefeller Commission was doing. It is my recollection, 

inasmuch as I have already recalled it in part -- you see, 

when I.mentioned that your previous question had referred to! * ,j ; 
i 

1963, well, I recall that part where he did refer to 1963, ' i 
\ 

Mr. Goldsmith, So, in 1975, you asked -- ' ; 
- ! 

Mr. Rocca. I simply asked him to do this because 1 i 
t 

I recalled that we had at my instance undertaken within the 'i 1 I 5 ; 
staff on my cwn responsibility this kind of thing. 

Mr. Goldsmith, What was the purpose of your asking 

him to Frepare this memo in 1975? 

xr * Rocca. To get on the record his recollections of: 

-- .̂  ---~ - --.q->-. .,,., ,.,-- 
‘. 
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what had happened in 1963 with respect to this gross 

allegation. 

!4r . Goldsmith. So, by asking him to do that, were I 

you recognizing that Mr. Hartman had not gotten on 2"~ rscor$. 

in 1963 when he conducted the initial investigation? 

Mr. Rocca, No, no. 

At that time he did this and reported to me. It was 

a purely internal matter. But by 1975, it seemed to me 

worthy of putting down on the record. 

Mr. Goldsmith. But in 1963 it was not put in the 

record? 

Mr. Rocca, As far as I know, it was not. 

Let me say that we were, of course, hamstrung by 

allegations in the record which we informally checked out 

in that fashion. So, I mean, this was perfectly, I think, 

normal. 

:Mr, Goldsmith. I note that the 1975 memorandum goes 

into very great detail as to all the steps that Mr. Hartman 

took to determine whether Oswald had any connection with the, i 
I 

Agency. 

Does this extensive detail strike you as somewhat ' 

unusual for a memorandum written twelve years after the - 

investigation was actually conducted? 

,?W. Rocca. NO . 

I told him to simply ?ut down everything he could recall 
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about where he had gone. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Now, I notice that in CIA number 2206,. 

letter E, he indicates that through the Security Research 

Section of the Office of Security, he had the security files 

checked. There was no record of Oswald. 

Now, in fact, the Security Office did have a record.: 
1 

on Oswald in 1963. Did that strike you as an incongruous t- 

Mr. Rocca. I don't think that view is referring to:-- 
1 

that that was referring necessarily to the topic of the i 

interest, namely that there was any kind of a relationship! 

with him that involved the Agency, or'else they simply t 
.J 

didn't tell him. It certainly would be incongruous if theg 

had a file. i 

Mr. Goldsmith. Well, we have seen several Office 01 

Secur ity documents pertaining to Oswald,.preassassination.r _ _- .- 

Mr. Rocca. That's right, and you have to know whica 

office:in the Office of Security you are talking to. I ca*'t 

judge this one at all, except in terms of these two elemenjs: 

(a) that it may have been a part of the Ofice of Security i 

that literally didn't have a file; or that the file that ; 

they showed him was totally derivative, consisting of pres) 

and other well known items, and therefore he did not consiber 

it really new information or significant information withijl 
-2 ; 

j the terms of the memorandum. 
..; -- 

>k . Goldsmith. Now r on CIA number 2108, he indicates 



that there are five documents which had been sent to the AgencttT 

before the assassination. "Two of the documents have been 

sent to us" -- referring to the Agency -- "by the FBI, two : 

'zy the Department of State, and one by the U.S. Navy." 

so, in other words, LMr,Hartman felt that prior to the 

assassination there were five documents from other agencies in! i 

Oswald's 201 file. 

Mr. Rocca, Well, some of then you have actually 

shown me, or I thought so -- I mean, they seem to have been j ; 

in the file. 

(Pause) . 

Mr. Goldsmith. Off the record. 

(Discussion off the record.) 

Mr. Rocca. Is the point whether it is five or one? : i 

Mr. Goldsmith, Mr. Burke is attempting to locate the: 

document that I was going to refer you to at this point. $- i 

The specific one I have in mind is a -- 
: 

Mr. Rocca. Well, I can check this record against th4 
‘ 

1- * \ 
.7 ,I I actual records in the files. I assume that this representedj I 

:/ 
i 

I0 j )I his best statement. 
Ii 
‘! 

1Mr. Goldsmith. In fact, that statement contradicts 
.Lb 
-1>2 ‘? . 
;-‘\ -- j the listing of documents that was given to the Warren Commi&iorj 

e- 1 -a ; 
, by ,Mr. Helms in 1964. Mr. Helms indicated that there were, 
.: 

1. -- 
! or at least his list indicated that there were more than -2 

-: -- 
five documents received from otherageccies, 
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Mr. Rocca. Well, Mr. Hartman erred, then, or at least; 

I would assume on this, unless he actually had some kind of j 

consultation with the record, which he could have had, ina's&h 

as these materials were at hand. I would say that there is : 
i 

no doubt that -- in other words, there is no definitive 

significance to be attached to that expression. On recounting 

he may find six, or he may find four. He was not, I thUlk,. ] bi 

in putting this memorandum together -- 

Mr. Goldsmith. Do you know what a DBA is? 

Mr. Rocca, DBA, I would judge, is a bureau, is a 

I 
bureau indicator. . 

Mr. Goldsmith. According to that memorandum by ; 
, ' 

AMY. Helms, there were substantially more than five document? f i 

in the file. I am wondering what the reason for the inconsi&ss: 

tency is between the Helms record and the Har"Jnan memo. . 

Mr. Rocca. I think that you could undoubtedly work 

it out:and it would turn out to be something completely ; 1 
! 

(excusable) because the DBA memo -- this is a cryptonym - i 

for bureau material. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Mr. Burke has located the document. i , 

According to this document, which is CIA number 2038, : 

prior to the assassination, included in Oswald's 201 file ! 

were seven documents from the FBI, ten from the Department ef 

State, two from the Department of Navy, one from the 
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internal CIA documents and newspaper clippings. 

1Mr. Rocca, So, he is just wrong. 

His talley is in error. 

Mr. Goldsmith. EJOW, at the bottom of 2038 there is 

a notation which I would like you to review. In parentheses 4 

it indicates "inventory of documents contained .in file 

attached for all but addressee." 
i 

Let me bring that to your attention and see if you c&n 

explain that to me. 

Mr. Rocca. Ch, we did not attach the actual documends 

to anybody but the addressee. We gave them just a list of 

those docquments, apparently. That would-be my reading of 

this. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Fine, 

Mr. Rocca, I mean, it would have required a large 

scale reproduction. 

.Mr, Goldsmith. Would a file search conducted by 

Mr. Hartman in 1963 definitely have resolved the question of \ 

whether Oswald was ever connected with the Agency in any .: 

way? 

Mr. Rocca. As far as I'm concerned it would have. I 

Mr. Goldsmith. Assuming things were done in the 

ordinary course of business. 

xr . Rocca. Assuming that he had checked all the 2laQes 

that he had said he checked and that we knew about, +,tlat wonld 

z 0 ?; -. , 7 F j 3 ‘; 7 I .A I, 
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have been definitive. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Now, you indicated earlier that you 

did not regard it unusual that Oswaid,'s 201 file was opened j 

over a year after the first indication of his giving iciormatior 

to the Soviets was obtained by the Agency. 
i 

Mr. Rocca. But only within a few months of the 
: 

: %I : 

receipt of the first information regarding this 
t : 

as I under? 
: 

stood it. il i 
t : 

Mr. Goldsmith. Well, the information was initially ,; 

received in October of 1959. The file was opened in 
1 : 

December of 1960, over a year after the initial receipt of i _, i 

the information. 

In October or November of 1960, the State Department .i , 

sent information and it was sometime after the State Departmkn,t .s 

communicated to you and Oswald that the file was opened. . 

Mr. Rocca, In other words, we're arguing here the j . 
i 

4 
zt>. 

stimulus and how close to the action the stimulus was. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Exactly. : g L' _: : r \ ; 4 
Mr. Rocca. I'm saying that the stimulus -- speaking ': I j 

for Miss Edgerter, I don't know what prompted her to do this$ i .! 
'_ 

or the timing, because it was not my component. I had no : *j 
: I *j 

knowledge that the action even was being done. In fact, j 1 ‘; 
. 4' 1 

I was pleasantly surprised on the 23rd, which was a Friday, _ ,c 
.I Tz 3 

to know that we -- and I learned this on Saturday morning .$ 

when I went into the office -- that we even had a 201 on i 
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him. 

so, I'm simply giving you my best guess, Mr. Goldsmith, 

And I don't regard it as unusual. 

Xr. Goldsmith. T)o you regard the fact that the Xgen+y. :, 
: ; .; 

never .debriefed Oswald or that there is no record of such a.! II 5. '3. : :i 

debriefing upon Oswald's return from the Soviet Union as 

unusual in any way? 

Mr. Rocca. MO, not at all, 

Mr.Goldsmith, 'Why not? 
. ,. 

Mr. Rocca. Because under the delilmitations agreement,. it 

he was strictly the Navy's baby, and the FBI's b&y, and 

that is it. : :y .i 

Mr. Goldsmith. : i Even though he may have had.informat/on : :~I 

of -- . 
- . 

Mr. Rocca, I'm going to Indian wrestle with you-on 'j 

this one. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Mr. Rocca, I want to indicate to you' 
9 
& 

.\ -: t'i 
that, again, you should not infer from my line of questioriiig ; 

that we -- 
:  r  

, '. 
: :, 

Mr. Rocca. I'm not, I'm joking. I'm joking. .! 

Mr. GoPdsmith. -- are predisposed in any way toward+ : A $ i> I I . . 
the resolution of this issue. And, I don't want to arm '_ 

. ."i .m- 
i 

wrestle with you. 
. _*: 

xlr . Rocca, Well, you are aware of the delimitations:: 
2. 
:: ~' iv 

aqrewent and -he specifications that it sets out with respect ; .t 

I  -- \  ‘_I - 

l-- 
--Es-\ ~_ -_ 
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to the approaches to and the responsibilities for the security 

of members of the Armed Forces, former members of the Armed 
i 

Forces. It's a very, very strictly adhered to code that 

I*? . Over and the members of the domestic community drew 

up in 19CC, and which we respected very, very carefully. 

This is a decentralized approatih to security. It has its 

disadvantages and any kind of cooperation that you get has tao : 

come from -- on cases, has to come from mutually arrived at a 

agreement. 

And this man, as a Navy man, a Marine, was strictly i 
4 

their baby. And that would be my answer to it. 

Mr. Goldsmith. What is the formal name given to this! 

agreement between -- 

-W, Rocca, It is called the Celimitations Agreement.3 

It is a primary document in trying to understand the very 

grave difficulties we have in working against an integrated : 

adversary. 

Mr. Goldsmith. And this agreement was promulgated in; 

1940, roughly? 

Mr. Rocca, 1940, and revised at various times 

periodically, It still exists and it governs and lays down i 
" 

the ground rules. 
t 

And, if anyone asked me in R & A at that time whether 

or not we should debrief +&is man, the first thing that WOULp 
< 

have come to my mind T,qas stay aTday from it, it's a Yavy 

- ? ‘I 7 T - _ _ L El Z N T i A Z. 
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. matter, a Marine matter, and a Bureau matter, and they should 

c’ 3 I 

f :i 

3 
:! 

I .I .- :i 
:: 
=. 
L .; 

I -- .- ’ _, ! i  I 
;z . 

have priority. 

No one did, incidentally. 

XL-. Goldsmith. Even though Oswald may have had 

information of a positive intelligence nature, in other worqs, 

not only did Oswald pose an interest to the American 
: . 

intelligence community because he may have been a counter 

intelligence security threat, but he also had access to ' 

information on the Soviet Union that might have been of 

positive intelligence significance, is your position still ; 

that no component within the Agency would have had an 

interest in debriefing him? 

Mr. Rocca, Would not have had a legitimate interest. 

on its own to have done this. It would have had to 
0 

coordinate with the Navy or with whatever component had the:4 

responsibility under the Delimitations Agreement. 

:Mr, Goldsmith. Despite the fact that Oswald may have 

had positive intelligence information? 

Mr. Rocca. Indeed, indeed. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Please refer to CIA number 2137, 

w -1 ,, 
..---w - : 

.;c-* ’ which is a memo for LNr. Rankin dated 1 July, 1964, specifically 

i:* I: 
2 --= 

,/ 
! dealing with the question of how Oswald was able to make i ! 

*- i -d 
: the trip on a direct flight from London to Helsinki on :: 

A_ ; _- 
i October 10, 1959 ar,d arrive at his downtown hotel in 

- : -- 
F?elsinki by r;?idnight of the szze tiay, Aen the only flight 

-  ̂ 1- - 7 - __ _ L i z ‘i - T - - l'i 2 
__- ._. _..._ --. - -. . . 



leaving London was a FinAir flight that would have arrived . 

' in Helsinki at 11:30, a time that would not have permitted 

Oswald to have cleared customs and made the trip to the 

hotel. 

This has been an issue that has received some attention 

recently. I am wondering whether the Agency was ever able ; . 
; 1 

fully to resolve this question. 

Mr. Rocca, As far as I know, they were not. They : 
I( 

gave up -- there was a time schedule worked out and passed 1 : ,f 

to this Commission. This was a report done by Plr. Murphy's, .i 
8 
x! 

-/ 
people, that ~&lr, Wigren, who I mentioned yesterday, worked ': 

on. I cannot judge its relevance without reading it. But -i 

I do agree that there is a -- he did move fairly fast. 

But that may be just travellerIs luck. 

(Pause) 

, 
, * 

Mr. Rocca. I can add nothing to this. 
* 

Mr. Goldsmith. ‘Was the Agency ever able to resolve ? I I. . L 
the question of how Oswald was able to obtain a visa to entqr -' 

the Soviet Union as quickly as he did? 
. . 

Mr. Rocca, This, too, was a matter prepared by 

-7 
I 

- 

?kT- ,; the appropriate component. I cannot recall its specific 
,--y-G -- -'qi' 1, 
i\ i details-or really judge it in terms of its definitive 

1. 
*- I -a 

; quality. I think probably we did the best job we could 

--‘ I -- 
! on it. 

You see, on the me~,o that you have just shcwn ne, I; 

P 



which 2137, Duncan was the researcher in SB Division. who i 

worked on the problem and prepared the memorandum. 

I certainly am not qualified to challenge conclusions 

they reached. 

lM.r, Goldsmith. I am not asking you to challenge their: 
i i 

conclusions. ! 

I am asking you whether any additional information : 

ever came to your attention pertaining to this issue. .1 

Mr. Rocca. Ah, that's another matter. I'm sorry, I 

didn't understand that. 1: . .* 

No. 

Mr. Goldsmith. According to CIA number 2047, which 1 

I will read to you in relevant part, it indicates that an ji : 

Agency source stated that there was no record that there was: ' 

any request for a U.S.S.R. visa processed through normal ' : 

channels for Oswald at any time during 1959, and the source 1 

indicated it was difficult to explain how Oswald might have T 

received his visa in two days without going through normal : 

channels. "The only conclusion which can be drawn is that : ._ I Y i 

Oswald must have received his visa directly from the Soviet', ' s . 

Embassy in Stockholm, which occasionally has done special i j 

cases," But the source has no evidence to confirm this 

assumption. 

Do you know whether the Agency was ever able to 

-r-‘;,-,t: _-- ^._--.. >; --..=_..‘,I .,.-- -I __.,, -, _-.. r._- -. 
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visa so expeditiously? 

Mr. Rocca. No. I do not believe that they were able 

to do that. This is, however, one of the open questions 

that should be worked on. 

. Mr. Goldsmith. Does that suggest in your mind that , 

Oswald may have had an intellig=nce connection of some kind! 

Mr. Rocca. Indeed. 

Let me -- str2ke that. It would suggest that if i 
i 

indeed it turns out that he did have facilitation in his vi 'a 
3t 

of that kind-- in ether words, that visa facilitation would 

tend to suggest that and not the other way around, as I 

originally indicated. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Would Mr. Hartman's investigation 
.j 
3 

into the question of whether Oswald was connected with the ,i 

Agency also have led him to determine whether Oswald was an i 

agent cfsome other U.S. intelligence agency? 

'Mr. Rocca, I think probably not. 

Mr. Goldsmith. You mentioned earlier that -- 
\ 

Mr. Rocca. Though I reserve. If he mentions in his 

memorandum the Inter-Agency Source Defector List, which I 

think he should have checked, there should have been a 

reference there. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Would that conclusively indicate 

w-nether Oswald was an agent of another agency? 

Nr * ?.occa. If ail of the provisions that were -- and 

I- 8r-l _ ?i F‘ I 3 5 \; T  I :I. I. 
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misstated the list -- this is the Inter-Agency Source 

Register, not the Inter-Agency Defector List -- the Inter-Age& 

Source Register -- and I believe he did check it. I If the 

provisions governing coordinating had been carried out, 

there would have been a drop card in there. 

So, the answer to your question would be yes, at leadt t 
I 
I 

as a start. 1 2 I ,: I 
1Mr. Goldsmith. Do you recall whether the Warren 1 : 

/ ( 

Commission was at all particularly concerned with regard to 3 I 8 . 

the question of whether Oswald was an agent of the CIA? 
i : 
, . 

Mr. Rocca. No questions of that kind, as far as I .l _I 

can recall, were directed through this working level associ&io: 

that I had with Slawson and Coleman and others on this : ; 

saint, as far as I know. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Although apparently there was a meeti@ 

with Mr. Dulles that you attended where Dulles indicated to i 

you that the Warren Commission had asked him to investigate 'bhi: : ; 8 
question. 

\ 
Mr. Rocca. The meeting with Mr. Dulles, as you kind& 1 

noted yesterday, was for another purpose, and he simply brouQh+ 

that in as a matter of collateral, reading the memorandum, 

as he tended to do, of course, This was a matter that had 

come up. 

so, there was, apparently, an interest to the extent : 
-- 
-- 



1, :  
-- ,  

!  

-- 

-- 

,But I was not brought in on that phase. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Why was Mr. Dulles disinclined to 

get involved in this issue? 

Mr. Rocca. i think it was -- I'm simply guessing, 

now --. I would say that it would involve a whole matter of 

conflict of interest; that is, as a member of the Commissioq, 
.i 

he should be objective in these matters. That would be my i 

guess. 

Mr. Goldsmith. How would you evaluate the significa& 3 
] 

of Oswald's early discharge and relatively expeditious 

discharge from the military? . . 

Mr. Rocca. I think it shows palpable and manifest 5 : 

bad faith on his part and I can't go beyond that because i 

a 
I don't know any more facts. / . 

Mr. Goldsmith, Bad faith in the sense that he was i- : 
. 

getting a hardship discharge and then took off for the Sovi+ 

Union? 

Mr. Rocca, That's right. 

Yes. Is that the correct word to use, when a person 1 

gives an excuse that is not sustained by his subsequent. ' 

actions? 

Mr. Goldsmith. Well, does the fact that he obtained. 
. 

this early discharge suggest to you that Oswald may have had 

intelligence associations of some kind? 

'.f -r --. 3.occa l Xot necessarily. FeoDle would have. 

-. \- 71 - - ._' .'< 7 I u 5 ,  ̂ _ ,‘i r, 
_ - - - - 



done this -- lots of people get out of the armed forces i 

for various reasons. I don't think that alone can really .. 

stand the weight of the interpretation that you have 

suggested here; taken together with the meeting with 

presumably the Cuban, whoever it was, that Delgado describeq,: 
" : . 

the Schweitzer correspondence, which apparently should be i -. 

's i *I 

looked at again in terms of whether or not it was really a ' i i 
I ; 

screen, because if it was, then it shows a degree of 

deliberateness which associates itself with the request for : 5 

It tends th+ni 
i 

compassionate departure from the Marine Corps. ", 
! “ : / 

to accumulate points on a line that this was a deliberate i .I ix <. I G 

course of action. 

But even when you put all of that together, you are 
'k 

far from anything that would exclude any contrary hypothesed,( 'jI ! i' 

and that is what you are trying to get out of analysis: 3 
._ -- 'r 

.-- .. 
For that reason, as I said yesterday, you have to be : " 

very, very careful in drawing conclusions, 
t ., 
. ; ,I c ‘ -: 

Mr. Goldsmith. Excuse me. 3 
i.. \ -, 

(Pause) 
I f -$ 

, ' ir 

Mr. Goldsmith. You indicated yesterday that you did; : ? i a: 
; ' 

not have any memory of the Gutierez allegation. 
_ : :; : .z. . I 

Mr. Rocca, I was unable to do any kind of reading ! ; 

in the report, or in the depositions to the Warren Report ' : h 
.I 

last night, so it still is a vague and hazy affair. I 
.; 



-I- 
, ;  

7 .‘ 
-- 

.i 
I 

Mr. Goldsmith. Did you have any responsibility 

with regard to the CIA's handling of the Nosenko issue? 

Mr. Rocca. During the time of the Warren Cc.mmission? ' 

Mr. Goldsmith. Yes. 

. 1Mr. Rocca. None at all. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Which unit was responsible for 

Nosenko at that time? 

Mr. Rocca. The handling responsibility was SB 

Division. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Does that stand for Soviet Hranch? 

Mr. Rocca, Soviet Branch, Soviet Division -- Mr. Mu#hy $j ii; : . 
In the staff which would have had an interest, the component@; 

concerned would have been Ops, the Ops component, it would 

have been Mr. Hunt. 

Mr. Goldsmith . What's Mr. Hunt's first name? 

Mr. Rocca, James Hunt - not Howard Hunt. 

.And, perhaps even Mr. O'Neill and SIG, although I 

cannot say on this. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Did you ever have any involvement 
._ 

in the Nosenko case? 

Mr. Rocca. Later. 

Mr. Goldsmith. When was that? 

Mr. Rocca. In 1966 - 1967. 

Nr. Goldsmith. What was your role at that time? 
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Mr. Goldsmith. The reason that it would be relevant 1 
I 

is because of the manner in which Mr. Nosenko was handled by i 

t /I - :I 
!! 

the Agency vis-a-vis the infomation that was given about hi= 

1 j to the Warren Commission. It requires the comittee to look 
/I .: i - it 1! into both his treatment in 1364 as well as years subsequent : 

5 ] I to that time. 
;I 

7 I 
I/ 

1Mr. Rocca, My entry into the Nosenko case -- I an‘ 

-:I/ p erfectly wiling to discuss this -- I think it enters into ,! 
i! 

? I certainly Mr. Marcucci's indication -- was in connection " 
;i 

IS j with the review and appraisal of the final report prepared,{ 
:I 
,i 

! ’  I 
or the first draft final report prepared by the Soviet 

.- :I 

.- 
;I Division on the case, and their proposed recommendations ,i 

'< 1 .w I ;, for the handling of the case which, as I say, took place 
:I 

‘1 I; .- :; 6; in '65, '66, or '67, 
I *: I ;a _i 
;i 

1 was asked -- by that time, in other words, the. cas" 

15 i J had reached a concrete stage of, a pile of, a report that 
.- 4 */ j was nearly a foot high. I was asked to read it and to comm@. 

a 
IS ! 

I upon it and its recommendations. I . . I , 
!3 ; I Mr. Goldsmith. What was yow assessment of that repkt? I' 1 t 
t,rJ : 

:I 
Mr. Rocca. My assessment of the report was -- and thqs : 

'I 
“7 .i 

-v/ -I 
;+y- - ‘, ,. :i is on the record, and there is a report, and I defer all or'! 

;JLG 
-,,Ly ',, ,; 
1, i my remarks here to that paper, because the question is a‘ 

q- j *- 
)! complex one --that .I the report should be cut down by at least; 

-. _- : 
i half; that it was too long; and that the overall diversity 

- -  

_; 

of the report# which inciuded a lot of other elements that 

. . A ,, 7 7 3 2 ;j _ z jy L 

_ _..- - . ryfy -,y.,; __ . - 3 _ ,.. _, - .*. 
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were not related to the Nosenko case, concerned other 

aspects, like the Golitzin case, be cut out of it, because : 

they simply encumbered it; that overall, the appraisal that i 

was made that he was a dispatch defector -- and that certai,? : 
4 

action should be taken by the FBI to confirm this or to revi& 

it and to take further action with respect to his stay in i 
4 

the United States -- should be looked at with great care ‘ 

because he had rights under the circumstances. 

Mr. Goldsmith, Who made the actual decision to deta* 

Kosenko under hostile conditions duriing the period in which 4 

he was in CIA custody? 

Mr. Rocca, The Chief of SB Division, to the best 

of my knowledge. 

-Mr. Goldsmith. What input did Mr. Angleton have 

on that? 

Mr. Rocca. I think he was opposed to that. 

:Kr. Goldsmith. What was Mr. Angleton's suggestion 

for the way that Mr. Noseizko should be treated? 

Mr. Rocca, This is not within my competence to 

answer because I don't know the thing. It concerns -- in 

other words, yo u are asking me questions that deal with the 

period that was antecedent to the time that I came into the 

case. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Did Kc. Angleton ever discuss that 

witi you? 
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Mr. Rocca. On the basis of hearsay, then, discussions, 

Mr. Angleton would have wanted a much longer period of 

interrogation based on the actual materials that had been 

accumulated before anything like hostile interrogation was 

underfaken, if at all, In other words, to my recilection, 

in my recollection, there was a significant difference on 

this point. But it was ex post facto;.the decision had 

already been taken and made and that was irreversible at 

that time. 

Mr. Goldsmith. i)o you know what role Mr. Helms had 

in making that decision? 

Mr. Rocca. I do not. 

Mr. Goldsmith. I would like to discuss with you bri&y 4 
. . 

a hypothetical, and I am aware of the Agency's position regydir': 
II 

Nosenko today. . 
' 

Hypothetically, if it could be established without 1 . 

any doubt that the story that Nosenko gave to the FBI and t+ 

CIA regarding the manner in which Oswald was handled in the i i 
i 

I 
Soviet Union -- if, it could be established that that story 2 : 

I 
was completely untrue or completely unbelievable, what- 

significance would that have on the question of whether 

Nosenko was a bona fide or a dispatched defector? 
,‘ 

,Mr * Rocca. it might have no significance, or it migb$t 

have much significance, 
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-: -- 

these materials on the basis of some kind of preknowledge 

that it was his intent to go and that he is therefore an ; I 

unwitting bearer of a version of the case. Or, on the 

other hand, it could indicate that he is a ccntrolled channel 

of communication. 

Mr. Goldsmith. So, your opinion is -- ! 
I 

Mr. Rocca, And there are shades of in between I 
2 

these two. 
1 

1 

Mr. Coldsmith, your opinion is that that doesn't cui 
!I 

either way, then, in terms of the accuracy of his -- 
'1 
i 

Mr. Rocca, No, it doesn't. It cuts both ways. i 
i 

I mean, this is the point. It doesn't resolve it to the 

exclusion of any other hypothesis, which is what I was 

talking about is the nature of 'Lhe evidence that you need 
sj 
i 

here, and until you get it, you've damn well got to keep it.1 

out of the press, it seems to me, because you create proble 
1. 

s,. 

then, at the human level that are really irresolvable. Tha; 

is what is, of course, dangerous. 

I thought you were going to ask a totally different j 

question, which is how would it affect the whole hypothesis z 

of Oswald in the HDB, which would strike me as being a 'I 

much more relevant question to ask. i 

Mr. Goldsmith. Well, Mr. Rocca, I’m afraid that youi 

anticipated my next question. 
f 
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Mr. Goldsmith. Why don't you answer that one now. ; 

Mr. Rocca. Well, I would have to do it the same way, \ 

,~r. Goldsmith. 

It would take, in other words -- it would take very, ; 

very hard evidence either of an agent character or of a 

cipher breakthrough to convince me that he was a mandated i 
, I 

killer to begin with, because the nature of the crime, his ; : 

conduct and association with the deed are such that this 4 I 

responds entirely to what I would consider a self-motivated 

act, 
I 

so, even if, in other words, he were in touch with " ; 

the KGB and an agent--and that would be the implication if :: i 

you drew the evidence on Nosenko as being a phony agent, : ! 

right -- coming back to your question -- I still believe '. 

you would be far from the point of being able to go into the 

World Court or the United Nations or into a diplomatic 

demarche or indeed into something even more serious and 

state this to have been the causative act. 

Is that being fair on‘the evidence? 

: 

4 . 

It seems to me this is what is required in a case of, l 
II 
.I 

1’ t 
,/-Y--c -’ --city- j this seriousness. 
'L., . ;*L& / 

-\s; 1'. 
2 --\ 

; 
1 Mr. Goldsmith, I just have one more question to ask, : 

1a 1 
-- I 'I you prior to taking a brief recess. 

-a 
-- Xr. Rocca. Let me add, however, what I said yesterday, 
.z . -- that notvit~standi2.g tihat question, there is r?O qcE!StlOri 

in- 
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. . 
1 I! 

'i :i my mind that there is additional information in both Havana 
li 

7, i and in Moscow that bears on this motivation and conduct. 6 
I 

3 i! . Mr. Goldsmith. Would you please review CIA number i 

u-l 
(i 

2041, which is a cable dated 6 January, 1964, dealing with 
II -' 

;r: 2 ;i an individual named Mohammed Reggab. 
I 

2 
Li 

U-8 f ;I (Pause) 
. 

c .a ' II L e-8 7 :I 
i 

i 1 
Mr. Rocca. Let's see. This is a person in Berlin. : 

: . 
.z :I 
C ; : I don't know that I have reviewed this. '= PA I . -2 

:i 
9 :. 

;; (Pause) 
Z a! . = iC j! Mr. Goldsmith. = !' Mr. Reggab was an individual who c@ 
-- :- ,i (' 
5 ; 1 .I :- = I *I forward and indicated that at one time he had been a boyfrfer.2 :1 . . -. ;i =. ;: c :. . of Marine Oswald, and he gave the authorities on her backgrbun , .- !; 'Z :! - 1"' = -* L :; that differed from the story that Marina herself gave. 

:; i 
= 4 L 7. :.. '; 
:: L; :i I an wondering if you are familiar with Mr. Reggab's.: 
:. . 
.- i :: ; ;r. :4 c. :I story? ..- 
z !i __. -- 
.z --I i .- ;/ .Mr. Rocca. No. 
= . .; 
01 :y- I . jr :dl 3 who originated this, is still present. 
L L ,; . .- : 
‘- .c . I -- 

iI 
Mr. Goldsmith. Do you know whether Mr. Reggab ever 

k 
; '5 'I ; I 
E 

. , 
;i worked for the Agency? i I 

= /I 
'. 

7 - 23 i 
4 

Mr, Rocca. I do not know that. 
:. 

f? ii 
- *- -' 'i I:+- Mr. Goldsmith. The memo suggests the possibility th&t: I: 

;--zy ,-.a/ ;z :i 
j-' ‘\ ;I he was going to start working for the Agency. 

'It I m- 
,i Do you know whether that was ever pursued? 

-1 
L- A 

.i -- / - -- ~ 

Mr. Rocca. I do not know that, 

I simply am not cognizant of the facts here. 
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Mr. Rocca. Incidentally, are you still talking 

hypothetically? 

Mr. Goldsmith. Well, if you would like to discuss 

something hypothetically, I am open for it. 

Mr. Rocca. I want to revert to the Xinktenbaugh 

analogy and the woman and the case, the MO. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Please do. 

I 

I 

I 
. 

Mr. Rocca, These things, identities in time and spa+, 
: 

and method, are significant, at least at the laboratory lev@, 

so that the kind of thing that the Soviets might have had i% , 

mind for Oswald and Marina--if that is her true rime, 

whatever her identify is, and if we do know ail about her, 
i I 

and my great regret is that she was not polygraphed, as Ruby‘ 

was -- I think this is very definitely a portion -- because 

she certainly to Patricia Blake said things that I had not : 

heard on the record before about her past. 

The Walker thing fits better into the pattern of a ' 

special kind of operational thing, if you, indeed, can belie@ j 

that Walker was a part of Oswald's interest, as she claims ; 

it was. 

So, you have, in other words, coming back to the 

hygothesis, that element of taint with Oswald on the part I 

of the KGB, But I do feel that however you press it on the 

Lasis of tie present%vidence" -- in quotes -- it still i 

falls short of su?qesting that he was a mandated killer in i 
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this instance. 

I want to make that perfectly clear, 

Mr. Goldsmith. Fine. 

Let's take a brief recess at this time. 

. (A brief recess was taken;) 

Mr. Goldsmith. I would like to inform you, Mr. + f 
,i ! 

Rocca, having jus t taken this brief recess, that I have,had 1 
1 . ,i ' 

occasion to review some additional documents that were ,: 
5 

provided to me by the Agency. 

Yesterday you made reference to a second 
i : 

memorandum i i 

that you had prepared with regard to the work of-the 

Rockefeller Commission and that document has now been made 'f ' 

available to us. 
1 ; 
;i I 

Fir. Rocca, In its entirety? 

Mr. Goldsmith. So far as I know, in its entirety, ] 

so that many of the points that were raised yesterday, wherei 

you made reference to the memorandum, will be pursued by 
I i 

my staff and myself. But I just wanted to clarify that .i 
\ ,. : 1 

because there was some suggestion that,there was a memorandum; 

that was missing and, in fact, it has turned up. 

Mr. Rocca. Good. 

-Fir. Goldsmith. I have a few questions to address 

to you. Sasically they are of a wrap-up nature, followup 
-, -- !  

; questions based upon our review of yesterday's discussion. 
-: -- 

?i ZSt, dealincj with Luisa Calderon, the suspected 

- - . ____ __., - --..: \ ., ..r 
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DC1 agent who may have had contact with Mr. Oswald, I would 

like you to refer to CIA number 1843, which is a cover 

page to a transcript. The transcript is the one that 

contains the conversation in which Luisa Caller-r_ na!z,es 

her cryptic reference to the Kennedy assassination and 

suc3ests that she may have had foreknowledge. 

I am not going to go into any detail with regard to f 

the transcript itself as you and I have already discussed , 

the substance. 

I would simply ask you to read 1843 and tell me if 

you can identify whose handwriting appears on that page. i 

Mr. Rocca. Oh, you are not asking me to read this. 

We talked about this yesterday. 

I'm afraid I cannot recognize it, I'm sorry to say. ; 

It just makes no impression. It looks like a woman's I 
! 

handwriting, but these are just guesses. 

.Mr. Goldsmith, The handwriting indicates that a 

transcript is to be sent to someone named Galbond-- 2 

G-‘A-LSO-N-D -- via Kingman. 

Do you know who those individuals were? 

Mr. Rocca. I do not. My guess would be that 

this has to'do with the Warren Commission and their receipti of 

the material. 

Mr. Go ldsrnith. The notation, the handwritten notation, 
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-: -- 

and Buro is spelled B-U-R-O-- "yet." 

Do you know whether this transcript was ever given i 

to the FBI? 

Mr. Rocca. No. Whether that transcript was or not, i 

I cannot say. They already knew the substance of it, of 

course, from the earlier transmissions. My guess is that 

this was the translation from Spanish that was done for the 

Commission by the Agency. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Do you know whether the FBI was 

specifically informed about the conversation that Luisa 

Calderon had in which she made the reference to the Kennedy Ii -i . 
a j 

assassination? 

Mr. Rocca. I'm certain of it -- that is, I can't ! 
; 

prove it by the papers that were shown to me yesterday. 3U9 

I would be certain of it in my own mind. 

(Pause) 

Mr. Rocca. As I say, it is my recollection that 

these things were translated for the Commission by the Agenc@i 
i 

They would be done by people in WH Division who had the 1 

competence in the language, and therefore there would be : i 

different components involved and different routings, . 
' 

obviously. 1 

Mr. Goldsmith, Do you recall ever seeing any cable 

traffic that made specific reference to Luisa Caldercn 

and this conversation? 



Mr. Rocca. No . I would not exclude that there had 

been such, though. But I don't remember any. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Can you indicate that the Bureau 

received via transmission this conversation? 

Mr. Rocca. Oh, I am certain of it. 

.Nr. Scott would have taken it up directly with his 1 

Bureau colleague at a certain point, when it was indicated 

that there should be lateral transmission. 

Mr. Goldsmith. I would like you to refer now to 

CIA number 2206, which is a summary of events that took pla$e '? 

during the visit by Warren Commission staff to the Agency 1: -1 

!  

I 

station in Mexico City in 1963. Paragraph seven of this 8 

document specifically indicates the information that was i 

unavailable for review by the Warren Commission staff. 5. 

Would you please review paragraph seven of this.doctient 

(Pause) 

Mr, Rocca, I have reviewed this. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Fine. 
\ 

IS there any reference in that document, specificall? ! I I 

in paragraph seven, to the Warren Commission staff being given 

access to a transcript of Luisa Calderon's conversation? 

Mr. Rocca. There is no reference. There is no : 

' specification that among the items listed is that piece. 

xr. Goldsmith. Now yesterday we discussed 'his issue 
-: -- 
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in trying to resolve it. I recall your response as affirmative. 

Mr. Rocca. I will always volunteer for anything. i 

Mr. Goldsmith. We will attempt to make arrangements : 

with the Agency to give you access to some of these materials1 

so that we can determine conclusively whether or not this 

information was given to the Warren Commission staff. 

Mr. Rocca. At what point or -- 

Mr. Goldsmith. We are interested in whether the 

information was given to the Warren Commission and when. 

Mr. Rocca, Ever -- ah. 

This memorandum is Win Scott‘ssummary memorandum. 

Again, things can be omitted from memoranda, and I would 

assume that that's the case in this instance, 

He was so firmly committed -- Win was, personaily -- I i 

to the fact of Cuban involvement. In fact, he went far.--. _I 
.-. - 

beyond what I would regard as publicly discussible, inferent$.al 
: . 

judgments in that regard, in his discussions with me that I ' 1 

can't believe absolutely that he would ever withhold it. 
,i i 

Mr. Goldsmith. Would you give us a summary now of : ! 
, 

what Mr. Scott's theories were with regard to the possibilit$y i 

of Cuban involvement. 

LHr. Rocca. He felt +&at there was very definitely ' 

the possibility of Cuban involvment with Oswald, but he 1 

coald not arrive at any definite information. And frankly, 



really significant use to you in your Own investigation 

here8 beyond the statement that he also had this conviction, ; 

He also felt that way about the Soviets, of course. 

Mr . Goldsmith, Now, yesterday we also discussed the : 

photograph that had been taken of the individual who has bedni 
. ; 

referred to by the press as "The Mexico Mystery Man," and '1 ; 'T; 
*** 

i .‘i 

I showed you a document labeled CIA number 2138, which is 1 j ii * z‘ 
a memo dated 12 Hay, '64, from Mr. Angleton to you, in whicbj ; g 

i I .1! 
a statement is made to the effect that the Agency might z i -,. 

consider waiting out the Commission with regard to this 
: :$ 

; i :I I -=s, ( 2 
issue. .f $ 

; i 
I'm sorry, I referred to the incorrect document. i $ I 

In fact, it is number 2139, and the date is 5 March, '64, 

memo is from you, Mr. Rocca, to Richard Helms, and you indicbte t 
8 
:. 

that Mr. Angleton does not desire to respond directly to 

the request from Mr. Rankin for some materials. & , 
8 $;- 

In the second paragraph you indicate that Mr. Angleto+ I '( 
i 

would prefer to wait out the Commission in the matter covered : ;' 
. >. 

by paragraph 2. 

Would you please review this at this time. 

(Pause) 

Mr. Goldsmith. Do you know when the Warren Commission 

was given the full story on the photographic surveillance 

operation in Mexico City, and soecificaily the relationshiD 
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Mr. Rocca. Could I ask a question here as a matter 

of information? 

1%. Goldsmith. Certainly, please do. 

Mr. Rocca, "This is responsive tc paragraph three 

of Rankin's letter, see refltrence tab:' -- is that here? 

Mr. Goldsmith. No. 

In fact, the letter was not attached to the documenta 
j 

although it is indicated that it was. I 
1 

Mr. Rocca, "J does not desire to respond directly i 

to paragraph two of that letter which made a le%y for our .; 

material which had gotten into the hands of the Secret Serv cc a i 

since 23rd of November. We found that except for three ,; 1 
3 : 

telegrams all that the Secret Service had was material we :i f 

had sent to McGeorge Bundy at the White House. Apparently j: : 
p 

he had simply passed it to the Secret Service as a matter OF . * 

internal information. Unless you feel otherwise, Jim would: . 

prefer-to wait out the Commission on the matter covered by 4 
'1 ‘ 

paragraph two, which is a levy for our material which had i ! 

gotten into the hands of the Secret Service since'the 23rd + / I 

of November and which has previously been described. If I I 

they come back on the point, he feels that you or someone : ; 

from here should be prepared to go over to show the CornmisSion : ;.; :g 

the materials rather than pass them to &&em in copy. 
.;Y ._ ,,a$ .: 

Incidentallv nOne of 

interest. Ke have either ?assed the zaterkl in sdzst2nce 
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to the Commission in response to earlier (levies) or the ; 
i 

items refer to aborted leads -- for example, the famous six 1 

photographs which were not of Oswald (and) .the passenger ' 

manifest of an airline -.vhich also did not pertain to Oswald, 

If you desire to take note of the levy in paragraph two, 

we would recommend that you indicate on the attached" and ! 

so forth. 
I 

. : 
Well, we don't have the Rankin thing. But my 

recollection is that very shortly thereafter this -- 

Mr. Goldsmith. Incidentally, for the record, I just 1 

want to indicate that we've reviewed the Rankin letter and .: 
. 

it is unclear specifically what it is referring to. That's : i 

why I haven't bothered to show it to you. 

Mr. Rocca, Well, it's very clear that this is uncle*,: 7 : 

too, because it refers to something unclear, it seems to mei i 

In other words, it sounds like something that had bee@ : 

gottenlto Rankin in a kind of vague and hazy way, that was 1 
' I 

really not substantively new, that he made an issue of, and ' : 
\ " / 

: : 
that this refers to simply avoiding duplicating needlessly . 

a paper that had already been disposed of, or taken care ofti 1 

or was in the process of being taken care of. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Now nevertheless, there is language ' i 

to the effect there that Mr. Angleton was concerned with 

^ , -- j waiting out the Ccimission. 

-: e- hf 7- _^_ . Rocca. Tfeli, in ether words, if he coulZ show 
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il i . 
. I 

.i that this material was not of any new substantive interest ! 
;I 

* & ! I 1 and that it was already being taken care of, it would avoid i 
il 

‘) 1 - .* ; a needless stage of reproduction and of discussion -- I think ' 'I 
4 ; . - 1 is the intent behind this. f 

m 
z 

;I , c :. 
(r - ii 'Mr. Goldsmith. Do you when the Warren Commission 

, :  : :  
a. 

E .; 
:.: .i 

was told about the Mexico City photograph? 

Mr. Rocca. I cannot recall the date of it, but they 

came over and received the photograph and looked at it froltli i 

my very hands. I had in my hand an envelope containing thd 

entire run of the photographs that had been submitted to m4 
j 

by the desk, the WH desk, ~Xr.~cELs~~as of that time. i 

Nhat date that was -- it cculd be Kay, it could be :f 
,i 

April, it could be March. I think it was later -- it was ! 

sooner rather than later. 
* 

Mr. Goldsmith. Let me show you a document labeled ,i 
= .; 

id : I 24 March, 1964. The subject is Mexico City, CIA disseminat&or. 
:I 

a* ! j  :i 
- ;I of information on Lee Harvey Oswald. The document, rather,,? L k I :I c t-s 

z 
;a , 

1 I is labeled March 26, 1964, and it is an internal memo, c 
L-l : 
= 1: 1; 
i '. c- i/ Warren Commission staff, CIA number 2221 and 2222. In 2224, 

i 
c . . 
c 
n 20 j  

the author of the memo indicates as follows: "As you know, i 
'1 : .-.- ;. 

zc.yy- j[ we are still trying to get an explanation of the photograpq 
23 f2 ; 
- , :j which the E‘S1 showed Marguerita Oswald soon after the 

?- .i .- 
4 assassination. .I I hope that paragraph four of the memo of I 

-A ; i- 
,! March 24, 1964, sent Hr. Rankin by the CIA is not the answdr 

s- i -- I ) which the CIA intends to give us to this inquiry." 
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Would you please review that. 

Mr. Rocca. Could I ask you again what paper this is? : 

IS it from the Commission? 

Mr. Goldsmith. It's a Commission internal memorandurj i- 

Slawson - Coleman, to Rankin. 

IMr, Rocca. Do we have paragraph four of the memoran+ 
I 

of March 24? i * . 

Mr. Goldsmith. That letter, unfortunately, is not 

available. The Agency did not send that to us. 

LMr. Rocca, Lcy recollection is that whatever this 1 . 

confabulation implies, that at some particular point -- and ! : 
. 

I don't remember the date, it was either at the end of March4 : 
t 

or April -- they came over and I showed them personally-- I 

Mr. Goldsmith. Youwould certainly agree that by, the i 

end of March, that on this day, the -- 

:Mr. Rocca. As of this day it sounds as if they don't. : 

have it. 

Mr. Goldsmith. --the explanation given was not 
I 

satisfactory? i I 
: 

Mr. Rocca, Well, I mean, they may have -- one thing , : 

that came out of my reflections on our talks yesterday and ' j 

also today is the fact that these are all bricks assembled 

in a particular fashion, 



-. -- 

relationship with which these bricks were handled at the tine, 

In this particular case, while they may not have had 

the final explanation or even an explanation that we ourselt-es 

were satisfied with inasmuch as we were dependent on rEports* 

from Mexico City, t~ty certainly were aware of the fact that 

the thing was being worked on and that the issue existed. 

In other words, there was no question of withholding -- and i 
I 

this took place at the conversational level and was obvious1 t 1 

unrecorded in any way. I find myself impossible here to filt 

in the proper cement on the operational level that wouid make I# 

some of these bricks more plausible than they would seem, I i 

as they are taken out and just held up. 

But I have an absolute recollection of giving them ; 

these photographs, and in the memorandum that you've gotten 1 _ 

today, you will see that it turned out that there were even . 

more photographs in the file -- not of the particular eight 

men, but of others in the coverage which they provided in . 

'75. Now this comes out of the desk. 
\ 

Mr. Goldsmith. Would you agree, nevertheless, that the 

author of this memo was not satisfied with the explanation , 

that the Agency had provided with regard to the photographs 

as of that day? 

xr . Rocca, Ves,yes, 

Ee was certainly reflecting that in his internal 



Mr. Goldsmith. Was there ever any effort on the part : 

I 
of the CIA to coordinate testimony given to the Warren 

Commission with the FBI? 

Mr. Rocca. None that I know of. 

. Mr. Goldsmith. Off the record. ! 

(Discussion off the record) 
I I 

Mr. Goldsmith. What efforts, if any, were made to ;: ; 

prep Mr. McCone prior to any briefings that -Yr. PicCone 
: ' j 
i 

; 
gave to the Warren Commission? ,! 

Mr. Rocca, I'm afraid I have to refer to whatever is 

in the record, if any, on that, because I did not deal I : 
. 

personally with 1Mr. McCone on these matters. !i : 
I 

Mr. Goldsmith. Was there ever a concern evinced by : : 

I 
Mr. Angleton or yourself or Mr. Helms that &Xr. McCone give : T 

consistent-testimony, either testimony or statements, to the!J 
.-- 

Warren Commission? 

Mr. Rocca. The thought would never have crossed my 

mind and, therefore, speaking for myself, the answer is : 
\ 

negative. I have never -- 1 have not heard of anything : 
I I 

involving either Mr. Helms or Mr. Angleton in that respect, 1: : 

to the best of my knowledge or recollection. 

1Mr. Goldsmith. Reading from CIA number 2138, which 

is a memo for Mr. Rocca from !%r. Lngleton dated 12 May, 1966, 

it indicates as follorcrs: “The Di3P wishes to have from you 



-- :  
-> ’ 

’̂ I  
-- 

- :  
-- 

basic issues or positions entered into by the Agency in its ; 

dealings with the Commission. For example, Rankin indicated ' 

that the Commission would wish to hear the Director's views 

as to how improvements might be made in protecting the 

President's life. Further, they will probably ask questions 

regarding the possibilities chat a conspiracy existed. I 

Such general questioning certainly necessitates that the DC3 f 
f i 

be made aware of the positions taken during previous 
; 

interviews." e 
:i 
i i 

That language suggests that there was some concern fc@- 
% ! .j 

Mr. Rocca. Well, this was a concern for a briefing i -: 
/, ! 

paper f as to what the main lines of response should be. Th$s; 
3 : *. 

is a perfectly normal and regular procedure, followed in :] 
, i 

the Agency before and since and in other agencies, and I thjnk 
i 

we saw yesterday the briefing paper that went up, that was i * 

the product of, a combined product. But how the paper was ; 

used by Mr. Helms is something that I can't respond to. ' 

You asked me whether or not -- 

Mr. Goldsmith. Either Mr. Helms or Mr. McCone ; j- 

apparently-- i 
i 

Mr. Rocca. You asked me about Mr. McCone. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Yes, and apparently the briefing -- : 

Mr . Rocca. So, I have no way of knowing what ,Xr. 

tielms did with the paper, with Mr. !+zCone, or whether it 
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depositions before the Commission, they had obviously read 

the paper or it had been reviewed. Eowever, what they said 

was far less substantial than what was indicated there. So 

I can't say anything on the basis of a simple analysis at 

all at that point. 

But this is a routine request for preparing material! 

for the boss. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Was there any concern that the bos 7 

WOUE start making inconsistent statements? i 

Mr. Rocca. Why, I can't believe it. That wasn't 'i 

what prompted it. It was that he would have a formal basis/ 

for saying whatever he had to say that would be responsive i 
3 

to the Commission's needs. ! 

Mr. Goldsmith. During its review of the Agency's : 

Oswald file and related files, the staff of this committeekas 
" : 

come across transcripts of telephone conversations involvi&, : 

for example, Mr. McCone, Mr. 7 
My question to you i& ; 

. 

whether as a matter of routine telephone conversations wer& : 

either taped or transcribed by the use of a stenographer : I 
._ * 8 

listening to the conversations? 
. i 

ii 
.$$! ‘/ Do you have any knowledge of this taking place in 

;:.y 2: :j 1963 and 196'4? 4 

:I -9 /, -- .I I Fir, Rocca. I have no knowledge that this took place 
i. 

IA 'I 
-- ,I 

i as far as CI is concerned at any time, which is what I can, L 
-' ; ,d . 

: seak to. That it was a practice of the Director to have t&ese 
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.; 

-- I 

‘/ 

s- 
- 

-- 

conversations recorded is something I think khat came out t 

i 

of the Watergate matter and is therefore a matter of record 1 

for his own use. 
i i 

But whether a::~ cf that was done in 1963, new, is i 
I .. : (_ 

simply -- this is the first I've heard of it. i 
i ', 

Mr. Goldsmith. I would like to show you a transcript .i " " 

of a telephone conversation between Mr. McCone and Mr. 
i c 

Hooqr; .2 

dated 26 November, 1963. It is CIA document number 2134. ' 

Does that appear to the a transcript of a telephone 1 t 

conversation? 

Mr. Rocca. Yes, it does. 

Mr. Goldsmith . Would you read the middle paragraph; 
/ 

which makes reference to an FBI informant. 

(Pause) 
bj 

Mr. Rocca. That's LIENVOY. That's their material : 

r 
I 
? a 

! 

Mr. Goldsmith. So, how would -- 
$ 

i 
Mr. Rocca. I would interpret it that way. I have !i 

. . g t- 
never read this piece of paper that I recall. That would bb 

my reaction. 

Mr. doldsmith, For the record, let's get this cleari 

. 

,a: 

The Director of the FBI, Mr. Hoover, is making referFn& 4 

to an informant that the FBI had in Mexico City, and he is 
$ 
~$;: 
+ 

indicating that the informant has informed the Eureau as to* ,$ 
:v. 3 

- ,-*, ‘1 -7 7 . . g 5 Y T I .A '1. .>j I 
?: 



- 
1- 

-’ /  

; -  .  

Hoover is referring to the LIENVOY operation. 
I 

Mr. Rocca. And he is subtly letting Mr. McCone know t 
i 
I 
1 that Mr. McCone's resources down there were not unique, that 

- w -.  - - - I  - .  a * .  .  Y 

i 

the contents of Oswald's conversations in Mexico City, 

From your answer, I take it that you assume that Mr. 1 , 

they, too, had access to 1 

Mr. Goldsmith. z 

Mr. Rocca. II 

Mr. Goldsmith. c 

3 

Mr. Rocca. Yes. 

Mr. Goldsmith. So, how would Hoover have had access 

to this information? 

Mr. Rocca. By the 26th, or by after the event, h 

would have been able to get I: 3 I think 

everything. I think they just rushed to give him everythin 

Mr. Goldsmith. So, he would have had aL 
'. 

informant, do you think, that might have,.given him this 
. 

information? , 

I 
Mr. Rocca, I think that that terminology is sort of' ! II : : 

* # 
standard terminology that he would have used to cover and ' ;d 

their coverage down there, and that wha$ 
i:., 

sort of mythologize LE : 

he is referring to are L J the Rureau wo&ld 

c 0 ?I 3 I 9 z 'i T I ;* L, 
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have independently developed on the case by that time. I 

would defer, cbviously, to a Bureau man in reading it. But i 

I think that this is the correct line of interpretation. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Do you know Anne Goodpasture? 

Mr. Rocca, The name is familiar and I must have met 

her. 

Mr. Goldsmith. She was a case officer in Mexico City 

working with Win Scott. 

Mr. Rocca. She wrote that wonderful summary -- 

IQ. Goldsmith. Which summary are you referring to? 

Mr. Rocca. -- of the case, of all the file. It's 

a thick collection which summarizes eve,ry document in the 

Mexican file. 

Mr. Goldsmith. In the Mexican Oswald file? 

Mr. Rocca, Yes, in the Mexican Oswald file. I . 

don't know. Imean, it may well be, but I certainly have 

not dealt with her -- well, I hesitate to use the word 

"intimately," but in the sense of this case. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Fine. 

Do you know Mr. Scott Breckenridge? 

i 

Mr. Rocca, Only in terms of the formality of concern ; 

of the Inspector General. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Do you kmw whether he was ever 
?. -- i 

involved iz the investigation of the Kennedy assassination? 
-: -- 
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The individual over there who was involved was Lieder, 

John Lieder at the time 1 left. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Mr. Rocca, I have no further questions 

to ask you. 

I would like to thank you for making yourself 

to the committee staff for the past day and a half. 

been very patient and you've been very generous with your 

time. 

I would like to ask for your assurance that you will ii 

not disclose your testimony nor the questions that were 
1 

j 

asked of you to anyone else. 

Mr. Rocca, I give you that assurance. 

Mr. Goldsmith. Thank you. 

We will be in contact with you in an effort to resol 

some of the questions that arose by virtue of this depositi , 
-- 

Thank you very much, sir. 
- -4 

1 
Mr. Rocca. Not at all. " 

.j 

Thank you. 

Thank you, Mr. Berk. 

Mr. Berk. Thank you very much. 

(Whereupon, at 1:27 o'clock, p.m., the taking of the!/ 

deposition df Raymond G, Rocca concluded.) 

- - - 


